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PREFACE

This report describes the progress of work conducted between 1 January 1966

and 30 June 1966 by the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Division of United Aircraft

Corporation, East Hartford, Connecticut on Contract NAS3-7605, Development

of Compressor End Seals, Stator Interstage Seals, and Stator Pivot Seals in

Advanced Air Breathing Propulsion Systems, for the Lewis Research Center of

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

Charles A. Knapp is Project Manager for Pratt & Whitney Aircraft for this pro-

gram.

The following National Aeronautics and Space Administration personnel have

been assigned to this project:

Contract Officer

Project Manager
Research Advisor

Contract Administrator -

J. H. DeFord

D. P. Townsend

L. P. Ludwig

T. J. Chaxney
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SUMMARY

This report describes the work completed during the second six month period of

an analytical, design, and experimental program directed at developing com-

pressor end seals, stator interstage seals, and stator pivot seals for advanced

air breathing propulsion systems.

The objective of this contract is to achieve a means of increasing compressor

efficiency by providing compressor seals with significantly lower air leakage

rates than those currently in use while not incurring undue penalties in relia-

bility and weight.

The program involves a screening study of all potential types of seals and a de-

tailed feasibility analysis of those recommended for further evaluation. This

feasibility analysis is to be followed by design and procurement of seals for rig

evaluation. Test rigs simulating advanced engine construction, where applicable,

will be procured for evaluation of these seals under specified operating condi-

tions. Mechanical Technology Incorporated, under subcontract to Pratt &

Whitney Aircraft, is to conduct an analytical program contributing to the feasi-

bility analysis (Tasks I and In) of the prime contract.

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft is supplying MTI with information required to evalu-

ate engine application of various seal concepts and is monitoring MTI's efforts

through periodic meetings, as required under terms of the prime contract.

As mentioned in the monthly Progress Reports of March, April, and May 1966,

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft feels that the similarity of the two floated shoe seal

designs recommended for final design and evaluation will leave the program

without a backup of radically different concept. This problem was discussed

in a joint NASA-P&WA-MTI meeting held at NASA on March 17th. Three new

concepts appear worthy of feasibility analysis: a ring-mounted flexure shoe

design, an "OC" diaphragm thin strip design, and a semi-rigid one-piece seal

design. NASA is presently considering the recommendation covering this work.

A NASA-Pratt & Whitney Aircraft meeting was held on 19 May 1966 to review

the compressor seal program. At this meeting, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft sub-

mitted layout drawings for NASA approval to commence final design of the one

side floated shoe compressor seal and two versions of a stator vane pivot seal.

Also presented at this meeting were preliminary design layouts of test rigs in

which Task I compressor seals and Task III vane pivot seals will undergo ex-

perimental evaluation. NASA approval of these seals was granted in a letter

dated 31 May 1966. Design work was initiated immediately.

°°°
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Mechanical Technology Incorporated (MTI) of Latham, New York submitted a

Summary Report which is included in the text of this report.

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft is utilizing a computer program to evaluate primary

seal performance for off-design conditions. A review of coil and wave spring

designs for the one side floated shoe seal is being conducted. The thermal
characteristics of this seal are being studied, with particular emphasis on

thermal shunt requirements.

Design work was continued on test rigs in which Task I compressor seals and
Task IH vane pivot seals will undergo experimental evaluation.

Milestone charts are presented at the end of this report.
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SEMIANNUAL REPORT NO. 2

DEVELOPMENT OF COMPRESSOR END SEALS,

STATOR INTERSTAGE SEALS, AND STATOR PIVOT

SEALS IN ADVANCED AIR BREATHING

PROPULSION SYSTEMS

by

H. L. Northup, R. M. Hawkins, and C. A. Knapp

ABSTRACT

The design of compressor end seals, stator interstage seals and stator pivot

seals is discussed in detail. One-side floated shoe seals, two-side floated shoe

seals, and thin strip seal designs are considered. Each design is analyzed

with respect to mechanical, thermal, and fluid-flow conditions which affect

sealing properties. The performance of each design is compared to the per-

formance of seals currently in use.
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N rotor speed, rpm
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INTRODUCTION

High performance, modern multistage axial flow compressors built with state-

of-the-art features, incorporate several air leak paths which are detrimental

to compressor performance. Elimination or significant reduction of these

leaks would result in a compressor of higher efficiency and possibly smaller

size. Some typical areas of leak paths with estimates of percent air loss and

potential effect on compressor performance are:

% Air Loss Effect on

Compressor Efficiency

End Seal 0.6% 1.0%

Interstage Stator Seals 0.9% 1.0%

(ten stages)

Vane Pivot Seals 0.2% per 0.2% per

(variable stator) stage stage

Increases in compressor efficiency are traditionally sought by means of com-

pressor geometry redesign. A few extra points in efficiency often mean the

difference between a successful or an unsuccessful engine design. These in-

creases as a result of geometry change are always very expensive and not

always successful. On the other hand, the losses to efficiency as a result of

air leaks are strikingly large and real gains are within reach at a relatively low

cost. The gains in efficiency however, must be balanced against any detrimen-

tal effect that improved sealing may have on the engine, such as lower reliability
or increased weight.

This program will provide for a research, analytical, and test program having

as its goal the development of compressor end seals, stator interstage seals,

and vane pivot seals which exhibit lower air leakage rates than those currently

in use. This will be accomplished using components of such size, materials,

and designs as to be considered applicable to compressors for engines capable

of supersonic aircraft propulsion.
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I* TASK I - CONCEPT FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS

PROGRAMS FOR COMPRESSOR END SEALS

AND FOR COMPRESSOR STATOR

INTERSTAGE SEA LS

A feasibility analysis program was conducted on seals for application in stator

interstage and end seal systems. The first phase of this program was a pre-

liminary analysis and screening of various seal concepts prior to the selection

of concepts for the detailed feasibility analysis. The analytical effort included

a comparison of the selected concepts to current practice and all calculations,

analyses, and drawings necessary to establish feasibility of these selected con-

cepts. This analytical effort was subcontracted to Mechanical Technology Inc.

(MTI) of Latham, New York and was monitored by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft as

required under the terms of the NASA contract.

A. SUMMARY OF TASK I FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS

MTI completed the feasibility analysis on the four compressor seal concepts re-

maining from the original screening studies. Two seal concepts were considered

feasible and adequate for recommendation to NASA: the one side and two side

floated shoe seals. Pratt & Whitney Aircraft submitted the latest designs of the

one side floated shoe compressor end seal and stator interstage seal concepts

to NASA on 19 May 1966 requesting approval to start final design under Task H

(see Figures 1 and 2). An effort was made to ensure compatibility of the seal

with current engine practice without making major changes in the basic seal con-

cepts shown on the MTI drawings. Approval was granted in a letter from NASA

dated 31 May 1966.

The results of the feasibility analysis indicated that the two side floated shoe

(a radial seal) was also worthy of final design and manufacture. However, the
recommendation of this seal was held in abeyance, since it was felt that the

similarity of the two floated shoe seal designs would leave the program without

a backup of radically different concept. Three new concepts appear to be worthy

of feasibility analysis: a ring-mounted flexure shoe design, an "OC" diaphragm,

a thin strip design, and a semirigid one piece seal design. NASA is presently

considering the recommendation covering this work.

B. MTI FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS

The feasibility analysis of compressor end seal and stator interstage seal con-

cepts conducted by MTI is presented in this section of the report. The material

presented in this section was prepared by D. Wilcock, H. Cheng, J. Bjerklie,

C. Chow, R. Newell, R. Thorkildsen, and K. Wachman.
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Figure 1
One-Side Floated Shoe Compressor End Seal. Ref. P&WA Dwg.
L-70329
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i. INTRODUCTION

This report concludes the feasibility analysis on compressor end seals and

stator interstage seals for advanced air breathing propulsion systems.

The first Semi-AImual Report (PWA 2752) dated January 20, 1966, summarized

the screening of a large number of concepts and the selection of the four best

concepts for a detailed feasibility analysis. For the compressor end and inter-

stage seals, it described the detailed analysis of primary seal performance,

and the dynamics of seal tracking of runner motion.

This report brings the feasibility analysis to a conclusion, and contains duplica-

tions of material in the first Semiannual Report only when essential.

2. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

a. COMPRESSOR END AND INTERSTAGE SEALS

As a result of the screening study reported in the first Semiannual Report

(PWA 2752) four seal concepts were selected for a further feasibility analysis,

The Two-Side Floated Shoe (A Radial Seal)

The One-Side Floated Shoe (A Face Seal)

The Thin Strip Plus Piston Ring (A Face Seal)

The Thin Strip Plus C Diaphragm (A Face Seal)

These designs are illustrated in Figures 3 to 6 for the compressor end seal,

and in Figures 7 to 9 for the interstage seal.

1) TEST RIG CONDITIONS

The specifications for this study defined the air pressure and temperature
conditions for both cruise and take-off as follows:

End Stage Interstage
Cruise Take-off Cruise Take-off

Pressure Differential, psi 80

Upstream Temperature, °F 1200

Seal Sliding Speed, ft/sec. 850

150 25 50

680 1200 680

785 850 785
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EJ
26000

OlA REF

SCHEME A

HIGH PRESSURE

T
RE

AREAS

SECTION C-C

I

/ _ I c- I _ll._-_.-, I

/ -- _-H_'_c___ _ et
I

VIEW IN DIRA

DESCRIPTION

Scheme A - Two Side Floated Shoe

This is a hydrostatic supported segmented rin_ seal in which the segments

are riffid floating shoes. A compression sprin_ located between each segment

causes the seal rinp to retract at low air pressures. The primary sealinp

face is of the hydrostatic step seal design. The secondary sealing is also of

the hydrostatic type and allows the shoe to follow shaft _rowth and runout.

VIEW IN DIR B

Figure 3 Compressor End Seal Concept Scheme A. Ref. P&WA Dwg. L-67714

and MTI Sketch D-2116
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__J

_PRESSURE AREA

ENLARGED VIEW

OW PRESSURE AI_A

EXTENSION SPRING

' LEAF SPRINGS

SCHEME C

SECTION G-G

DESCRIPTION

Scheme C - One Side Floated Shoe

This seal is a hydrostatic supported segmented face seal in which the seg-

ments are rigid floating shoes. The floating shoes are retained in the seal

carrier b 7 an anti-rotation pin which also maintains a light compressive load

on the leaf springs. The light duty leaf springs and hydrostatic secondary

sealing between the shoe and carrier allows the shoe to follow lo_, magnitude

high frequency motion. The seal carrier which has a piston ring for the

secondary seal will follow the full 0.4 inches of axial motion required. The

extension spring ties the seal carrier to the fixed housing and causes the seal

carrier to retract at low air pressures. When the primary seal is open a

labyrinth seal produces the required pressure differential to close the seal

at the desired engine operatin_ condition.

Figure 4 Compressor End Seal Concept Scheme C. Ref. P&WA Dwg. L-67714
and MTI Sketch D-2134
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SECTION H-H

I

I

__J

I

[

ENLARGED VIEW

EXTENSION

SPRING

I

DESCRIPT!ON

Scheme D - Thin Strip - One Piece

The primary seal in this design is an orifice compensated hydrostatic

supported one piece continuous thin strip face seal. A leaf spring is

attached to the seal carrier and exerts a compressive force on the thin

strip which is attached to the seal carrier by guide pins, Secondary

sealing between the thin strip and the carrier consists of a fully floated

piston ring which permits the thin strip to follow any runout or wobble

of the face. A coating is shown _'hich provides a better rubbing surface

in case the thin strip contacts the face. The balance of the construction

is similar to the one ride floating shoe.

Figure 5 Compressor End Seal Concept Scheme D. Ref. P&WA Dwg. L-67714
and MTI Sketch D-2132
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SCHEME E

DESCRIPTION

Scheme E - Thin Strip - C Diaphragm

This seal is similar to the one piece thin strip seal, the method of secondary

sealing being the primary change. This design utilizes a C diaphragm as the

secondary seal between the thin strip and seal carrier in place of the piston

ring and leaf springs. The design has been changed to incorporate compres-

sion springs in place of the extension springs used in two other face seal

designs, but the operation of the seal is similar.

I

SECTION J-J

II

Figure 6 Compressor End Seal Concept Scheme E.

and MTI Sketch D-2118

Ref. P&WA Dwg. L-67714
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_C __=___ HiGH PRESSURE

VtEW IN DtRECTION B SECTION C-C (ROTATED)

DESCRIPTION

Scheme A - Two Side Floated Shoe

This is a hydrostatic supported segmented rinp seal in which the segments

are rigid gloating shoes. A compression spring located between each segment

causes the seal ring to retract at low air pressures. The primary sealing

face is of the hydrostatic step seal design, The secondary sealing is also of

the hydrostatic type and allows the shoe to follow shaft growth and runout.

SCHEME A

Figure 7 Stator Interstage Heat Concept Scheme A. Ref. P&WA Dwg. L-67713
and MTI Sketch D-2116
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SURf[ AREA

CO_IPRIESSION SPRtNG-_'_" I ENLARGED VIEW

L_J

SEC T_ON G-G

DESCRIPTION

Scheme C * One Side Floated Shoe

This seal is a hydrostatic supported segmented face seal in which the seg-

ments are rigid floating shoes. The floating shoes are retained in the seal

carrier by an anti-rotation pin which also maintains a light extension load on

the leaf springs. The light duty leaf springs and hydrostatic secondary seal-

ing between the shoe and carrier allows the shoe to follow low magnitude high

frequency motion. The seal carrier which has a piston ring for the secondary

seal will follow the full 0, 4 inches of axial motion required. The extension

spring ties the seal carrier to the fixed housing and causes the seal carrier to

retract at low air pressures. When the primary seal is open a labyrinth

seal produces the required pressure differential to close the seal at the

desired engine operatinl_ conditions.

Figure S Stator Interstage Seal Concept Scheme C.
and MTI Sketch D-2134

Ref. P&WA Dwg. L-67713
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EXTENSION

SPRING

/
ENLARGED VIEW

H

l-
SECT iON H-H

DESCRIPTION

Scheme D - Thin Strip - One Piece

The primary seal in this design is an orifice compensated hydrostatic

supported one piece continuous thin strip face seal. A leaf spring is

attached to the seal carrier and exerts a compressive force on the thin

strip which is attached to the seal carrier by guide pins. Secondary

sealing between the thin strip and the carrier consists of a fu|ly floated

piston ring which permits the thin strip to follow any runout or wobble

of the face. A coating is shown which provides a better rubbing surface

in case the thin strip contacts the face. The balance of the construction

is similar to the one side floating shoe.

I

I

q
I

SCHEME O

Figure 9 Stator Interstage Seal Concept Scheme D. Ref. P&WA Dwg. L-67713
and MTI Sketch D-2132
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The actual pressure level was not specified, and will be, among other things,

a function of altitude and vehicle speed. Simulated testing is planned to use a

lower pressure of 20 psia. See Figure 10 for overall test rig pressure levels.

INLET

J
SEAL A P 11

25- CRUISE /

l

50- T.O. /

INTERSTAGE

_

75 - CRUISE
120 - T.O.

IOO - CRUISE
170 - T.O.

SEAL A P

END SEAL _ 80- CRUISE
150 - T.O.

20-CRUISE
--20- T.O.

V I

A

Figure 10 Overall Test Rig Pressure Levels

The seals are designed for test rig conditions, recognizing that these pressure

levels are lower than could be experienced in an engine, and that the pressure

ratios are therefore higher (see Section I. B. 2. a)8)). Redesign will be required

for engine conditions to account for the influence of higher density and lower

pressure ratios.

2) LABYRINTH LEAKAGE RATES

A standard four-tooth engine labyrinth, operating with a clearance of O. 018 in-

ches under simulated end seal cruise conditions, is calculated to have a leakage

rate of 1.07 pounds per second. Standard interstage seal leakage at cruise con-

ditions is 2.02 pounds per second at 0o 040 inches clearance. Comparisons of

calculated seal leakage rates are made with these numbers.
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3) TWO-SIDE FLOATED SHOE RADIAL SEAL

A feasibility analysis and preliminary layout of this seal have been completed.

The design is shown in detail on Figures 3 and 7. Leakage rate for the end seal

under test rig cruise conditions is calculated to be 0. 076 pounds per second,

less than one tenth that of the comparable labyrinth seal. The primary seal gas

film is stiff enough to maintain its thickness to better than 0.0007 inches during

maximum expected runout of the runner surface. A Rayleigh step configuration

on the primary seal surface of the shoe provides additional hydrodynamic

protection.

This seal contains 24 segments which are lightly spring loaded in one version,

and which have retraction springs in another version. The shoes are floated in

a close-fitting carrier by hydrostatic action. Some thermal shunting is required

in order to minimize warping due to thermal gradients.

This design requires that a number of close tolerances be held during manufacture.

In addition, both the runner and the shoe holder must be designed to minimize

warping due to stress or thermal gradients, in order to keep the primary seal

surfaces parallel.

4) ONE-SIDE FLOATED SHOE FACE SEAL

A feasibility analysis and preliminary layout of this seal have been completed.

The design is shown in detail on Figures 4 and 8. The calculated leakage rate

for the end seal under test rig cruise conditions is 0.028 pounds per second,

less than one tenth of that of the comparable labyrinth seal. Film thickness

change during tracking of runner wobble is less than 10 percent of that of the
two-side floated shoe design. This is because face runout is about one tenth of

the anticipated radial runout. Each shoe carries a Rayleigh step pattern on the

primary surface for additional hydrodynamic protection.

In order to accommodate the anticipated relative axial motion, which may be as

much as 0.4 inches, the 24 shoes are supported by a carrier ring which in turn

is supported by soft springs. Stiffer springs support the shoes in the carrier and

permit the shoes to track any uneveness in the runner surface as well as runner

face runout. Secondary sealing is obtained by a floated one-piece piston ring

between the carrier and the engine support structure, as well as by hydrostatic

action between the floating shoe and carrier. Some thermal shunting is required

for this seal.

This design is expected to be easier to manufacture than the two-side floated

shoe. It requires fewer close tolerances and highly finished surfaces for proper

functioning.
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5) THIN STRIP PLUS PISTON RING FACE SEAL

The thin strip concepts inherently offer desirable features which could never be

achieved with the shoe designs. These seals (Figure 5) are envisioned as being

in one piece, not requiring inter-segment sealing. They can be simpler than the

others, in that fewer pieces would be required. In addition, the inherent flexi-

bility could make the application of low speed retraction easier, by providing

better conformity during touchdown. A great amount of effort was expended on

these concepts. The analysis has been complex and time consuming and has not

produced an acceptable design. Results of the studies to date indicate that

further efforts will probably not meet with success.

One major problem is to obtain the proper angular stiffness, so that the effects

of initial angular warping and of residual moment errors will not result in an

inadequate film thickness. Applying the criterion that the minimum film thick-

ness shall be at least 70 percent of the design value in order to minimize local

overheating, one finds that for a one inch strip, the combined rotor and seal

angular warping must be no more than 0. 0005 inches per inch. Manufacturing

a flexible strip to such tolerances and guaranteeing that the flatness at rest

will remain good is a problem that must be resolved. The most serious problem

is to have complete assurance that warping will not occur after repeated cycling

to 1200 degrees Fahrenheit and back to ambient, so that the film will remain

uniform within 0. 0005 inches per inch, particularly in the radial direction.

A second major problem in this design is that the torsional rigidity of the thin

strip is greatly increased by the structure required to carry the piston rings,

which carry the full pressure difference across the seal.

6) THIN STRIP PLUS C DIAPHRAGM FACE SEAL

This concept, shown in Figure 6, retains the flat, thin strip of the Thin Strip

plus Piston Ring design - but adds a small spline, to which a C diaphragm is

attached. Serious uncertainties in the flexibility of the diaphragm about a radial

axis, and in the consistency of the moment transfer from the diaphragm to the

strip have led to the abandonment of this design.

7) NEED FOR BACKUP DESIGNS

In any development program it is obviously desirable to have an alternate design

which approaches the problem through an entirely different concept. The two

floated shoe designs, while different in shoe orientation (face and radial), are

still very similar. During evaluation they may both suffer from the same prob-

lem: both are extremely limited in their acceptance of angular deviations caused

by thermal and elastic coning of the rotor and elastic rotation of the shoe carrier.

It would be in the best interest of the overall program to have a backup involving

a different concept.
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Three new concepts have evolved since the completion of the screening studies.

These have been the result of the extended effort to achieve acceptable thin

strip designs. The three concepts are:

The use of multiple diaphragm support for a thin strip to provide

better control of the residual moment.

A multiple shoe design in which the shoes are flexibly mounted to

a supporting hoop which is flexible in bending about a radial axis.

A one-piece semi-rigid seal, held to flatness tolerances as good

as the runner face (0. 0005 inches total indicator reading).

It is recommended that serious consideration be given to a feasibility analysis

of these additional concepts, so that an alternate approach to the problem may

be made available.

8) OPERATION UNDER ENGINE CONDITIONS

The two floated shoe designs, which have been completed as summarized above,

are based on test rig pressure levels and pressure ratios. These pressures

are considerably lower than could be experienced in an engine, and the pressure

ratios could be much higher as a result. There are a number of additional

factors which will enter into actual engine operation which will require further

careful analysis.

The factors which should be subjected to further analysis and study to permit

sound design of the seal for engine application may be summarized as follows:

• Pressure ratio: rebalance of the seal.

Start, idle, and stbp conditions: seal operation including lift-off

performance where a non-retracting seal is used.

Thermal transient effects during a full engine cycle of start-
idle- take- off- cruise- idle- shutdown.

Gas inertia effects: at the higher density experienced at engine

operating pressures, inertia effects on pressure profile through
the seal and on turbulence in the seal flow, must be predicted

since both seal balance and heating will be affected. The present

analysis is in the laminar region, but close to turbulence.

• Effects of compressor surge and seal action during windmilling.
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b. VANE PIVOT SEALS

Two vane pivot seals have been recommended for final design. Since finishing

the screening study, considerable design work has been carried out on both

candidate designs. The two concepts have been completed and layout designs

prepared. The designs have been submitted to potential vendors so that minor

final changes could be made to conform to their practice.

Both seals have the potential to be eminently satisfactory from points of view of

leakage, tolerance to cocking and dirt, and low actuation force. The potential

problem areas are nearly the same for both seals. It will undoubtedly be a

matter of exact final design technique and results of testing that will prove
which seal is best.

Since the seals appear to be so evenly matched, it is recommended that both

seals be built and tested. It is also recommended that consideration be given

to the evaluation of carbon, electrofilm, and ceramic seal materials.

3. PRIMARY SEALS

As was indicated in the first Semiannual Report (PWA-2752), additional work on

primary seal behavior was necessary and has been completed. This has in-

cluded work on Rayleigh step characteristics, and on multiple pad configurations

necessary for thin-strip tracking. This section summarizes this additional
information.

a. RAYLEIGH STEP

The Rayleigh step designs of interest here are hybrid hydrostatic-hydrodynamic

seals. Several designs have been studied in search for a pattern offering high

stiffness and low leakage flow. Four designs have been examined, as follows:

Full width pocket (Figure ll-a)

Orifice fed shrouded pocket (Figure 11-b)

Side fed pocket (Figure ll-e)

Shrouded pocket (Figure ll-d)

1) DESIGN SELECTION BASED ON CRUISE CONDITION

The performance was computed with the G.E. Model 625 computer. A boundary

condition was imposed which simulated the condition of a number of steps on an

annulus. The condition of operation of the seal was at /z = 5.9 x 10-9 lb-sec/in2;

U = 10,000 in/sec; PI = 20 psia; P2 = 100 psia, and T= 1200°F = 1660°R.

The seal geometry, pocket depth, film thickness and/or the feeding pressure to

the orifice were variables. The results are tabulated in Tables I through V.
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Figure 11
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TABLE I

PERFORMANCE OF RAYLEIGH STEP SEAL WITH THROUGH POCKET

A

(Ref. Fig. ll-a)

Pocket

depth

c/b b h I x 10 3 x103 _ W I-Xc Yc

17.7 i. 0 I. 0 i. 0 i. 0 i. 0 O. 856 O. 557 O. 492 284

17.7 I. 5 i. 0 i. 0 i. 0 i. 0 O. 802 O. 569 O. 489 235

17.7 2.0 1.0 i. 0 I. 0 i. 0 O. 766 O. 577 O. 488 209

21.9 I.0 I.0 O. 9 1.0 i. 11 O. 862 O. 557 0.493

21.9 1.5 I.0 O. 9 i.0 i. ii O. 808 O. 569 0.491

21.9 2.0 i. 0 O. 9 1.0 1.11 O. 770 O. 577 0.491

64.9 1.0 0.33 0.3 0.3 1.0 0.938 0.551 0.503

64.9 1.5 0.33 0.3 0.3 1.0 0.888 0.561 0.503

64.9 2.0 0.33 0.3 0.3 1.0 0.851 0.569 0.504

334

277

246

234

281

250

146.0 1.0 0.33 0.2 0.3 1.5 1.02 0.546 0.506 706

146.0 1.5 0.33 0.2 0.3 1.5 0.977 0.556 0.506 599

146.0 2.0 0.33 0.2 0.3 1.5 0.950 0.560 0.505 542

R

Q -
12 MRT

2h3PI

Qx Q x = weight flow in x direction, #/sec - per pad
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TABLE II

PERFORMANCE OF RAYLEIGH STEP SEAL WITH ORIFICE FEEDING

(Pocket Depth = 0.5 x 10 -3 in)

h x 103 P5/PI A W I-Xc _c
QORIFICE
(to pad)

0.8

0.5

0.3

2.5 17.7 0.519 0.624 0.518

3.0 17.7 0.570 0.612 0.514

3.5 17.7 0.625 0.601 0.510

4.0 17.7 0.680 0.592 0.506

2.5 27.7 0.520 0.621 0.514

3.0 27.7 0.578 0.608 0.512

3.5 27.7 0.639 0.597 0.510

4.0 27.7 0.700 0.588 0.509

2.5 70.8 0.524 0.615 0.509

3.0 70.8 0.606 0.599 0.508

3.5 70.8 0.687 0.587 0.509

4.0 70.8 0.768 0.577 0.509

4.5 70.8 0.848 0.570 0.510

3.5 197.0 0.760 0.576 0.504

4.0 197.0 0.865 0.567 0.506

4.5 197.0 0.970 0.561 0.507

5.0 197.0 1.07 0.556 0.508

-19.2

-12.0

- 3.70

5.58

-20

-11.5

-2.06

8.45

-21.7

- 9.37

4.22

19.1

35.3

14.9

36.8

60.9

87.2
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TABLE HI

PERFORMANCE OF RAYLEIGB STEP SEAL WITH ORIFICE

(Pocket Depth = . 3 x 10 -3 in)

h x 103 P5/PI h W I-Xc Yc

FEEDING

QORIFICE

(to pad)

1.0

0.8

0.5

0.3

2.5 17.7 0.517 0.629 0.517

3.0 17.7 0.565 0.617 0.512

3.5 17.7 0.615 0.606 0.508

4.0 17.7 0.667 0.597 0.504

2.5 27.7 0.514 0.628 0.513

3.0 27.7 0.569 0.614 0.511

3.5 27.7 0.625 0.603 0.508

4.0 27.7 0.683 0.594 0.506

2.5 70.8 0.507 0.625 0.505

3.0 70.8 0.584 0.607 0.505

3.5 70.8 0.660 0.594 0.506

4.0 70.8 0.734 0.584 0.507

4.5 70.8 0.809 0.576 0.507

3.5 197,0 0.720 0.583 0.501

4.0 197.0 0.818 0.573 0.502

4.5 197,0 0.915 0.566 0.503

5.0 197,0 1.09 0.560 0.504

-18.

-11.

-- 4.

4.

-19.

-11.

-- 3.

6.

-22.

-11.

0.

13.

27.

.

26.

47.

69.

1

5

03

33

1

5

02

35

1

3

665

7

9

33

3

1

3
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TABLE IV

PERFORMANCE OF RAYLEIGH STEP SEAL WITH SIDE FEEDING

C/b =2.125, Pocket Depth=lx 10 -3 in

lO3 A ,-Rc

5.0 0.71 0.739 0.564 0.486 58.0

1.0 17.7 0.835 0.550 0.505 85.6

0.8 27.6 0.865 0.547 0.508 93.6

0.6 49.2 0.910 0.542 0.510 107.0

0.4 111.0 0.990 0.537 0.509 128.0

0.2 444.0 1.098 0.532 0.504 165.0

TABLE V

PERFORMANCE OF RAYLEIGH STEP SEAL WITH SHROUDED STEPS

P2/ Pl = 5.0, Pocket Depth = 0. 001 inches, b =. 5 , cruise condition
at various C/ b ratios

C/b h x 103 h W I-Xc "Y'c
m

Q

1.0 1.0 8.85 0.865 0.558 0.500

1.5 1.0 8.85 0.835 0.563 0.499

2.125 1.0 8.85 0.802 0.568 0.499

1.0 0.9 10.9 0.873 0.557 0.501

1.5 0.9 10.9 0.845 0.561 0.501

2.125 0.9 10.9 0.814 0.566 0.501

1.0 0.4 55.3 0.948 0.549 0.509

2.125 0.4 55.3 0.959 0.551 0.517

1.0 0.3 98.3 0.983 0.547 0.507

2.125 0.3 98.3 1.026 0.547 0.516

44.

40.

37.

45.

42.

38.

56.

55.

60.

64.

7

8

1

8

1

5

0

8

3
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a) Orifice Fed Types

It should be noted that the computer program shown in Appendix A of the first

Semiannual Report did not have provision for orifice feeding. Therefore the

flow matching between the Rayleigh-Step seal and the orifice is accomplished

separately by a graphical method. The dimensionless flow at several values

of P3/PI and orifice radii was calculated and is tabulated in Table VI. A

typical example of flow matching may be seen in Figure 12. Finally, the

matched conditions were obtained at various orifice radii, pocket depths, and

film thicknesses as shown in Tables VII and VIII. The load curves are plotted

in Figures 13 and 14.

TABLE VI

DIMENSIONLESS FLOW QORIFICE

aX 10 2 1.0 1.15 1.3 1.5

h x 103 P5 / PI "QoRIF "-QoRIF ,b "QoRIF "_ORIF

1.0

0.8

0.5

0.3

4.0 3.28 4.43 5.58 7.39

4.5 2.48 3.27 4.22 5.58

4.8 1.62 2.13 2.75 3.64

4.0 6.41 8.46 10.9 14.4

4.5 4.85 6.4 8.24 10.9

4.8 3.16 4.15 5.38 7.11

4.0 26.2 34.7 44.6 59.0

4.5 19.8 26.2 33.7 44.6

4.8 12.9 17.2 22.0 29.1

4.0 121.0 160.0 206.0 272.0

4.5 91.2 121.0 156.0 206.0

4.8 59.8 79.0 102.0 135.0

4.9 42.9 56.7 73.0 96.5

4.95 30.6 40.4 52.0 68.8

* Note: I/k

Pi h 3 k-' _I _I

I/2
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POCKET DEPTH =O.3xlO -3 IN.

h=O.3x I0 -3

cI=ORIFICE RADIUS=O.OI IN.

%

FLOW

PAD FLOW_

20 // MATCHING

I

I

I
I
I
I

/
POINT

0
5.5 4.0 4.5

Figure 12 Typical Flow Matching of Rayleigh Step and Orifice.

Pad Dimension b= 1.0, c= 1.5.

One Orifice per Pad.
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TABLE VII

-3
PERFORMANCE OF PAD WITH ORIFICE AT POCKET DEPTH = 0.5 x 10

o x 2 hx P3/P, w %.,; %
1.D 1.0 3.89 0.666 3.4 0.594 0.507

1.0 0.8 3.92 0.68 6.2 0. 589 0.509

1.0 0.5 4.18 0. 797 24.5 0. 574 0. 610

1.0 0.3 4.71 1.01 72.0 0.559 0. 507

1.3 1.0 4.00 0. 680 5.58 0. 592 0. 506

1.3 0.8 4.09 0.71 10.5 0. 587 0. 508

1.3 0° 5 4.48 0. 843 34.3 0.570 0. 610

1.3 0.3 4.88 1.05 80. 0 0. 557 0. 508

1.5 1.0 4.09 0.69 7.1 0. 591 0. 505

1.5 0.8 4.19 0° 722 13. 3 0. 585 0. 508

1.5 0.5 4.62 0. 865 39.6 0. 569 0. 510

1.5 0.3 4.93 1.06 83. 0 0° 557 0. 508

* Note:

I/k

QORIF - '2'0"627ra2 "_2_kl RT(P_I'I_/Pih3 - /_l/

I/2
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TABLE VEI

-3
PERFORMANCE OF PAD WITH ORIFICE AT POCKET DEPTH = 0.3 x 10

lit m

0 x 10 2 h x 10 3 P3 / PI "W QORIF I-Xc 'Yc

1.0 1.0 3.95 0. 663 3.4 0. 598 0. 504

1.0 0.8 3.99 0.68 6.42 0° 594 0° 506

1.0 0.5 4.32 0.78 22.5 0. 578 0° 507

1° 0 0.3 4.80 0. 97 60. 0 0. 562 0. 504

1.15 1.0 4.0 0.666 4.3 0.597 0.504

1.15 0.8 4.08 0.69 8.2 0.592 0.506

1.15 0.5 4.47 0.804 27.0 0.576 0.507

1.15 0.3 4.87 0.984 63.2 0.561 0.504

1.5 1.0 4.14 0.682 6.9 0.595 0.503

1.5 0.8 4.23 0.71 11.7 0.600 0.505

1.5 0.5 4.71 0.843 35.0 0.573 0.507

1.5 0.3 4.95 1.00 67.0 0.560 0.504

* Note:

QORIF :
Pii h-3 '_/ _ _,'-'_-I) -\P2 /
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b) Load Capacities

The load carrying capabilities of the Rayleigh-Step seal with different feeding

arrangements are plotted in Figure 15. It was found that the shrouded pocket

and the orifice feed types were the most stiff designs. For simplicity, the

former was chosen for further analysis.

1.2

(POCKET DEPTH = 0.001 IN.) b = 1.0 IN. CA:) =!.5 EXCEPT

SIDE-FEEDING WHERE c/b = 2.125

_ SHROUDED STEPS (b=l.O, c/b-1.5)_

_ 1.0

. 0.8
C(b:o.5, /b: .)__; /"

SHROUDED STEPS--_ J
SIDE FEEDING __" _ I
FULL WIDTH POCKET __ ORIFICE FEEDING/I"

ORIFICE RADIUS=(] = 0.015
POCKET DEPTH = 0.015

0.6 i I
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I .0

h x 103 IN.

Figure 15 Rayleigh Step Seal Loading

2) PERFORMANCE OF SHROUDED STEP SEAL

The effect on performance of different length to width radios may be seen in

Figure 16. Maximum stiffness occurs at c/b = 2. 125.

When take-off is simulated with the end seal in the test rig, the pressures are

170 and 20 psia for the high and low pressure sides, respectively. The com-

puter results are listed in Table IX.
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II

Figure 16

0.20

0.15

0.I0

0.05

/
/

W=
W

POCKET DEPTH=O.O01 IN.

PI (P2/PI - I) bc

.--Ob= .5

o /
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

c/b

Effect of Length-to-Width Ratio on Performance

TABLE IX

PERFORMANCE OF RAYLEIGH STEP SEAL AT TAKE-OFF CONDITION

P2 / PI = 8.5, Pocket Depth = 10-3in., b = 15, c/b = 2. 125

h x 10 3 h W I-Xc _c -Q

1.0 6.75 0.8 0.565 0.494 114.3

0.9 8.34 0.808 0.564 0.496 117.6

0.3 75.0 0.925 0.551 0.514 164.5
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The geometry of the interstage seal was the same as that selected for the pri-

mary seal. A set of calculations were made at the cruise condition with PI = 75

psia and P2 = 100 psia. The results are listed in Table X.

TABLE X

PERFORMANCE OF RAYLEIGH STEP SEAL,

AT CRUISE

/_=1.333, Pocket Depth= 10 -3 in, b=

P2= 100Psi, P,=75PSlA
(per pad)

INTERSTAGE SEAL

.5, c/b = 2. 125,

h xl03 h _ I-×c Yc Q

1.0 2.36 0. 785 0. 581 0. 505 1.12

0.9 2.91 0. 810 0. 578 0. 511 1.18

0.3 26.2 1.34 0. 546 0. 534 2.39

3) TABULATION OF STIFFNESSES OF VARIOUS DESIGNS

The stiffness of the seal under operating conditions was computed from the

slope of the load curve. Table XI shows the values obtained.

4) PERFORMANCE OF PRIMARY SEAL WI-IEN TILTED DURING CRUISE

Table XII shows the performance of the primary seal (shrouded step) when

tilted under cruise conditions. From the load and the center of pressure, one

can find the angular stiffness at constant load from the equation.

Where the subscripts I and 2 refer to the conditions before and after tilting, re-

spectively.
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TABLE XII

PERFORMANCE OF RAYLEIGH-STEP SEAL AT TILTING POSITION

b = • 5, c/b = 2.125, P2/PI = 5, Pocket Depth = 10 -3 in, Condition Cruise

h x 103 a A W I-Xc Yc O

1.1 0.001 7.31 0.845 0.556 0.500 23.2

1.1 -0. 001 7.31 0.736 0.577 0.491 49.9

0.9 0.001 10.9 0.862 0.554 0.504 24.5

0.9 0 10.9 0.814 0.566 0.501 38.5

0.9 -0.001 10.9 0.762 0.575 0.496 54.4

Figure 17 provides curves of W versus h and Xc versus h . Since the stiff-

ness is desired at constant load, stiffness may be obtained, for example, for

the load of W = 0.845 at a tilt of + 0. 001radians at h= 1.1mils, and for a

parallel film at h = 0.66 mils. The stiffness is then

Ka = 0.845 (0.560- 0.556) = 3.4 perradian
0.001

In dimensional terms this amounts to 68 in-lbs/in/rad, which is quite low. Ad-

ditional data can be computed in the manner shown to further show the effect

of tilt. The film thickness change is large.

b. PRIMARY SEAL ANALYSIS FOR MULTIPLE PAD DESIGN

As indicated in the first Semiannual Report, two primary seal configurations

were considered for the multiple-pad design: the double orifice design, and

the double pad design.

An analysis was made to discover the pressure distribution of a double orifice

design with spiral grooves on both sides. This design is shown in Figure 18.
Numerical results indicate that the angular stiffness of this primary seal design

is still too low in spite of the dual orifice design. Consequently, the double
orifice design was abandoned in favor of the double pad design. Either the spiral

groove-orifice type of primary seal or the Rayleigh-step can be employed in the

double pad design. Both are shown in Figure 19. Detailed analysis and results

for the Rayleigh-step primary seal can be found in the section concerning pri-

mary seals.
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Figure 17 Computation of Pad Tilting Effect
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Figure 18 Double Orifice Primary Seal with Special Groove
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Figure 19 Double Pad Seals with Central Vent Groove

To study the behavior of the spiral groove orifice type of double pad seal, it is

necessary to develop an analysis for a single pad first and then to use this analy-

sis for obtaining the performance of double pads. To this end, the analysis of

the double orifice design was modified to permit the calculation of results for

the new geometry. Details of this analysis are included in Appendix A.

Numerical results for one set of seal dimensions are shown in Figure 20, and

are plotted as the load vs. the film thickness. This curve is for a seal with a

parallel gas film operating at the test rig cruise condition. It is seen that the

hydrodynamic action of the groove is very effective at small film thickness;

however, it is believed that this action will be greatly reduced if the gas film

becomes non-parallel. The analysis and computer program developed are cap-

able of calculating the exact performance for a non-parallel film, and this effect
should be examined in the future.
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Figure 20 Load Vs. Film Thickness for Multiple Pad Design
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4. ANALYSES OF THE TWO-SIDE FLOATED SHOE SEAL

a. DESCRIPTION

The two-side floated shoe seal is a circumferential seal in which rigid seal seg-

ments (shoes) are pressure balanced in a radial direction between high pressure

on the outside diameter and a gas film between the rotating runner and the seal

inner surface. They are balanced in the axial direction by hydrostatic bearings

which allow the shoes to move freely between the two containing surfaces to

account for rotor vibration, runout and initial waviness. These guide bearings

form the secondary sealing surfaces. This concept is illustrated in Figure 3.

A ring of shoes is used instead of a continuous ring so that centrifugal and

thermal growth, conformation to the runner, and minor distortions of the holder

can be accommodated.

The ring of shoes is formed by butting one against the other, all contained in the

support ring attached to the fixed structure of the engine. The joint between seg-

ments can be a true butt joint. Springs are used to provide a tare force for the

shoe against the runner.

Sealing is accomplished by using inherent balancing to maintain a close clear-

ance between the shoes and the runner. Since slight radial movements of the

shoes must be allowed for, the shoes must be sealed against the support ring

with controlled gaps. The leakage paths are, then, through the primary seal,

through the secondary seals on each side of the shoe, and through the gaps

between the ends of the shoes.

The objective was to design a seal that would allow less than 0.10 pounds per

second leakage when operating under pressures and temperatures given in

Table XIII. The seal must have dynamic tracking ability and sufficiently small

distortions to insure a constant film thickness on all sealing surfaces within 30

percent to 50 percent while accommodating radial runout of :e0. 008 inches and
an axial motion of ±0.2 inches.
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TABLE XIII

CONTRACT SEAL OPERATING CONDITIONS

End Seal Interstage Seal
Cruise Take-Off Cruise Take-Off

Sliding speed, ft/sec. 850 785 850 785

Air temperature, °F 1200 680 1200 680

Pressure differential, psi 80 150 25 50

*Air pressure, high pr. side, psia 100 170 45 70

*Air pressure, low pr. side, psia 20 20 20 20
*Pressure ratio 5 8.5 2.25 3° 5

* Determined by test rig capability, and does not simulate engine pressure
levels.

Both the interstage and end seals can be assembled in their support rings outside

the engine, and installed as units during the assembly of the engine compressor.

Tables XIV and XV compare all the pertinent points between the two side floated

shoe seal (end and interstage) and the current labyrinth seal.
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TABLE XIV

COMPARISON OF TWO-SIDE FLOATED SHOE SEAL

WITH LABYRINTH SEAL

Item

Reliability

Wear life

Weight penalty

Tolerance to elastic

and thermal growth

Tolerance to manu-

facturing dimensional

variations

Tolerance to foreign

particles

Interstage

End Seal Seal

Excellent* Excellent*

Indefinite* Indefinite*

Five lbs. Same

(segments)

Accommodated by Same

intersegment gap

Up to 0. 0003" on Same

segments & support.

Up to _0. 008" on
runner runout.

Up to 0. 0006" Same

will pass through

Tolerance to load

deflections

pressure loading

maneuvering loading

Tolerance to contact:

rubs-primary seal

-secondary seal

start- stop

Subject to design Same

13g - any direction Same

(can be made tolerable by proper

material selection)

(can be made tolerable by proper

material selection)

(No contact if retractable)

Current Seal

(Labyrinth)

Excellent

Indefinite

Zero

(by definition)

Accommodated

by wear

Up to clearance
value

Up to clearance
dimension will

pass.

Subject to design

Subject to design

Contact damage

is tolerable.

No seal

No contact

* Subject to experimental verification.
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Item

TABLE XIV (Cont'd)

End Seal

Inter stage
Seal

Current Seal

(Labyrinth)

Space requirements

Film thickness

Torus 13.75"R x 0. 9"

X 1.1"

No space penalty

Same cross-

section, radius

depends on

stage.

cruise 0. 001" 0. 001"

take-off 0. 001" 0. 001"

Leakage rate Test

cruise Rig
C ondi-

take-off
tion

Heat generation

(cruise)

Tracking capability

radial

Maximum stress

springs

seal support

segments

0. 090 lbs/sec

0. 2385 lbs/sec

9600 BTU/hr

0. 032 lbs/sec

0. 0799 lbs/sec

9600 BTU/hr

Min. design film thickness with max.
runner runout = 0. 0007 inches

(No important stresses in either

end or interstage seals)

No space penalty

End Interstage

0. 018" 0. 040"

O.020" O.047"

1.07 lb/sec

2.50 lb/sec

Zero

2.02 lb/sec

5.20 lb/sec

No interaction be-

tween runner and

seal

None

Subject to design

None
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TABLE X-V

SUMMARY OF RELIABILITY CONSIDERATIONS FOR TWO-SIDE

FLOATED SHOE SEAL

Factors Under Consideration Description

Static and Dynamic Film Stability Film does not break down - the smaller

the primary seal film thickness, the

greater the film stiffness.

Internal and External Damping None considered. None needed to stay

within amplitude variation limits. Some

exists in thin films.

Compensation for Gross Centrifugal

Growth and Thermal Growth

Accommodated simultaneously. The

seal segments have 0.009 inch gaps

between segments at cruise. Initial

gap at low temperature and non-operating

engine is essentially zero. The 0. 009"

gap (0.216" total gap in the circumference)

accounts for a diametral centrifugal

growth of 0. 077"

runner minus (up to) 0. 008" differential

thermal growth between the segments and

runner (the segments are hotter than the

runner).

Compensation for Runout and

Distortions

Runout of up to _0.008" can be tolerated

by the allowable variation in film thick-

ness along the length of a segment.

Distortions can be as much as 1/3 the

film thicknesses without serious detri-

ment. Design allows thermal and
mechanical distortions to be less than

this.

Fatigue and Creep Rupture Limits
of Stressed Members

No major stresses exist. Support struc-

ture and runner stresses can be fixed by

design at a reasonable value.

Tolerance to Start-Stop Contact Spring loaded design has hydrodynamic

profile for low lift-off speed, and wear

resistant face materials. Retractable

alternate design utilizes spring action

to achieve retraction at low engine speed.
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Tolerance to High Speed Rubs in

Operation

Thermal Map and Effects of Heat

Generation

Any such contact should be only momen-

tary. Materials are available which can

be used at the seal faces to prevent severe

damage. The choice must be made after

establishment of method of thermal con-

ductivity augmentation in the shoes and

after obtaining better definition of the

ability of various materials to be used.

Thermal distortions are less than 1/3 the

film (secondary or primary) thicknesses

if shoes have augmented thermal con-

ductivity. Appendix D reports the cal-

culated temperature distributions.

b. PRIMARY SEAL SELECTION

Three candidate primary face seal types were considered - hydrostatic step,

spiral groove, and Rayleigh step. All initial design was done with the hydro-

static step concept. However, this concept introduces a problem because there

is a peak film stiffness. This means that as the film thickness decreases there

will be a distance at which a very slightly greater perturbing force will cause
the seal to touch the runner. This condition must be avoided.

The other two seal types exhibit an increasing stiffness as film thickness decreases.

This is desirable in order to have the best chance of avoiding high speed rubs. The

spiral groove type of seal, however, loses quite a bit of its effectiveness when

used on segments as is required here. Only a few grooves can be placed in a

segment, and the segment ends are lost for this purpose, because they must be

terminated in a land. Thus, only a fraction of the total ring can be covered

with effective spiral grooves.

The Rayleigh step seal was eventually selected since it exhibits the major attri-

butes required for a primary face seal:

• Good lifting force at low clearance

• Increasing stiffness as clearance decreases

• Low leakage rate

• Relative ease in forming the steps on the surface.
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c. FORCE AND MOMENT BALANCING

The design procedure for both the compressor end seal and the interstage seal

requires the balancing of forces and moments due to the pressure loads. The

forces and centers of pressure were found by using the design curves and tables

shown in the first Semiannual Report (PWA-2752) and in Section I. B. 3 of this

report. They are summarized in Appendix C. The geometries of all balanced

conditions are given in Appendix C, Table XXI. The leakage flows for primary

and secondary sealing surfaces plus dynamic tracking responses are given in

Appendix C, Table XXII.

The final design was arrived at in the following manner. Starting with a seal

section of 0.50 inches x 0.50 inches the pressure forces and the moments

caused by these forces were balanced by changing the lengths of the secondary

sealing surfaces. This initial balanced condition required one secondary sealing

surface to be 0. 056 inches long. Since this was a very inefficient use of the

total length available, additional geometries were balanced in order to more

nearly match lengths of the secondary seals. The design initially selected was

case 7C in Table XXI and Cases J, K and L in Table XXII. This design met all

the goals for the compressor end seal and all requirements except dynamic

tracking for the interstage seals.

After reviewing this design, it was agreed that the relief step adjacent to the

primary sealing surface Yl and Y4 on Table XXI should be a minimum of
0.08 inches instead of 0.04 inches. This change would allow additional clear-

ance between the stationary carrier and the rotating runner.

In order to increase this step, the seals had to be redesigned to be pressure

balanced. A relief step of 0. 100 inches was chosen, and the overall height had

to be increased to 0.80 inches to keep the secondary seal lengths long enough to

seal effectively. The result of this redesign is presented as Case 19C in Table

XXI and meets all design objectives for the compressor end seal. An alternate

method to arrive at a balanced condition was to introduce a step on both sides

of the seal. This case (Case 17C, Table XXI) would add a great deal of diffi-

culty in manufacturing, because it requires four surfaces to be controlled to

extremely close tolerances instead of three, and therefore was not selected.

An end seal using a Rayleigh step for the primary seal and hydrostatic step

seals for the secondary seals was selected and balanced in the same manner as

the previous designs (Table XXI, Case 22C and Table XXII, Case N). This seal

met all design requirements and is shown in Figure 3.
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The differences between the interstage seals and the end seals are slight changes

in dimensions to maintain force and moment balance, and a different holding ring,
so that the interstage seal will fit in the available space. The dimensional differ-
ences between the two seals are as follows:

Dimension of Surface End Seal Interstage

b3 0. 384" 0. 386"

(see Appendix C)

The weights and volumes of the two seals are essentially the same.

d. LEAKAGE

The calculated total leakage for the seals is as given in Table XVI.

TABLE XVI

LEAKAGE FLOW TABULATION

Labyrinth*

End Seal ** Interstate Seal En___d Interstage

Cruise

Primary 0.0142 0. 00248

Secondary 0. 0130 0. 00263

Segment Gaps 0. 0630 0. 02650

Total 0o 0902 0o 03161

TAKE -OFF

Primary 0° 0825 0. 0145

Secondary 0. 0716 0. 01213

Segment Gaps 0. 1294 0o 05330

Total 0. 2835 0. 0799

* See Appendix G.

** See below for sample calculations.

Primary seal (shrouded Rayleigh steps, c / b = 2.125,

1.07 2.02

2.5 5.20

tl2= 0.2, h = 0.001")

pl 2 h3

Q = O n lbs/sec where n = number of pads
12 _ RT I
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n=24x
I 27.5 7/" I24 x c/b x b

where indicates: rounded off to nearest

whole value under calculated value.

n = 72

Q from Table V = 37.1

eQ= Q

37.1 x (20) 2 x (0. 001) 3 x 72

12x5.9x (10) -9x12x53.3x 1660
= 0. 0145 lbs/sec

Secondary seal (hydrostatic step, bl/b = 0.35, H = 1,
inches)

r12= O. 2, hI = O. 0003

-- hp P22

m: M 24#b R T2
pound-seconds per square inch

From Figure 21, M = 2.22. Further details are in the Semiannual Report

(PWA-2752), pp. 59 ff.

I=E

3+ III I
III _,=o+5 I

30 I!1 _=_ III I
II1°.2 0, I I
rib2.0 I "'J_ i

,o III ---_L_
0.5 Ill

Ill l
0 2 10"1 I

_m/(.2-. b
10

Figure 21 Dimensionless Mas Flow-Hydrostatic Step, _1 = 0. 35
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Five leakage paths, 3 at b = 0.120 inches, 1 at
0. 250 inches

b = 0. 110 inches, 1 at

• 3 1 1
• * "WTOTAL - -I +

0.120 0.Ii0 0.250
x 2.22 (0.0003)3 (100)2 (27•577)

(24) (5.9) (10)-9 (12) (53•3) (1660)

b __

0. 013 pounds per second

Segment Gaps (gap thickness = 0. 009 inches)

For a slit

where n =

! =

For two paths:

a =

h3_ p(p2+ pl)tn

24/_ bR T2
pound-seconds per square inch

number of gaps = 24
width of slit

from Y4 to Yl (see figure in Table C-l)

from b 3 to Y_

the estimate summation of y/b for these paths is

0. 040 0.24
+ -- = 0. 746

0.5 0.36

""_T

3
120 x 80 x (0. 009)

= 0.746x24x =
24 x5.9x10 -9x12x53.3x 1660

0. 835 pounds per second

For an orifice

where

_T =

-WT ngCDAP2G(r)- pounds per second

JRT2g

G(r) is found on Figure 12 of PWA-2752:

24 x 386 x 0.8 x (0.240 + 0. 040) x 0.009 x 100 x 0.683

_/12 x 53.3 x 1660 x 386

0.0630 pounds per second
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Since the orifice flow is smaller than for viscous flow in a slit, it will be the type

of flow prevailing. Then the segment gap leakage is 0. 0630 pounds per second.

For other conditions, values of Q for the primary were extrapolated from pre-

viously calculated data. H of secondary seals is always the same, since the

seal is axially trapped. Then WT for other conditions can be obtained from the

above values by setting up ratios with respect to _, Ap, P I ' P2' TI ' and /_ for
the desired cases.

In order to reduce leakage between segments, several types of joints were studied.

A simple butt joint is the least complex and seals effectively. The effect of toler-

ances on leakage flows and dynamic tracking response is given as Cases J, K and

L in Table C-2.

e. TRACKING CAPABILITY

The dynamic response of this system is very simply formulated. The model is

as shown below.

SUPPORT
ks

M

SHOE
RUNNER

However, k s can be so small that for all practical purposes k f is the only
significant spring. The analysis for this system was presented in the Semi-

annual Report. Note that the runner movement can be as high as fl = + 0. 008
inches, that the allowable relative movement between runner and seal is only

5 = 0.0003 inches, that the nominal film, h , is about 0.001 inches, the allow-

able _ = 0.3, and fl = 8.0. This is shown in the diagram below:

h W-

_f = fn COS (not)

where fn = 1/2 amplitude of runner disturbance.
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For the selected Rayleigh step configuration:

--- 0. 116 (from Table XI)

and for a radial shoe seal the single amplitudes defined for the runner are:

fl = 0.008

fl

"• h

We have CO

where

8.0

._ rl 2 ¢02 M- ks

k F

k f= Kb (%.,) x 105 AND k s _0

SO

For

$
oJ

n 2 _j2 M
N

kF

P2 - PI = 80 pounds per square inch

n = 1

= 0.116

Mg = o. 0553 pounds per inch of circumference

tUZ = (2Tr8000% 2 (radians/sec) 2
E6 /

b = 0.5 inches

kf = (0.5) (0. 116) (80) x 103 = 4640 pounds per square inch
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1
u.,'-'_ n2 ¢Oz M

kf

oo,o >
(4640) (386)

= 0. 0216

Using Figures 61 and 62 from the first Semiannual Report,

8
E = O. 024

-h8: (_n)(___)Sfn = (0. 024) (8) = 0.19

Thus, the response for the end seal is well within limits.

Similarly, for the interstage seal, K = 0.244; (P2 - Pl) = 25, from Table XI

and

.'.kf =
0.244 x 25 x 0. 5 x 103 = 3, 050 pounds per square inch

( )227/'8000 X O. 0553

(_ = 60 = O. 033
3, 050 x 386

8
fn

8 =
h

0. 0362 from Figures 61 and 62 of the first Semiannual Report

0. 0362 x 8 = 0° 290, within limits.

f. THERMAL DISTORTION EFFECTS

Appendix D shows the temperature distributions for the seal under various

conditions:

• Metal of low conductivity, 1200°F core

• Metal of low conductivity, 1300°F core

• Metal of low conductivity, ll00°F core

• Metal of moderate conductivity, 1200°F core

Highly conductive shunt in runner, moderately conductive metal else-

where, 1200°F core

Highly conductive shunt in shoe, moderately conductive metal else-

where, 1200°F core
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Highly conductive shunt in shoe, moderately conductive metal else-

where, 1300°F core

Highly conductive shunt in shoe, moderately conductive metal else-

where, ll00°F core

The axial distortion in the shoes cannot exceed 0. 0006 inches, or all the available

clearance is taken up. The radial distortion in the shoes should not exceed about

30 percent of the operating clearance, or 0. 0003 inches, for good operation.

Using these clearance tolerances, the allowable temperature gradients are

determined from the following equation:

where

AT = 21_8_

(a,)2

/
O is 1/2 the length of the subject perpendicular to ! .

Then the allowable gradients are:

axial:

radial:

AT=
2 x0.5x 0.0006

27.5 / 2 =9 x 10-6x 24x2

20.5 degrees Fahrenheit

_T = 2 x 0.8 x 0.0003

10-6 f27.5 _2 = 16.4 degrees Fahrenheit9 X

X\ x2 /

The cases with gradients falling within the allowable limits are the shunted shoe

cases where the effective conductivity is twice normal. The same conductivity

will also allow the 1100 degree Fahrenheit core and 1300 degree Fahrenheit

core conditions to meet the thermal gradient requirements.

If the difference between the temperature of the shoe face and the temperature

of the support bridge between the two secondary sealing surfaces of the ring is

too much, the gap between the secondary seals will close. With an otherwise

undistorted seal, the limiting temperature difference is:

8 | O.0006
ATs_ s = _ =

Clb 9x 10-6x0.5
133.5 degrees Fahrenheit
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This is more than any of the calculated differences and should lead to little

trouble by itself. However, when this distortion is superimposed on the axial

distortion of the segment, the allowable difference is reduced according to

available clearance - clearance taken up b_distortion = linear growth,

or 0.0006- _ = _f=O. b ATs_ s

Then

0.0006 - 2 | ) SHOE 1

0.0006 -
6x9x10-6 x12-'4F27"5x--12x2

1.0

9 x 10 -6 x O. 5

ab

= 94 degrees Fahrenheit where AT AXIAL is assumed to be 6 degrees Fahrenheit.

This is greater than any calculated differences, also, so that no problems are

anticipated.

The runner distortion is primarily a bulge on the runner surface under the shoe.

This can be due to a mean temperature difference between the inside and the out-

side of the runner, or to differential growth in circumference due to unrestrained

thermal growth of the surface. The latter is an ultraconservative viewpoint,

however. The differential growth of various parts of the surface as measured

from that part of the runner web just outside the skirt, superimposed on the

curvature caused by differential mean temperature from the outside to the in-

side of the runner, will be taken as the effective distortion. Thus,

2t

where

ATOD- IO

RSURF =

RWEB =

TWEB =

TSURFMAX =

TSURFMIN =

mean temperature difference from outside to inside of runner
under the shoe

radius of runner surface

radius of runner disc at narrow point just outside of skirt

temperature at RWEB

maximum temperature of runner surface

minimum temperature of runner surface under the shoe.
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Thus, for moderate conductivity, 1200°F core,

= (1236 - 1232) x 9 x 10 -6 x 0.5
2 x 0. 125

2

+ (11 +1) x 0.25 x9x 10 -6=

0.000036 + 0.000027 = 0.000063 inches

The total bulge is, therefore, well below any dimensional change that can be

considered serious. The only potential thermal problem area in this seal is,

therefore, the temperature gradients within the shoes. Use of a material with

two to three times the normal conductivity of Inconel will relieve even this zone

of potential problems. The required conductivity augmentation in the shoe can

be obtained with silver or beryllium-copper. These materials may be clad,

plated, impregnated, or imbedded in the shoe. Probably the easiest method

(in concept) is to use a 0. 010 inch to 0. 015 inch layer of silver sandwiched

between Inconel structural members, and silver plating the outside of the whole

shoe except the face, which has to have a hard coating for other reasons. In

practice the silver plate may come off at these temperatures, and the only way

to face the surfaces with silver would be to silver braze it on. Again, at 1200°F

some risk is entertained with silver brazing. Probably the best solution would

be to use porous (or sintered) Inconel which has been vacuum impregnated with
silver.

g. MECHANICAL DISTORTIONS

The only mechanical distortions of serious concern for this design are those

caused by pressure differentials across the "sides" of the holder ring, by the

centrifugal growth of the runner, and by runout of the runner. The first need

not be of much concern, since bending stiffness can easily be increased to any
level conceivably needed.

For whatever centrifugal growth is present, the only seal design requirement is

to prevent the intersegment gap from becoming too large or too small. The gap

between segments at the cruising condition should be kept less than 0. 009 inches

to prevent leakage from becoming excessive. The gap in a cold, non-operating

engine can be virtually that of the finish of the butting surfaces. When the run-

ner is designed, this can be taken into account. The less design growth, the

less the intersegment gap will be, and the less the leakage will be. Because

the gap flow is orifice-controlled, leakage will be directly proportional to the

gap width.

Runout should be low enough so that the instantaneous clearance at one end of a

segment differs from that of the other by less than 2/3 of the nominal film thick-

ness. This maximum difference in allowable clearance multiplied by 1/2 the
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number of segments is the maximum allowable runout over 1/2 the circumference

of the seal, since the clearances are cumulative. The other half of the circum-

ference provides space to let the seal return to normal position. Therefore,

the total allowable runout is _-0. 008 inches.

It is assumed that the accuracy of the face seal will be held within 0. 0003 inches

and the accuracy of the secondary seals to within 0. 0003 inches to prevent binding.

h. WEAR AND RUBBING LIFE

Under ideal conditions with a retractable seal, there should be no wear or rub-

bing, since the seal and runner theoretically never touch. With a lift-off type of

seal, which rubs until lift-off occurs, materials at the seal faces must be pro-

perly chosen to ensure sufficient life. In practice, however, there may be

momentary contact between the runner and the surface of either type of seal at

high speeds, a condition which requires optimum material compatibility to

minimize wear.

The seal segments must have augmented conductivity as mentioned previously.

One method suggested was to use a silver layer sandwiched between Inconel

outer pieces. This leaves Inconel facing Inconel at the seals. If these surfaces

are well oxidized, they may resist wear and rubbing satisfactorily. Flame

spray coating a carbide or oxide on the shoes will provide a wear-resistant

coating, but it should run against a similar coating on the runner. Since the

runner expands and contracts, there is a question about the ability of such a

coating to stay on. Another solution would be to coat the runner with a thin layer

of solid lubricant, such as a eutectic mixture of CaF 2 and BaF 2.

If the sintered Inconel shoe impregnated with silver is used for thermal reasons,

it will probably serve as an adequate protection against wear and rubbing at high

temperature. Then, in all probability, the facing surface will not need a coating

or special treatment, especially if it is naturally oxidized.

i. STRESS CONSIDERATIONS

Except for the runner (which is considered part of the compressor rotor), the

only part of the seal subjected to any significant stress is the support structure.

This structure can easily be made to support the compressive pressure loading

with as little stress as desired. In addition, the support structure is similar

to that required for any seal, so it was not considered as a controlling factor

in the seal design.

j. TOLERANCE TO DIRT

Dirt in the primary seal can be passed quite readily if it is small enough. The

limiting size will correspond to a particle at the trailing edge sufficiently large
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to cause the shoe to tip until it touches the containing walls. The maximum size

of the particle is then the normal gap at the trailing edge plus the amount re-

quired to tip the shoe by 0. 0003 inches (the operating clearance). Since the

shoe has a nearly square cross section, this gives 0. 0013 inches as a tolerable

particle size, assuming that no embedding occurs. The secondary seals cannot

pass any larger particle than the total available shoe travel, or 0.0006 inches.

k. MANEUVERING LOADS

The only parts of this seal subject to g-loading and whose tolerance to such

loading cannot be established elsewhere in the engine are the shoes. Thus, the

shoes can stand g-loading in any direction up to the point where they touch. For

all practical purposes, since the shoe weights are quite small, the allowable

g-loads are higher than will ever be encountered. Considering that the shoes

weigh about 0. 0553 pounds per inch, and that the mean film stiffness of the

secondary seals between normal position and touching is about 2400 pounds per

square inch, for a movement of 0. 0003 inches (the normal operating gap) the

required g-load to close the gap is 0.0003 x 2400
= 13g.

0. 0553

It will be even greater in the radial direction since the average film stiffness of

the Rayleigh step seal is far greater than for the hydrostatic step used on the

secondary seals.

1. FAIL-SAFE CONSIDERATIONS

If the springs on the shoes fail and they are normally retracted, the seal will

function normally until the engine stops and the shoe will not retract. Slow

speed touching of the seals should have no serious effects on the structure or

seals. It is assumed that maintenance will take place after such an incident.

Thus, using a conservative approach to selection of coating materials, the seals

can be made fail-safe as far as rubbing is concerned.

Cocking of the shoes is discouraged by the small allowable movements. With

cocking, the potentiality of serious effects will exist because of the high runner

speed, but properly chamfered corners and leading edges of the primary face

material should prevent any scraping or gouging of the runner.

A more thorough evaluation of the fail-safe properties of the seal will have to

await testing.

m. MATERIALS

Except for coatings the entire assembly will be made from Inconel X-750. The

shoe construction technique has not yet been established, however. As dis-
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cussed previously, it is necessary to have an effective thermal conductivity in
the shoe of two to three times that of Inconel X-750. This can be achieved by

several methods, but the two most probable ones are:

• Sintered Inconel X-750 impregnated with silver

• Inconel X-750 structure with silver slabs sandwiched in between.

If a nonretracting seal with hydrodynamic lift-off is to be used, the seal face

material will probably be a flame-sprayed oxide or carbide ground to the proper

shape and finish. The runner, too, may be coated with a thin layer of dry lubri-

cant. Best coating materials or surface treatment will be established after the

basic decision of shoe structure is made.

n. OFF DESIGN OPERATION

The operation at take-off requires primarily that the seal remain balanced, or

that only slight cocking occur, and that the primary seal gap remain sufficiently

large. Leakage is not so important during take-off as during cruise. The un-

balance that can occur during take-off is only about 0.003 inch-pounds per inch

of circumference: insufficient to be of consequence.

5. ANALYSES OF ONE-SIDE FLOATED SHOE SEAL

a. DESCRIPTION

The one side floated shoe seal is a face seal consisting of a ring of segments

acting against a rotating surface attached to the compressor rotor. Figure 22

is a schematic drawing of the concept. Since this is a face seal, (the primary

seal faces against a radial surface}, the flow is radial - from outside surface to

the inside surface. The primary seal is between the stationary ring of shoes

and the rotating face. The secondary seals are between the shoes and the carrier

ring and between the carrier ring and the mounting ring. Referring to Figure 22,

the runner, (A] is attached to the compressor rotor, and is the surface against

which the seal works. The segmented shoes, (8) face against (A) so

that the primary seal is surface (B0) • The shoes are held in position against

the runner by the secondary ring seal (D) and the ring seal spring (C) which

butts against the carrier ring (F) Slight movement must be allowed between

B and O , hence surface Bb is nearly a static seal. Sealing of D against

E is also essentially static. The carrier (E) is supported from the frame

(H) by the carrier springs (G) A nearly static seal is formed between

H and E by the carrier ring seal, F
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Figure 22 Schematic of One-Side Floated Shoe Seal

The shoe must be floated, since it has to move to accomodate most of the oscil-

lating motion between the runner and frame induced by runout and misalignment.

A passage (I) is provided through the shoe so that high pressure air can be

used to support it. This air flow is kept from being excessive by the sealing

surfaces Bc This, again, is nearly a static seal. There can be some leak-

age past surfaces Bc , Bb , and between D and to the low pressure zone.

A hole (O) is provided to communicate to the compressor rotor core to main-
tain this low pressure.

The seal at BQ works only when in close clearance from A . Therefore, to

accommodate conditions when B is considerably removed from A , the labyrinth

seal (K) could be provided so that engine leakage can be held as low as it is

in present engines.

The large, nearly steady state motions of the seal are +0.2 inches in the axial

direction, and up to about 0.15 inches in the radial direction. These movements

are due to elastic and differential thermal growth as the engine heats up and

cools down during the operating cycle. Slight axial motions due to manufactur-

ing inaccuracies are superimposed on this. Radial inaccuracies tend to be incon-

sequential with the face seal.

The shoes only have to be floated on the inside surface, the outside surface be-

ing exposed almost entirely to the high pressure air. Hydrostatic pockets on

the inside surface provide for floating the shoes. Lands (B c) on the same sur-

face provide for sealing the radial gap between segments and carrier.
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Because of the presence of few confining surfaces and few surfaces requiring

high precision in axial, radial, or angular position, the effects of thermal dis-

tortion can be minimized. Only the flatness and squareness of the primary

face on the segment and the radius of curvature of the floated face need be pre-

served. This can be done by holding down the axial and radial thermal gradients

in the segments.

The completely circular parts are subject to existing manufacturing methods

which can achieve the tolerances required here. A set of segments would

probably be made as precision-ground matched segments with the ends ground

to a precision butt joint.

The 24 shoe segments are confined by a secondary sealing ring (D) which seals

the gap between the segments and carrier (E) • Twenty-four shoes were selected

as a compromise between allowable distortion and manufacturing error on the

one hand, and number of parts on the other. The seal ring has only one split

to allow for differential thermal growth and other slight radial movements of

the segments with respect to the carrier. The seal ring is balanced in the radial

direction so that there will be minimum rubbing force between shoes and ring.

There is only partial pneumatic balance in the axial direction so that there is

contact between carrier and ring. A spring{C) between the segments and the

seal ring takes up the low amplitude high frequency movement between the car-

rier and the segments.

The carrier is a complete ring and is designed to accommodate the gross axial

movement of the compressor caused by thermal growth. Thus, the carrier is

free to slide axially. A split ring (F) is used to seal between the carrier and

the seal support (H). This ring accommodates any slight out of roundness of

the ring or support so that good sealing can be achieved. Springs are mounted

between the support and carrier.

In its normal (inoperative) position, the active face can be pressed against the

runner, or it can he retracted. Each has its advantages and disadvantages.

The seal that rests against the runner when standing still must be lifted off

the face before it can function as designed. This can be accomplished by hy-

drodynamic lift-off or by using jacking air. Hydrodynamic lift-off requires

that some rubbing occur when the compressor starts rotating - thus raising
the question of surface wear. Jacking requires that an external air source be

supplied along with a valve and its control, and does not lend itself to aircraft

applications.

The normally retracted design assures that surface wear at low speed will not

occur. However, means of achieving the retraction will undoubtedly cause a
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certain amount of design complication. One scheme to accomplish this is to

design the carrier spring non-operational length to be just enough to keep the

carrier retracted from the disc. The carrier could be pressure unbalanced

so that at operating pressure the carrier would experience a small force to-

ward the runner. The seal would then function normally. At part speed the

carrier would tend to pull away from the runner. The carrier ring must be

well guided in its movement so that the segments can remain parallel when
close to the runner.

The choice of approach can await design for an actual application. What is re-

quired now is to obtain sufficient data on lift-off speed, wear rates, and relia-

bility of surface adhesion to allow the simplest approach to be evaluated.

The concept shown in Figure 22 can provide several basic desirable character-

istics. The secondary seal ring C is a springy member whose cross section

is relatively easy to dimensionally control. The only parts of the carrier re-

quiring close tolerance control are the small radial surface against which the

seal ring pushes, and the surface on which the segments float. The first has

to be smooth (about a 16 microinch finish), and the latter has to be smooth and

round (0. 0025 inches total indicator reading or better). The segments must be

smooth (16 microinch finish) on all sealing surfaces, flat on the primary seal

face (to within 0.0002 inches or less), and circular on the floated surface and

seal ring surface. The segment's inner surface and face must be square. The

runner must be smooth (16 microinch finish). These surfaces are relatively
easy to control, however.

The relative motions to be accommodated are due to -

axial growth of the compressor with respect to the case: _=0.2
inches.

• relative radial growth of the runner and seal rings: _-0.15 inches.

• runner out of axial flatness and axially misalignment: + 0. 0025 inches.

In addition, the carrier ring and support ring may be slightly out of round.

The pressure varies from compressor pressure to core pressure across the

primary face seal, the secondary seal ring (both the side facing the carrier

and the side facing the segments}, and the lands at the floated surface. A leak-

age path is provided to the core from the cavity between the carrier and shoes

at the low pressure side of the seals to keep the low pressure downstream of

the secondary sealing surfaces.
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For end and interstage applications, the primary seal with the Rayleigh step

face operates with a design point nominal clearance of 0.001 inches and a step

height of 0.001 inches. The face configuration is shown on Figures 4 and 8.

The secondary seals operate with a nominal clearance of 0. 0003 inches, and

have hydrostatic steps of 0.0003 inches. The secondary seal rings butt against
the carrier, and the carrier piston rings butt against the support and the carrier

ring grooves. The segments are sealed between each other with butted smooth

flat surfaces. The split points of the secondary seal ring and the carrier ring

seals are overlapping smooth surfaces.

The secondary seal ring spring ( C in Figure 22) has a stiffness of about 100

pounds per inch per inch of circumference. The carrier springs are about 3

pounds per inch per inch of circumference. If an unbalanced carrier is used

for retraction purposes, the undisturbed primary gap will be about 0.4 inches.

Then, except for the unbalance method, all seal characteristics will be the same

for hydrodynamic lift off or initial retraction schemes. Tables XVII and XVIII

show the pertinent features of the design and points of comparison between the

one side floated shoe seal (end and interstage) and the current seal type.

The interstage seal is essentially similar to the end step seal except that it
faces aft instead of forward and the inside diameter of the shoe is slightly

smaller. The pressure differential is less than for the end seal, also, since

it is only the differential across a single compressor stage rather than across

all compressor stages. The mounting ring is necessarily different for the inter-

stage seal because of the short space between compressor disks. However,

the springs and piston rings are similar.

The basic simplicity of the seal design allows the seal to be assembled outside

the engine and then fitted onto the support ring, which has already been mounted

in the engine.

Servicing will consist of complete disassembly and inspection of primary face

seals, floated surface faces, and seal ring face for wear, inspection of anti-

rotation pins and lugs and seal rings for wear, and inspection of seal ring spring

and carrier springs for checking or fretting.

b. SELECTION OF PRIMARY SEAL TYPE

The best candidate primary seal types were the hydrostatic step, the shrouded

Rayleigh step, and the spiral groove. These are the same as those considered
for the two side floated shoe. For the same reasons as discussed for that

design, the shrouded Rayleigh step was selected for the final design. Essentially,

the leakage is low, the film stiffness is good (and gets better at low clearance

so that actual rubbing of the primary face is difficult to induce), and the configura-

tion can be easily adapted to the segmented shoe concept.
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TABLE XVH

COMPARISON OF ONE-SE)E FLOATED SHOE SEAL WITH LABYRINTH SEAL

Item

Reliability

Wear life

Weight penalty

Tolerance to elastic

thermal growth

Tolerance to mfg.

dimensional variations

Tolerance to foreign

particle

Tolerance to load

deflections

- pressure loading

- maneuvering load

Tolerance to contact:

rubs - primary seal

- secondary seal

start stop

Space requirements

Film thickness

- cruise

- take off

Leakage rate

- cruise

- take off

Heat generation

(cruise)

Tracking capability

- axial

Maximum stress

- springs

- seal support

- segments

End Seal Interstage Seal

Excellent* Excellent*

indefinite* Indefinite*

36 lbs. 36 lbs.

Virtually no differences in growth between

segments and carrier ring

Up to 0. 0003" on three faces of segments and

two faces of carrier ring

Up to 0.001", without imbedment, can be

passed

Subject to design same

30g axial, indefinite same

radial

(can be made tolerable by proper

material selection}

(no contact for retracted system; can be

made tolerable by proper material

selection if non-retractable)

Torus: 13.75"R x

1-3/4 x 1-1/4"

No Space Penalty

Same cross section.

radius depend on stage

0.058 lbs/sec

0.2006 lbs/sec

9600 BTU/hr

0.020 lb/sec.

0.063 lb/sec.

9600 BTU/hr

Ncrit = 3170 rpm Ncrit = 3170 rpm
Minimum design film thickness with maximum

runner movement = 0.0007"

40,000 psi

Subject todesign

No important stresses

40,000 psi

Current Seal (Labyrinth)

Excellent

Indefinite

Zero (by definition)

Accommodated by wear

Up to clearance value

Up to clearance value

will pass

Subject to design

Subject to design

Contact is tolerable

No seal

No contact

Zero (by definition)

End Inter

0. 018" 0. 040"

0. 020 " 0. 047"

1.071b/sec. 2.021bs/see

2.501b/sec. 5.2 lbs/sec

zero

No interaction between

runner and seal

none

Subject to design

none

*Subject to experimental verification.
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TABLE XV1TI

SUMMARY OF RELIABILITY CONSIDERATIONS FOR ONE-SIDE FLOATED SHOE SEAL

Factors Under Consideration Description

Static and Dynamic Film Stability Film does not break down - the smaller the

primary seal film thickness, the greater the
film stiffness.

Internal and External Damping No film damping was considered in the
accompanying analysis. Eamping between the

carrier ring and support ring must be built in.

Compensation for Gross Centrifugal Growth
and Thermal Growth

Either kind of growth of runner has no affect

on seal performance or configuration since a
face seal is used. Thermal growth of segments,

secondary seal ring, and carrier ring will be

nearly the same.

Compensation for Runout and Distortions Out-of-flatness and out-of-line runner is

accommodated by dynamic design of seal; out-

of-roundness of runner is of no consequence.

Segment distortions as high as 0. 0003" are
tolerable; design contributes less distortion
than this.

Fatigue and Creep Rupture Limits of
Stressed Members

Only springs are stressed to a significant

degree (40,000 psi). Hertzian stresses are
low.

Tolerance to Start - Stop Contact With hydrodynamic lift off design the

susceptibility to damage at start and stop

has to be experimentally evaluated. However,

wear resistant face coatings are available.

With retractable alternate design there will

be no contact during start and stop.

Tolerance to High Speed Rubs in Operation

Thermal Map and Effects of Heat Generation

Any such contact should be only momentary.
Materials are available which can be used at

the seal face to prevent severe damage. The

choice must be made after establishment of

method of thermal conductivity augmentation

in the shoes and after obtaining better definition

of the ability of various materials to be used.

"Ihermal distortions will be less than 1/3 the

film (secondary or primary) thicknesses if

shoes have augmented thermal conductivity.
Appendix D reports the calculated temperature

distributions.
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C. MOMENT AND FORCE BALANCE

m

Forces and moments were balanced using W and gc curves for Rayleigh step

seals. Appendix B gives details of the segment balancing. Since nearly com-

plete freedom can be given to the radial position of the secondary seal ring

(D in Figure 22), and axial positions of the floated surface seals (Bc), any type

of primary seal can be balanced. The designs shown in Figures 4 and 8 are for a

Rayleigh step face seal, however, working with

Pressure ratio = 0.2

C
= 2. 125,

H = 1.0

Minor variations are required in the shoe configuration to maintain force and

moment balance. Referring to Table C-3, the dimension h 4 and bx are com-
pared as follows:

End Seal Inte rstage

b x (see Appendix C) 0. 081" 0.074"

h4 (see Appendix C) 0.204" 0.288"

For the floated surface on the secondary seal ring (Bb in Figure 22) and the

floated surface seals (Bc), -H = 1.0, and bl/b = 0.35. The surface of the
secondary seal ring butted against the carrier is assumed to cause a linear

pressure gradient over its surface as for purely viscous flow in a narrow slit.
The axial movement of the seal due to runner runout is a maximum of ± 0. 0025

inches. Because the shoes can slide under the secondary seal ring, movement
of the seal causes a maximum unbalanced moment on the shoe of 8 x 10 -4

(Pz - Pm) inch-pounds. The unbalance can be easily taken up by a slight shift

in angle of the Bc surface with respect to the carrier. The required angle

change results in a shift in working clearance of ± 40 x 10 -6 inches under each

sealing surface.

d. LEAKAGE

Calculated dimensionless leakage for the secondary seals are shown in the first

Semiannual Report, Figures 38 through 42. Tables I to X apply to the major

cases considered here: hydrostatic step face (secondary seals) and Rayleigh

step (primary seal). Using the same methods and equations as used for the

two-side floated shoe, the following listing of leakage values was calculated.

Note that the gaps between segments have orifice-controlled flow rather than

predominately viscous flow.
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Test Rig Conditions:

Cruise

Primary

Secondary

Segment Gaps

TOTALS

Leakage (pounds per second)

Interstage Labyrinth*
End Seal Seal End Inter

0.0142 0.0025

0.0050 0.0008

0.0390 0.0165

0.0582 0.0198 1.07 2.02

Take-off

Primary 0.0825 0.014

Secondary 0.0381 0.018

Segment Gaps 0.0800 0.031

TOTALS 0.2006 0.063 2.50 5.20

*See Appendix G for method.

These leakage values correspond to the Rayleigh step design used on the primary

seal, and hydrostatic step seals between the seal ring and the shoes, and between

the shoes and carrier at the floated surfaces (Bc).

e. DYNAMICS

The dynamic model of the seal assembly is represented below in Figure 23.

CARRIER SPRING I_x I _-X 2 X3---_

CARRI E R
M I SHOE

SECONDARY SEAL

SUPPORT RING SPRING

\
\
\
\
\
\
\

RUNNER

Figure 23 Dynamic Model of One-Side Floated Shoe Seal

The damping, CI, is shown dotted since it is not immediately considered.
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The solution to natural frequencies and amplitude modes for the undamped

system are solved as in Reference 1, where a case is given similar to the

above except that X3 = 0. X3 in our case is the imposed motion of the runner
(+ 0. 0025 inches).

However, solving the equations of motion leads to a solution identical to that

given on page 103 of Reference 1.

X2 K3

X3 -

K3+K 2 I - MIW2 -w 2
K2+ KI -

g

M 2

X I K2

X2 (K2+KI- il u2 )

0_4 -¢_2LMI[KI'I'K2 + 2M_K2+K3} + KIK3+K2MMK3+KI K2 = 0
I 2

Values of Kf , K2 and Kswere established at 3, 100, and 4640 pounds per inch

per inch of circumference, respectively. The value of gl was selected as that
value required to give a force sufficient at 0.2 inches carrier spring compression

to overcome static friction at the carrier seal ring as it presses against the

seal support when the engine is at speed. The 0.2 inch spring residual com-

pression at the extreme position allows the nominal force in midposition and

at the opposite extreme position to be so small as to have little effect on the

film thickness at the primary seal. It should be noted that the spring could be

softer, but have more residual compression and maintain the same effect.

As will be noted later this spring does not affect the response of the shoe to

the runner movement very much, nor does it have much effect on the natural

frequencies of the system. Consequently, the real limits of KI are those of

design ease.

The value for K2 was established on the basis of natural frequency at around

100 to 1000 pounds per inch per inch of circumference. Small variations in

K2 result in small variation in natural frequency, so the value chosen repre-
sents the spring constant within the range of interest that is easiest to achieve.
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The value of K3 is that reported in the section on primary seals (see Table XI).

The mass of the carrier has a large effect on natural frequency, and was selected

to provide a low natural frequency far enough removed from engine idle speed
to be safe. It would be advisable to pick an even higher weight for the carrier

if practical. Despite the fact that larger shoe masses would reduce the lower

critical speed, for thermal and response reasons, the size and mass of the shoes

should be small. Table XIX shows the undamped response of the system.

TABLE XIX

DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF RAYLEIGH STEP SEAL

c/b = 2.125, h = 0.001 in., pocket depth= 0.001 in.

Nrpm Displacement Film Thickness Change

XI X2 X3 8 = X2- X3

955 0.002675 0.00251 0.0025 0.000010

1010 0.00379 0.00253 0.000030

2865 0.0128 0.002728 0.000228

3175 0.276 0.00835 0.005850

3820 -0.00515 0.00236 -0.000140

4775 -0.00196 0.00243 -0.000070

5730 -0.0011 0.00246 -0.000040

6685 -0.00073 0.00248 -0.000020

7640 -0.00052 0.00250 0.000000

8590 -0.00040 0.002515 0.000015

9550 -0.000316 0.00254 0.000040

NCRIT = 48,800rpm

3,170rpm

Within the clearance variation being designed for, the natural frequencies do

not approach the imposed frequency. This is, therefore, a safety feature for

the seal. However, a low natural frequency occurs at a fraction of design speed

so that the engine must accelerate through it. The lower natural frequency

can be changed to approximately 3000 rpm by making small changes in the

carrier spring constant. However the only practical method of lowering it
further would be to increase the weight of the carrier. Since it already

weighs 30.25 pounds, it is probably not desirable to do so if it can be avoided.

A great reduction in carrier weight and corresponding adjustments in the seal
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ring spring constant can allow the critical speed to be increased over the

normal running speed. These changes represent a great design challenge
however, and the studies have not yet been carried out.

The clearance variation is the critical factor in evaluating performance. For

this application it should never be greater than 0.3 times the minimum design
film thickness because of the other possible sources of film thickness varia-

tion. The undamped amplitude will allow rubbing. Consequently, additional

damping must be imposed. The following equation is for the amplitude of _f

with damping at the carrier spring. Damping was represented in Figure 23
as a dotted dashpot.

The basic equations of motion were modified to include a velocity damping

term between the carrier ring mass and the support ring.

Thus:

MI xI +Clx I +K I xI+K2(xl-x2)=O

M2 x2 + K2( x2- xI) + K3( x2- Xl ) = 0

Assuming

x I = X I SIN 0Jr

x2 = X2 SIN CUt

x3 = X3 SINEt)!

substituting, and solving for x2/x 3 we have

X.._._2= ! K52( M'fM2-KI -K2) 2 + K52CIZOJ2

i
l/2

and

XI = K2 K5
V2
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and

_FILM = X2-X3 =

Actual damping in this system is of the Coulomb (friction) type. However, an

approximate method of using this in the equations of motion is to evaluate the

friction and multiply it by the velocity of the sliding surfaces. This method

has been used here.

The inherent damping in just the carrier ring is about

C I = VAP b f lb. sec./inch/inch of circumference.

where

V =

60 x 0.707
8x2xNxn

= mean velocity in vibration excursion, feet per

second

_P = unbalanced radial pressure difference across piston ring, pounds

per square inch

b = width of ring (0.175 inches)

f = friction coefficient (0.2)

8 = excursion of carrier, (assume = O. 120 inches for a limiting case)

n = number of vibrations per revolution (assume n = 1)

N = 8000 rpm

Then CI = 0.0236 lb. sec/inch/inch of circumference. This value can be

adjusted up or down somewhat by changing the ring configuration. Additional

damping can also be built in, if desired, by putting rubbing guide cylinders

around or inside the carrier springs.

Using a value of C! = 0.025 lb sec/in/inch of circumference, the following

_f was calculated near the lower critical point:
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NRPM _FILM X l / X 5

2865 O. 000195 5.12

2962 O.000250 6.54

3058 O.000305 9.8

3154 O.000140 11.92

3248 -0. 000210 9.4

3343 -0. 000320 6.48

3440 -0. 000278 4.66

3538 -0. 000235 3.58

The following chart shows the effect of varying the damping, at the worst N

indicated on the above chart (3058 rpm and 3343 rpm):

o,OFILM X I / x5

CI 3058 rpm 3343 rpm 3058 rpm

0. 0125 0.000495 -0. 000465 13.5

0.025 0. 000305 -0. 000320 9.8

0.0375 0. 000177 -0. 000220 7.3

0. 050 0.000102 -0. 000160 5.7

The clearance change approaches the allowable value when the damping level is

1/2 the level easily achievable at normal operating speed. At the speed indicated,

however, the pressure ratio across the carrier seal ring is less than 1/4 of the

design pressure ratio. This means that the damping due to this pressure dif-

ference is reduced to less than 1/4 of the calculated value at the indicated speed.

In fact, though, the seal weight will contribute some damping so that the picture

is not quite as marginal as it appears. Nevertheless, steps should be taken to

increase the damping of the carrier to a level slightly over that readily achieved

with one piston ring.

f. THERMAL DISTORTION EFFECTS

The heat generation ( qT )' in the seal totals 9560 BTU/hr when operating at
design clearance under test rig cruise conditions. Since the seal segments are

pressure balanced, the clearance assumed by the seal at the primary face is the

design clearance modified only by the amount necessary to counterbalance forces

generated by any deflections of the seal ring spring and carrier spring. These

clearance changes are slight during cruise. All calculations of heat generation

were therefore made at the nominal clearance for evaluating the design.
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The fluid motion in the seal is laminar. Therefore, the heat generation can be

fairly accurately calculated using laminar shear flow equations. For two sur-

faces moving past each other in laminar flow, the heat generation is

or

q = LAOJR/J

q=0.00955-_

BTU/second

BTU/hour

where

R = mean radius, inches

Ab = incremental radial length, inches

h = local gap width, inches

J = thermal conversion factor = 12 x 778 inch-pounds per BTU

N = revolutions per minute

= viscosity, pound-seconds per square inch

U
L = shear = _(-'_)

U = velocity of moving surface, inches per second
II

0J = 27TN/60

and 87T"3N 2 -_ =0.01

This equation numerically integrated over the face of the seal, results in heat

generation of about 9560 BTU/hr.

The effects of this heat generation depend upon the temperature of the core air

and upon the effective thermal conductivity of the seal material. Detailed tem-

perature distribution for various assumed conditions are presented in Appendix

E, so that at this juncture only the general effects will be discussed. Basically

there are three effective heat paths out of the seal face area:

Down the runner disk to the core air

Through the runner disk to the compressor exit air

Through the carrier wall at the runner tip to the compressor exit air

Of these, the second is by far the most effective because the thermal resistance

to the air on the upstream face of the runner is small, and there is reasonable

stirring action in that air to transfer the heat by convection to the main air

stream. The first path has a very good sink, the core air, but must depend

on the runner disk to transmit the heat to the core: this is a poor heat con-

duction path. The third path has high resistance compared to the second.
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Calculations indicate that the relatively poor thermal path from disk to runner

nearly isolates the seal face from the core: a 100 degree Fahrenheit change in

core temperature causes a maximum change in the runner and seal temperatures

of only 20 degrees Fahrenheit. Most of the heat follows the second path.

The heat pattern through the seal exhibits considerable gradient within the seal

segments and the runner. However, the runner distortion is very small because

of the small distances over which the gradients act. Most potential problems

arise in the seal segments. The effects of the gradients in the seal segment

are to change the curvature of the curved surface and to curve the primary seal

face. Assuming that the differences in clearance across the primary seal face

should not exceed 0. 0003 inches, the maximum allowable temperature gradient
in each of the twenty-four segments is

AT 2t 8
=

a(a,)z
2x6x 0.0003

9x10 -6x(1.8) 2
= 12 degrees Fahrenheit

Without augmented conduc_on, the gra_ents are greater than this (as much as

26 degrees Fahrenheit).

Clearly, temperature gradients and consequent thermal distortions can be

reduced by increasing the effective conductivity of the seal material. With

three times the thermal conductivity of Inconel X-750 in the seal, the differ-

entials drop to a maximum of 4 degrees Fahrenheit (see Appendix E). Aug-

mented conduction is used in this design.

The carrier members tend to reach temperatures very nearly equal to the

adjacent seal segment temperature. Therefore, the segments are the only

part of the design requiring special treatment. Probably the most easily

accomplished conductivity augmentation method is to use a thin layer of a

highly conductive material, such as silver (between 0. 020 inches and 0.040

inches), sandwiched between Inconel X-750 plates. The whole external surface

of the segments (except the primary seal face where ceramic coatings are re-

quired to prevent wear due to rubbing) can then be plated to its maximum usable

depth (about 0. 003 inches to 0. 005 inches). Inconel X-750 spacers will be needed

across the sandwiched silver to maintain proper segment shape under all con-

ditions since silver has a slightly higher coefficient of expansion than does

Inconel X-750. Use of this modification will allow the complete seal to be

essentially unaffected in its operation by the surrounding steady state thermal
environment.
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Other potentially useful methods of augmenting conductivity are to use a sintered

Inconel base structure impregnated with silver or to use silver cladding of suf-

ficient thickness. Both of these methods should be explored at a later date.

Since all the seal assembly parts will assume about the same temperature with

the augmented conductivity segments, the complete seal will be quite tolerant

of thermal growth.

The thermal calculations were conducted for only the hot core and 1200 degrees

Fahrenheit core with this design. However, Appendix D shows results for the

two sided shoe seal which was analyzed with core temperatures of 1100, 1200,

and 1300 degrees Fahrenheit. That seal is isolated from the core about as well

as is this design. The general result is that either raising or lowering the core

temperature by 100 degrees Fahrenheit will result in a corresponding increase

or decrease of the seal temperatures by about 20 degrees Fahrenheit. The

gradients are not seriously changed. Consequently, for only nominal core tem-

perature changes this design is satisfactory.

Differential thermal growth is easily taken care of for steady state conditions

using augmented conduction in the shoe. Analyses have not been undertaken for
transient conditions because this means that detailed analyses have to be made

at every point in time of an airplane flight. At this time there is not enough

known about the variable air pressure and temperature conditions at the seal

position to conduct a meaningful analysis.

g. MECHANICAL DISTORTIONS

It can be stated that the runner can operate essentially independently of the

seal for this design, as the only requirement is that the runner face remain

axially positioned within about 0. 0003 inches across the runner plane. This

requirement is easily met for both thermal and stress considerations because

the runner is thin enough that it assumes nearly uniform stress and temperature

in the axial direction. Also, its radial length is slightly greater than the height

of the primary seal face, so that relative movement in the radial direction will

cause no change in seal operation.

The thermal growth of the carrier ring under steady state conditions poses no

seal operating problems because relative radial motion between seal and runner

is allowable.

Small gaps (0.004 inches at cruise assumed for this design) between each seg-

ment pair in the seal will accommodate the possible slight differential growth

(either thermal or stress induced) between carrier and segments. The gaps
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can probably be made smaller in the final design. The secondary seal ring and

carrier seal rings are split to allow differential growth, either thermal or
stres s-induc ed.

To prevent rubbing of the inner surface of a segment against the carrier ring,
the variation in carrier radius under any one seal segment should not exceed

0.0003 inches. Therefore, the total variation in carrier ring radius can be
about 12 x 0. 0003 = 0. 0036 inches.

The allowable H variation after accounting for the probable seal distortion

and seal deflection allows the total variation in the gap between runner and shoe

over any one shoe length to be no more than the variation in h minus the maxi-

mum possible change in film thickness (0. 001 -0. 00030 = 0. 00070 inches).

This variation could lead to 2 waves of 0.005 inches peak-to-peak amplitude in
the runner circumference. In other words, the flatness of the runner must be
within +0. 0021".

These manufacturing tolerances are said to be achievable by standard methods.

h. WEAR AND RUBBING LIFE

Under ideal conditions there should be no wear or rubbing during full speed

operation except where the piston rings seal. There will be initial and terminal

operation rubbing if hydrodynamic lift-off is used. If seal retraction is used

the only rubbing will be at the piston rings. In practice, however, there must

be protection against momentary contact, which may occur at high speed. Thus,

material at the seal faces must be properly chosen to ensure sufficient life.

The seal segments must have augmented conductivity as mentioned previously.

One method suggested was to use a silver layer sandwiched between Inconel

outer pieces. This leaves Inconel facing Inconel at the seals. If these sur-

faces are well oxidized, they may serve as satisfactory surfaces to resist wear

and rubbing. Flame spray coating, carbide coating, or oxide coating on the

shoes will provide a wear resistant coating, but should run against a similar

coating on the runner. Since the runner expands and contracts, there is a

question about the ability of such a coating to stay on. Consequently, the runner

may have to be coated with a thin layer of solid lubricant such as a eutectic mix-

ture of CaF 2 and BaF 2.

If the sintered Inconel shoe impregnated with silver is used for thermal reasons,

it will probably serve as an adequate protection against wear and rubbing at high

temperatures. In all probability, the facing surface will not need a coating or

special treatment, especially if it is naturally oxidized.
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i. STRESS AND FATIGUE

The runner is the only part of the seal which experiences considerable stress.

However, it is usually considered to be part of the compressor structure since

it is attached to it and must be designed along with the rest of the compressor.

For this reason, its stress will not be considered here.

The carrier ring ( E in Figure 22) experiences a compressive stress due to the

pressure differential across it. The pressure differential load extends over only

about 1-1/2 inch of carrier ring length, however, while the structure supporting

the load is the complete ring cross section. Thus, the stress imposed by the

pressure load is

stress = unbalance length of carrier rin_ x mean seal dia. x TrAP = St
2 x cross section area of ring

1. Sx27.5x 7TAP 1.5x7r x27.5x80
= =4330psi= S t

2 x area cross section ring 2 x 1.2

where the area of the ring cross section is sufficient to make the total weight

of the carrier come up to 30.25 pounds for controlling the natural frequency.

This amount of stress will cause a diameter reduction of S t / E x diameter =
0. 00396 inches, which is easily taken up by the gaps between sl_oes. The

rupture stress of Inconel-X for 10, 000 hour at 1200 degrees Fahrenheit is

about 60, 000 pounds per square inch, so no real problem is anticipated.

Parts subjected to fatigue and fretting are the carrier ring springs, the secondary

seal ring springs, and the surfaces on which they act. The number of cycles

to be considered for a 2000 hour life is essentially 2 cycles of motion per revolu-

tion, for a total of about 2 x 109 cycles. The springs should be designed to have

less than about 40, 000 pounds per square inch stress to maintain proper life.

This is easily done.

Fretting will tend to cause wear at all points where the springs touch the struc-

ture. The actual forces at the carrier ring contact points are about 12.7 pounds

per point at maximum deflection (considering that there will be twelve springs),

plus • 1.8 pounds per point caused by maximum possible secondary seal ring

spring movement. Assuming the use of a wavy washer having one complete

wave length per inch of circumference, the forces at the contact points of the

secondary seal ring spring are 1.8 pounds per point ± 0.25 pounds per point.
These forces will result in nominal Hertzian stresses of about 10, 000 to 100, 000

pounds per square inch at the carrier spring's contact points (depending on exact

design) and about 2500 pounds per square inch (minimum) at the secondary seal

ring spring's contact points. These stresses are low enough so that only very

small wear particles will be the product of fretting. Typical particle sizes are

in the microinch range, so they can not cause any additional damage to any of
the seal surfaces.
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j. TOLERANCES TO FOREIGN PARTICLES

Tolerance to foreign particles is a function of allowable movement of a segment

in clearing the particle out of the gap. The allowable axial movement of the

segment is limited only by the amount of moment unbalance that can be tolerated,

since movement of the shoe under the secondary seal ring introduces a moment.

The maximum easily tolerable moment corresponds to about 0. 005 inches of

axial movement. The carrier ring will not deflect to account for the particle

because the particle is at one spot and the carrier is a heavy, continuous ring.

Thus, particles in the primary seal can equal the above dimension plus the

thickness of the gap, giving a tolerable particle size of 0. 006 inches diameter.

The other seal surfaces are essentially stationary with respect to each other,

so particles of about 0. 0003 inches diameter will pass through, and larger ones

will be trapped in the hydrostatic air supply pockets or at the leading edge of the

secondary seal ring.

Large particles would only cause a slight increase in leakage if it were, by re-

mote chance, possible for them to enter the gaps at the secondary seals.

The entrance passages to the seal can be designed to reduce the possibility of

large particles even coming near the seal.

k. MANEUVERING LOADS

Maneuvering loads imposing radial and axial forces on the seal can be sub-

stantial. The major effect of radial loads is to press the carrier ring against

the support ring. The carrier seal rings will be backed up by wave springs.

They will be required to deflect enough to absorb the load without bottoming

the seal ring in its groove. Assuming that radial "g" loads can be as high as

8 g's in turbulent air, the carrier seal springs will be required to carry

_'s x weight
mean supporting length

_'s x W

diam
77" X--

2
x 0.707

8x 36.3

77" x 27.5 x O. 707

2

= 9.5 pounds per inch of circumference

Thus, these rings could be designed for about 200 pounds per inch per inch of

circumference to handle the radial loads (assuming that 0. 050 inch deflection

can be easily designed for).
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Another radial maneuvering load important to consider occurs at the secondary

seal. Here, the force due to the shoe weight must be balanced by the secondary

seal forces. This follows for either an inward or outward radial loading.

The radial load imposed on the secondary seal by an 8-g maneuver will be

(lbs of shoe/inch) x g's = 0.55 pounds per inch

This must be balanced by an increase or reduction in film thickness such that

dW=K s dH

But dW-- 0.55 , which for test conditions is 0. 014.

b (Pl - P2 )

At nominal conditions H = I, KS = 0. 08, and P_.I = 0.2, so
P2

dR = 0.014 - 0.175
O.08

This means that an increase or reduction in film thickness of about 18 percent

will accommodate the radial g load whether directed inward or outward. There

will be some variation in Ks over the shoe movement, but not enough to cause

significant film clearance change difference from the above value.

The secondary seal ring is held in place by the same forces as those described

above for the secondary seal of the shoe. Consequently, no touching of either

shoe or seal ring due to radial loads is expected.

The rearward axial load, which will approach one g in the worst condition,

must be taken by the springs, by a built-in stop for the end seal, or by the

primary seal in the interstage seal. To keep the assembly procedure as simple

as possible, it is not desirable to make either the carrier springs or secondary

seal ring spring operate in tension. The carrier springs have to deflect about

0.140 inches for a one-g load, in addition to any excursion required to absorb

the thermal growth of the compressor. This deflection is small enough to be

easily accommodated.

The forward g loads, which also can approach one g, must be absorbed by the

end primary seal or by the carrier springs of the interstage seal. Reference

to the design values shows that the difference in W at nominal H and at mini-

mum practical H (about 0.3) is sufficient to absorb the forward load.
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For the Rayleigh step seal

• load carrying ability is 2385 pounds at H = 1,

• load carrying ability is 3650 pounds at H = 0.3,

• excess load = 1265 pounds

• g capacity = 1265/36.3 = 34.8

W = 0.69.

W = i. 055.

where

36.3 lbs. is the weight of the movable portion of the seal.

1. FAIL-SAFE CONSIDERATIONS

Failure of springs will be the main concern for fail-safe operation. Since both

carrier and shoes are pressure balanced (unless the unbalanced carrier is used)

a spring failure during operation will have little serious effects. If several of

the carrier springs break, there will be an effect on critical speed and it will

show up when the engine slows down or speeds up. However, this is very im-

probable. In the case of the initially retracted carrier (unbalanced carrier),

the breaking of several springs will only tend to decrease normal operating

clearance of the primary seal.

Broken piston rings or seal rings will act to increase damping and leakage, but

should not seriously affect an engine's ability to operate at lower performance

for long periods of time.

A thorough evaluation of the fail safe properties of the seal will have to await

testing.

m. MATERIALS

The design can utilize Inconel X-750. However, the seal segments must have

a highly conductive core or impregnation to improve the effective thermal con-

ductivity so that temperature gradients can be held to an acceptable minimum.

All nearly stationary parts that could touch any other surface, must have an

antigalling surface. Well-oxidized Inconel can serve as this surface, as could

a silver-impregnated surface. Silver plating could also serve as a dry lubricant

between the Inconel parts if it would perform acceptably.

The primary seal face material should be a high temperature carbide or oxide,

especially if hydrodynamic lift-off is used. Use of the NASA sintered nickel-

chromium alloy composite impregnated with BaF2-CaF 2 eutectic can also be
considered. The eutectic alone can be placed in a thin layer on the runner to

operate against the face material of the segment.
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Experiments will finally determine the proper primary seal face material and

type of runner surfacing material if any are to be used.

n. OFF-DESIGN OPERATION

The operation at take-off requires primarily that the seal remain balanced, or

that only slight cocking occurs, and that the primary seal gap remain sufficiently

large. In this respect, this seal is similar to the two-side floated shoe seal.

At idling conditions, hydrodynamic lift-off may be marginal, although calcula-

tions are not sufficiently accurate at this time to definitely state the lift-off

speed. At idling speed for the retracted version of the seal, the seal can

be designed to maintain a good clearance.

6. DESIGN OF THE THIN-STRIP PLUS PISTON RING CONCEPT

a. DESCRIPTION

One of the end seal concepts proposed for detailed feasibility analysis is the

thin-strip one-piece seal. The schematic diagram of this concept is shown

in Figure 24. The main design feature is t}mt the primary seal element is a

continuous, flexible, thin strip. The thin strip must be extremely flexible so

that it can be readily bent or twisted under the action of the gas film forces to

follow any mechanical, thermal, or elastic distortions of the rotor face without

contacting it. The thin ring, as shown in Figure 24, is flexibly attached to a

seal carrier by means of coil springs and guide pins. Secondary sealing between

the thin strip and the carrier consists of a fully floated piston ring which permits

the thin strip to follow any runout or wobble of the face.

An orifice-compensated hydrostatic gas film is suggested as the means to

separate the primary seal face and the rotor face at high speeds. Two rows

of orifices are shown in the schematic to provide a greater angular stiffness

to keep the edges from rubbing the rotor. The seal carrier design is similar

to the one-side floated shoe design.

b. DESIGN CRITERIA FOR THIN-STRIP SEAL

As discussed earlier, the most essential requirement of the thin strip is that

the seal be sufficiently flexible to compensate for any initial angular distortion,

thermal coning, and residual unbalanced moment. A first order design criterion

was presented earlier in the first Semiannual Report. This criterion was

based on the assumption that the twist angle, the gas film restoring moment,

and other forces acting on the seal ring are all axisymmetrical, i. e., they do

not vary in the circumferential direction. In reality, the initial angular dis-

tortion, in all likelihood, may contain a considerable degree of asymmetry such

as a saddle-shape angular distortion. Therefore, it is necessary to extend the

previous criterion to include the case of asymmetrical deformation.
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Figure 24 Thin-Strip Plus Piston Ring Seal
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Consider an element of the seal ring as shown in Figure 25.

MRES
Mt

M__ _'_'x .._ (_Mbb+ --EE dO

dO

Figure 25 A Ring Element of the Thin-Strip Plus Piston Ring Seal

In this diagram,

MREs

M b = bending moment, inch-pounds

M t = twisting moment, inch-pounds
ct = relative angular displacement between the rotor and seal face,

radians

= unbalance residual moment per unit circumferential length, inch-

pounds per inch

_f = gas film angular stiffness, inch-pounds per inch-radian

The moment balance of this element requires

EIc (a - OlD) -I-GJ 82 (a- a D)

- _- R 2 802

= MRE S -I- ,Sfa
(i)

where

E = Young's modulus, pounds per square inch

I c = area moment of inertia of seal section about its centroid, inches 4
R = mean radius of the seal ring, inches

G = Shear modulus, pounds per square inch
d = effective polar moment of inertia of the seal section, inches 4

el D = relative angular twist between the rotor and seal ring face due to
initial or thermal distortion, radians
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Letting

El c
/_t =_-_--2J , /3e= R z ,

and assuming that CL and (2 D can be expressed by the Fourier series

Co co

ao=C_o + Z a n COS rle,and , and a = a o + _ a n cos n8, (2)
rl=l I

the solution of equation (1) gives the following criterion, where (2o and 0 o

are the rotationally symmetric components of the angular displacements, and

Qn and On are the high order asymmetric components:

oo _
Q= I _n

n=o \nZB, +Be+Bf ] Be+_ <C2A (3)

where QA is the allowable angle of twist of seal ring face with respect to the

rotor face.

Equation (3) is a useful criterion to determine whether the primary seal is

sufficiently flexible to follow the rotor. For a given geometry and gas film

design of the primary seal, the values of _e , Bt and _f can readily be

calculated. By assuming a proper value of MREs , equation (3) may be used to

evaluate the maximum allowable warping of the ring for safe operation without

rubbing. It is evident from equation (3) that in order to keep the left hand side

at a minimum, efforts must be made to reduce _e and _t and to increase the

gas film stiffness, jgf . The use of equation (3) will be illustrated later in

designing the thin-strip seal.

c. PRIMARY SEAL CONCEPTS CONSIDERED FOR THIN-STRIP SEALS

Three types of primary seals have been considered for thin-strip seals. They

are:

• The single pad, double orifice spiral groove seals

• The double pad, spiral groove seal

• The double pad, Rayleigh step seal

1) SINGLE PAD, DOUBLE ORIFICE SPIRAL GROOVE SEAL

The static performance of the single pad, double orifice spiral-groove seal

shown in Figure 26 has been analyzed. The analysis made use of the basic
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Figure 26 Single Pad, Double Orifice Spiral-Groove Seal

solutions developed for flow through a spiral-groove strip and for flow through

an orifice. A numerical iterative procedure is employed to determine the

pressure at various points in the gas film by matching flow between orifices

and spiral groove passages. A computer program was written to calculate

the pressure, load, and center of pressure of this primary seal configuration.

The program can also be used to calculate the performance of a divergent or

convergent film by assuming the film to be composed of several parallel steps.

Results have been calculated for a typical seal having the dimensions shown in

Figure 26. The axial stiffness of this seal was found to be 16, 500 pounds per

square inch per inch, which is adequate for tracking in the axial direction. The

angular stiffness (Bf) of the gas film was found to be 460 inch-pounds per inch-

radian. It will be shown later that this value is too low to meet the design

criterion outlined in subsection I. B. 6. b. It is unlikely that substantial increase

of the angular stiffness can be achieved by improving the geometrical dimension

of this primary seal. For this reason, the single-pad design has been abandoned

in favor of a double-pad design for the purpose of gaining more angular stiffness.

2) DOUBLE PAD, SPIRAL GROOVE SEAL

The basic design of the double pad, spiral groove seal (Figure 27) is similar

to the single pad, double orifice seal. The sealing area is now vented in the

middle, forming two pads, and the feeding holes and the spiral grooves are

separated by a land in order to increase the groove's pumping action at a thin

film thickness. A finite difference method has been used in calculating the

performance of this seal. Details of this analysis are presented in Appendix B.
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Figure 27 Double Pad, Spiral Groove Seal

The approach gives a very accurate prediction of the pressure distribution and

is used to determine the performance for the right pad, which has unequal

pressure boundary conditions. The left pad is essentially a thrust bearing:

its performance at the operating film thickness can be predicted by existing

theories. The theory developed in Reference 2 was used in calculating the

load and stiffness for the left pad.

Using the theory developed in Appendix B, the gas film forces and the center

of pressure acting on the right pad at a film thickness of 0. 001 inch are found
to be

W 2

b2(P2-Pl)
= O. 832
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and

for

X
2

L-- = 0.4336,
_u

P2- P, = 80 pounds per square inch and b2 = 0.6 inches

W2 = 0. 832 x 0.6 x 80 = 40 pounds per inch

X2 = O. 6 x O. 4336 = 0.26 inches

To calculate the load for the left pad, the data by Tang and Gross on page 272

of Reference 2 are used. For P2/p,= 5.0, the optimum stiffness requires the
bearing parameter, B (as defined in Reference 1), to be in the neighborhood
of 15. For B = 15, the dimensionless load becomes

W I

b, (P2-Pt)
- 0. 4375,

which gives for b t = 0.4 and Pz- Pl = 80 pounds per square inch,

W I = 0.4375 x 0.4 x 80 = 14 pounds per inch.

For a symmetrical pressure distribution on the left pad in Figure 28,

X I = 0.5x b I = 0.5x 0.4 = 0.2 inches.

p-

WI

b

r---1 IIr-d

W2

Figure 28 Model of Double Pad Seal Surface
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The dimensionless axial stiffness of the left pad can be located on page 272 of

Reference 2.

/

KSl h

KS--'-1= Pl _ 2.0

for Pt = 20 and h = 10 -3

/
KSt = 2.0 x 20 x 103 = 40, 000 pounds per square inch per inch,

where K_t is defined as the stiffness per unit area of the sealing surface.

The axial stiffness of the right pad based on the load curve in Figure 29 is

found to be

/
KS2 = 23,700 pounds per square inch per inch

To summarize, the load, center of pressure, and stiffness of the double pad,

spiral groove seal are listed as

WI = 14 lb/in.

W 2 = 40 lb/in.

x I = 0.2 in.

x 2 = 0.3 in.

, im21Ksi = 40, 000 lbs in

K_2 = 23,700 lbs/in2/in

This data will be used later in balancing the primary seal ring.

3) DOUBLE PAD, RALEIGH STEP SEAL

The Raleigh step seal, which has been chosen for the one-side and two-side

floated shoe concepts, is also considered here for the thin strip seals. A

comparison of the axial stiffnesses shows that the spiral groove seals are

much stiffer than the Rayleigh step seals. For example, under the test rig

cruise conditions, the Rayleigh step seal has an axial stiffness approximately

equal to 15, 000 pounds per square inch per inch compared to 23,700 pounds
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Figure 29 Loading of Double Pad Seal

per square inch per inch for the spiral groove seals. Since the one-piece con-

struction of the thin strip permits a continuous spiral groove pattern without

any interruption, the spiral groove seal is more favorable and is chosen for

the thin strip seals instead of the Rayleigh step seals.

d. FORCE AND MOMENT BALANCE

The forces acting on the primary seal ring are shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 30 Forces on Primary Seal Ring

The moment produced by W I , W2 and W5 about the centroid is a couple which
is equal to the moment of the same system about A. Taking moments about A

MI = 14 x 1.1125 + 40 x. 3 - 54 x. 3375 = 9.35 inch-pounds {clockwise)

The moment produced by W4 about point A is equal to

M2 = -48 x. 195 = -9.35 inch-pounds

Therefore, the total moment of all forces about the centroid is exactly balanced.

The dimensions of the cross section of the primary seal ring can be found in

Figure 31.

e. FLEXIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

The design criteria developed in subsection I.B. 6b. can be used to determine

the flexibility requirements for the thin strip seals. For the seal ring con-

figuration shown in the drawing Figure 31, the following values of sectional

properties have been calculated.

TZ Z = the area moment of inertia about the centroidal axis

:]:zz = 31.3 x 10 -4 inches 4
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Figure 31 Thin-Strip Plus Piston Ring Seal
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J = effective polar moment of inertia*

= 8.8 x 10 .4 inches 4

These sectional properties given for room temperature

El
c 30 x 106 x 31.3 x I0 -4

_e " _ =

R 2 (13.75) 2

= 498 inch-pounds per inch-radian

GJ 12 x I06 x 8.8 x I0 -4
fit -

R2 (13.75) 2

-- 56 inch-pounds per inch-radian

To calculate the angular stiffness of the gas film, it is necessary to study the

forces acting on the two pads after the seal cross section is tilted through an

angle of _- 0.001 radians. The resulting forces are shown in Figures 32 and 33.

--_ _--- 0.2

WI = 9. 27 LB

W2 = 44.33 LB

&at :-0.001 RAD

Figure 32 Forces Acting on the Seal in a Tilting Position, A Cl = -0. 001 rad.

*See Appendix F for discussion of J for slender sections
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ha = + 0.001 RAD

WI = 16.5 LB

W2= 37. 5 LB

Figure 33 Forces Acting on the Seal in a Tilting Position, A (2 = +0. 001 rad.

These data are obtained by using the spiral groove computer program for the right

pad at a tilted position and by using the design charts in Reference 2 for the left

pad. Changes in the location of WI and W2 are not significant. The angular stiff-

ness using the forces in Figures 32 and 33 become

PJ°f= 4.33 x (0.2 +0.3+ 0.3125)
0.001

= 3520 inch-pounds per inch-radian

,-Bf = 2.5 x (0.2 + 0.3 + 0.:5125)0.001

for 5_ = -QO01 RAD

2030 inch-pounds per inch-radian

for a (I= -I- 0.001 RAD

Taking average of these two values, the angular stiffness at the mid position be-
comes

(flf)AVG = 2775 inch-pounds per inch-radian

Now, this angular stiffness is evaluated based on the assumptions that

• The gas film is orifice compensated, and

• There are no pressure variations between orifices

There is a strong likelihood that the consideration of dynamic instability

(Pneumatic hammer) may require the use of an inherently compensated film
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instead of the orifice-compensated film. (An inherently compensated film

is one in which the flow is restricted by the edge of the feeding hole instead of

the orifice. Figure 34 shows the difference between these two types of restric-

tions. )

I

ORIFICE COMPENSATED INHERENTLY-COMPENSATED

Figure 34 Two Common Restrictions

If the film is inherently-compensated, the stiffness will be reduced by 33 per-

cent. For this reason, the angular stiffness of the film is taken to be 1940 inch-

pounds per inch-radian (i. e. 2//3 of 2910) for calculation of the flexibility require-
ments.

If we now assume that the initial angular distortion of the primary seal is a saddle-

shape ( ri-- 2), the design criterion, equation (3), becomes

a < (1+ )
4B +_ aA

t e

Substituting the values of Be , Bt , and Bf, into the above equation, one obtains

(2< 1850 /It '4x56t498 (2a

(2 < 3.56 (2A
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The allowable angle of tilt, _A, is determined by limiting the minimum film

thickness to seventy percent of the nominal film thickness. For a nominal

thickness equal to 0.001 inch and a seal width equal to 1. 3125 inches,

0.0003x2 = 0.00045 RADIANS
_A- 1.3125

which means

(]<_ 3.56 x 0.00045, or Q<__ 0. 0016 radians.

Therefore the flatness tolerance for non-parallelism of the saddle-shape must

be held to about 0.0016 inches per inch in the radial direction.

f. OTHER CONSIDER ATIONS

Due to the tendency of the cylindrical spline to collapse under the differential

pressure, the bending stress at the joint between the vertical spline and the

seal face is estimated to be 120,000 pounds per square inch neglecting the stiff-

ening diagonal. Yield at 1200 degrees Fahrenheit would be expected to reduce

this stress.

The welding of the stiffener may present some challenging problems in the

fabrication of this ring. The tolerance on the flatness of the seal face when

the seal is supported (as in an engine assembly) but not loaded, is as follows:

• At all angular positions, the surface is to be in a single plane within

0.0005 inches per inch, measured in the radial direction.

• At all radii, the surface is to be in a single plane within 0. 0008 inches

per inch, measured in a circumferential direction.

• At any single radial cross section, the face must be straight within

0.0002 total.

Note the close tolerance required for proper alignment of the seal ring with the

rotor face. X_qaetherthis tolerance can be achieved for such a large-diameter

ring is a serious question that remains to be answered.
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SECTION A-A Figure 35 Layout of Thin Strip Plus C Diaphragm Seal
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7. DESIGN OF THE THIN STRIP-C DIAPHRAGM CONCEPT

a. DESCRIPTION

Figure 6 shows the schematic of a thin-strip C diaphragm proposed for detailed

feasibility study. This concept is very similar to the thin-strip one-piece con-

cept. The only difference is in the secondary sealing. This design utilizes a

C diaphragm as the secondary seal between the thin strip and the seal carrier

in place of the piston ring. The cross section of the primary seal is not as

deep as the thin-strip one-piece design, and therefore is more flexible. The

types of primary sealing surface considered here are identical to the ones for

the thin-strip one-piece concept. The double pad, spiral groove seal has been

chosen for this design. The data developed in Section I.B. 6. on the load, stiff-

ness and center of pressure are equally applicable here.

b. FORCE AND MOMENT BALANCE

A detailed layout of this concept is shown in Figure 35. The forces acting on

the primary seal face are shown in Figure 36.

The moment produced by Wf, W2 and W3 about point A is

MI = 14x.8625 + 40x.26 - 54x.3375 = 4.3 inch-poun.-ls per inch

If we let d = 0.25, the value of Yc is found to be 0.0765 inches. The moment

produced by W4 and W5 about point A becomes

M 2 =-80R (d-Yc)--0.250x 80x(_- -- yc)=-13.9R--0.97

For a perfect pressure balance,

and

MI"I" M 2 =0_

4.3- 0.97
R = = O.24"

13.9

Therefore, a 0.24 inch radius C diaphragm is required for pressure

balancing of the primary seal.
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Figure 36 Forces Acting on the Primary Seal

C. FLEXIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

The procedure in this section is similar to the thin-strip one-piece design de-

scribed in Section I.B. 6. Referring to the geometry of the primary seal shown

in Figure 35, the following sectional properties have been calculated.

Izz = the area moment of inertia about the centroid

= 4.76 x 10 -4 inches 4

d = effective polar moment of inertia

= 7.5 x 10-4 inches 4

These values give

/3e = 76 inch-pounds per inch-radian

Bt = 47.5 inch-pounds per inch-radian
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The angular stiffness of the gas film can be determined in the same way as the

thin-strip one-piece design and is found to be

Bf -- 1900 inch-pounds per inch-radian for A (2 = - 0. 001 radian

#f = 870 inch pounds per inch-radian for A a= + 0. 001 radian

Taking the average of these two values and making allowance for the possible

application of inherently compensated film, (Section I. B. 6. e) the final angular
stiffness becomes 920 inch-pounds per inch-radian.

Substituting the values of B e , B_, and _ into equation (3) for a saddle-shape
initial distortion, one finds

920
QE < (l+ )U. A

4 x 47.5 + 76

U < 4.5aA

The allowable angle of tilt, QA, is determined by limiting the minimum thick-

ness to 70 percent of the nominal film thickness. For a nominal thickness equal

to 0.001 inches and the seal width equal to 1. 0625 inches,

0.0003 x 2
_A - 1.0625 = 0. 00056 radians.

This gives

U < 4.5x0.00056

Ct <: 0. 0025 radians

The flatness tolerance for non-parallelism of the saddle-shape must be held

to about 0.0025 inches per inch in the radial direction which is slightly better

than the thin-strip one-piece concept, but still is a difficult task to achieve for

such a large diameter ring.

d. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

The flexibility of the C diaphragm was examined by determing its axial stiff-

ness, assuming that the C section behaves locally like a curved panel. Using
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this assumption, the expression for the stiffness of a complete ring is

K = I E[__..l0.149

for derivation of k see reference 3, p. 82, equation 86.

For the C diaphragm, the stiffness would be half of that calculated by the above

expression, since the C diaphragm is a half ring section. Using this expression,

the axial stiffness for a 0. 005 inch thick diaphragm with a radius of 0.25 inch is

found to be 67.5 pounds per inch per inch of circumference. It appears that the

flexibility of the primary seal is not seriously affected by the C diaphragm.

The bending stress in the C diaphragm for a given axial deflection will be

identical to that of a complete ring section.

According to Reference 3, the bending stress can be expressed as

O-B = 0.318
ESt

2R 2

where 8 is the axial deflection and t is the thickness of the diaphragm. The

direct stress is simply

R
o-t =P2 T

where P2 is the sealing pressure.

Using these formulae, the bending and direct stresses were found to be 3800

pounds per square inch and 7500 pounds per square inch respectively for t =
0. 005 inches and 8 = 0.01 inches. These values are certainly not serious.

The C diaphragm can either be welded to the primary seal or seated in a

circumferential groove of the seal ring. In either case, the deformation of the

seal ring will be partially restrained by the C diaphragm. Consequently, the

value of Re and Bt will be slightly affected. The exact influence of the C

diaphragm on Be and Bt will require a full analysis of the deformation of half of

a toroidal shell under asymmetrical loads. Since the calculation by neglecting

the C diaphragm already indicates difficulties in meeting the flexibility require-

ment, the detailed shell analysis of the C diaphragm has not been considered.
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8. OPERATION UNDER ENGINE CONDITIONS

The compressor end seal and interstage seals (on which the feasibility analyses

described in the previous sections have been made) are designed specifically

for test rig conditions. These conditions are lower than anticipated engine

absolute pressures. The greater air density at real engine pressure may re-
quire revision and rebalancing of these seals.

In addition to the density factor, several other factors require evaluation prior

to designing seals for use in engines. These are:

• Rebalancing, due to the lower pressure ratio

• Lift-off speed, including hydrodynamic effects

• Off-design operation, particularly at idle speed

• Thermal transient effects during a full engine cycle

• Inertia effects due to the greater air density

• Effects of compressor surge and windmilling on seal action (experimental

evaluation required)

• Back-up designs

The first three factors involve further application of information or design

methods already generated. The fourth and fifth and sixth factors require
additional analytical effort.

a. REBA LANCING

The conditions set in the test rig are representative of a typical supersonic en-

gine pressure ratio and flight regime. Any change in engine design or aircraft

flight profile would require a review of the seal design to determine whether the

change in seal pressure ratio is large enough to require unbalancing the seal.

The center of pressure of a seal is a function of the pressure ratio, as shown

in Figure 37, so the seal must be reproportioned so that it will be in equilibrium
under cruise conditions.
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b. LIFT-OFF SPEED

Assuming that the engine pressures are known as a function of engine speed, the

speed at which the seal will lift free of the runner (against the locating spring

pressure) can be calculated. However, as additional protection against rub,

and to hasten lift-off, the floated shoe designs feature a Rayleigh configuration

on the primary seal surface, and thin strip designs would be provided with a

spiral groove pattern. These patterns provide lift due to hydrodynamic be-

havior independent of pressure ratio, and as a result can be expected to lower

the lift-off speed significantly. Additional computer runs with the Rayleigh step

program can furnish the additional information needed.

Experimental verification of lift-off behavior, perhaps using a simplified test

rig, is regarded as an important additional task. Such tests should simulate the

surface speed, surface configuration, and loading to be expected in starting.

Verification of surface rub characteristics as well as hydrodynamic lift-off

should be an objective of such tests.
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Since it may also be desirable to design seals which are retracted at low speeds
in order to minimize rubbing, this experimentalphase should if possible include

touch-down in nonparallel fashion at a surface speed on the order of idle

speed. In this way the resistance to momentary contact on closing the seal can

be investigated.

c. OFF-DESIGN OPERATION

In addition to the factor of lift-off and its complementary condition, touch-down,

it will be important to check for operation at idle speed. For specific pressure

levels, pressure ratios and idle speeds, the seal balance and primary seal film

thickness can be calculated.

d. THERMAL TRANSIENT EFFECTS

The thermal analyses described in this report have been for the seal in steady-

state operation. This condition will be carefully approached in the test phase

of this program. However, in actual engine operation large temperature ex-

cursions will occur, from at or below room temperature to 1200 degrees

Fahrenheit or more. Shifts in operational mode from idle to take-off to cruise,

etc., will cause additional transient effects. It therefore becomes desirable

to study the nature and magnitude of the transient temperature distributions in

order to ascertain whether conditions may occur which will result in excessive

distortion. Such distortion may result in a primary seal rub, or in binding in

the secondary seals, unless carefully checked. If such conditions do occur,

the seal design will have to be modified to alleviate any aggravated distortions.

It may be possible to explore for transient effects in the experimental phase of

this program, at least to a limited extent. When specific engine transient con-

ditions are defined (in particular the rate of change of speed, pressures, and

air temperatures) an analytical approach would also be highly desirable.

e. INERTIA EFFECTS

Under the test rig conditions, inertia effects are not expected to be important.

The pressure depression (Bernoulli effect) on expansion through the seal at one

mil film thickness is minor. The Reynolds number for circumferential shear

flow is below the transition range, but close to it.

Operation under engine conditions will raise the effective gas density signifi-

cantly. This will be to such an extent that both the Bernoulli effect and tur-

bulence should be included in the analysis.

The Bernoulli effect will result in a shift in the center of pressure on the primary

seal surface, and hence should be a factor in the seal moment balance.
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The turbulence, while in the circumferential direction, will influence the cross-

seal flow to some extent, and will also affect the rate of heat generation and

hence the temperature distribution.

f. BACK-UP DESIGNS

The two floated shoe designs which are regarded as feasible are very similar

in principle, although one is a radial seal and one is a face seal. While these

designs represent a good technical solution, there are two factors which would

make an alternate design worthwhile as a backup. These are (1) the multiple

shoes and close tolerances required which may mean high manufacturing cost,

and (2) the requirement for maintaining both the runner and the shoe holder in

good alignment. In the course of the work on the alternate thin strip designs,

three new concepts were generated which appear worthy of detailed analysis.

These are:

• A thin-strip flexible-seal design supported on an OC diaphragm.

A flexible shoe design in which the shoes are mounted flexibly on a

hoop which in turn is flexible on a radial axis.

• A one-piece, semi-rigid seal.

i) THIN STRIP OC DIAPHRAGM

This concept employs a thin, flexible one-piece strip as the primary seal

element.

The thin strip is supported by three C diaphragms mounted on a floating

secondary seal carrier. The secondary carrier permits full axial float with

a piston ring seal on the main engine structure. One of the C diaphragms forms

a seal between the high pressure and the low pressure areas. This is the bottom

one in Figure 38. The other two C diaphragms at the top in the drawing face

each other and form a chamber to which the high pressure air is admitted.

This design, therefore, permits direct balancing of the moments on the primary

seal without the erection of a spine. It also permits a decrease in thickness of

the strip with respect to other thin strip designs. Thus, it offers the oppor-

tunity of generating a section with increased flexibility and, therefore, better

tracking capability. Furthermore, the moment balance is achieved with methods

which are more nearly independent of angular displacements of the strip, making

low residual moment imbalance easier to achieve. Figure 38 illustrates the

proposed construction.
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38 Thin Strip OC Diaphragm
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2) HOOP-MOUNTED FLEXURE SHOE

In this concept, the primary seal is in the form of a number of individual shoes,

each subtending an arc of about fifteen degrees, which are mounted so that they
are relatively free to follow variations in runner contour. Some form of seal-

ing between shoes is required. Each shoe is flexibly mounted to a continuous

hoop which provides support in the radial direction but permits angular motion

through the mounting. The hoop is stiff in the radial direction, but made thin

to provide accommodation to runner motion about a radial axis. Thus, each

shoe is free to tilt about both the radial and the circumferential axis. A

secondary seal structure is necessary to provide freedom of motion with seal-

ing between the upper part of each shoe and the carrier. The spine on each

shoe provides a moment balance. Details of this design are shown in Figure 39.

3) ONE-PIECE SEMI-RIGID SEAL

This concept recognizes the possibility that a semi-rigid one-piece seal may

be able to run separated from the runner by a gas film, provided the gas film

stiffness is great enough. The possibility of this design rests primarily on the

ability to make the one-piece seal to a high degree of flatness, and the ability

to generate the flatness of the runner surface that has been specified by Pratt &

Whitney Aircraft. Preliminary calculations, assuming a rigid seal member and

a twice per revolution waviness of 0.001 inch total indicator reading on the run-
ner face, indicate that a minimum film thickness of 0.5 mils can be maintained

for a nominal design film of 1.0 mils; and that the flow will remain within the

desired maximum of 10 percent of labyrinth flow. Thus, it would appear that
the one-piece seal member would have to be flat within a few tenths of a thou-

sandth of an inch. However, in view of its greater rigidity, it is possible that

it can be manufactured to this tight a tolerance. The tracking dynamics of

this type of seal should be analyzed, before statements can be made regarding the

minimum film thickness to be expected with any of the primary types of gas film

for which information is now available. The seal layout is shown in Figure 40.
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II. TASK H- COMPRESSOR END SEAL AND

STATOR INTERSTAGE SEAL

EXPERIMENTA L E VA LUA TION

This phase of the program provides for final design and procurement of com-

pressor end seals and stator interstage seals, design and fabrication of a test

rig, and experimental evaluation of the compressor seals.

The final design of the four compressor seal concepts selected for experimen-

tal evaluation includes all calculations, material determinations, analyses,

and drawings necessary for seal optimization, procurement and experimental

evaluation.

A test rig will be designed and fabricated to evaluate the selected compressor

end seals and stator interstage seals under simulated compressor operating

conditions. The test apparatus will simulate the last stages of a full scale

compressor including supporting members and bearing system in order to faith-

fully duplicate structual flexibility and thermal gradients.

The compressor end seals and stator interstage seals will be calibrated in in-

cremental steps at room temperature static conditions, room temperature

dynamic conditions, and subsequently over the full speed, pressure, and tem-

perature operating range. Finally, the seals will be subjected to endurance

testing.

A. SUMMARY OF TASK H EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Approval was received from NASA to commence final design of the one side

floated shoe compressor seal under Task H. Pratt & Whitney Aircraft is using a

computer program to evaluate primary seal performance for off-design condi-

tions. A review of coil and wave spring designs for the one side floated shoe

seal is being conducted. The thermal characteristics of this seal are being

studied, with particular emphasis on thermal shunt requirements.

Design work was continued on a test rig in which Task I compressor seals will

undergo experimental evaluation. NASA granted approval to proceed with pro-

curement of long lead time critical raw materials for the test rig.

B. TEST SEAL DESIGNS

In a letter dated May 31, 1966, NASA granted approval to commence final

design of the one side floated shoe compressor end seal and stator interstage
seals under Task II.
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The Rayleigh step computer program and sample input format have been re-

ceived from M. T.I. The deck is presently being adapted to the Pratt & Whitney

Aircraft computer facilities. The contractor will use the program to evaluate

primary seal force, center of pressure, and leakage at off-design conditions.

It is important that seal performance, particularly seal film thickness, be

evaluated over a wide range of operating conditions.

The proposed MTI seal design appears to be unnecessarily heavy and will

result in high breakaway and cranking torques. The heavy carrier (30 pounds)

is required to reduce the natural frequency of the two mass, three spring system

below the operating speed range of the rotor. In a two spool machine, this

frequency may have to be reduced below low rotor idle to avoid excitation. The

high cranking torque (over 500 in lbs) is required because it is assumed that

the spring loads must overcome carrier and piston ring friction with the full

pressure differential imposed.

A study of the stress and deflection, (including change in slope) of the carrier

indicates that its weight can be reduced by 18-20 pounds from that envisioned

by MTL The heavier weight was used to control the natural frequency of the

two-degree-of-freedom system involved. Before the carrier weight can be

reduced, the spring system will have to be redesigned. Review of the spring

arrangement is in process including the relative advantages of having the

natural frequency above or below the operating range. The loading and spring

rate of the carrier coil springs is also being reviewed for possible reduction

in break-away and engine cranking torque.

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft is considering the light approach in the final design.

The seal carrier is being analyzed with the aid of an existing thin shell com-

puter program. Trials to date indicate that the elastic slope control required

in the area of the seal shoe can probably be obtained with a reasonably stressed

light weight carrier. Preliminary work on a stiff wave spring indicates that

adequate deflection can be obtained with reasonable stresses. Efforts will con-

tinue toward a solution. The balance of the shoe seal design will be reviewed

if changes are required to accept the new spring.

A final study of the thermal characteristics of the one side floated shoe includes

thermal shunt requirements. The method of shunting presently being considered

is a "sandwich" arrangement with silver 0. 030" thick trapped centrally in the

primary seal segment. It is felt that some device for decreasing thermal coning

is necessary to keep the film thickness variation at a safe level.
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C. TEST RIG DESIGN

Design work was continued on a full scale test rig. Improvements were made

in a layout drawing showing the hub and disk arrangement, the rig housing, and

provisions for a 0.4" axial movement of the housing with respect to the rotor.

The bearings and bearing support system are also shown in the layout. Thermal

mapping of the rig was completed for conditions encountered when testing one

side floated shoe seals. Schemes have been completed for thrust balancing the

rotor, and compartmenting and pressurizing the seals. To maintain a test rig

air flow rate within the capacity of the test facility air compressors, modifications

were made to labyrinth seal arrangements in the rig. Smaller diameter rig

labyrinth seals decrease the air-flow rate considerably, but also increase the

thrust imbalance in the rig rotor. The rig design configuration now utilizes a

thrust balance piston and larger bearings which are adequate for this application.

The most recent design effort has been concentrated on various improvements

in the bearing compartments. An investigation is being made of bearing oiling

schemes to insure adequate lubrication and scavenging, particularly as related

to the two sets of large thrust bearings. Thermal effects and stressing of

structural members are being considered in the design of bearing supports

and seal arrangements. A concerted effort is being made to incorporate actual

engine hardware wherever possible.

Thermal maps, thrust balance diagrams, and the most up--to-date design layout

of the test rig were presented at a NASA-P&WA meeting held on May 19, 1966.

This layout, while preliminary in many areas, was carried to completion where

required to validate a request for approval of advance procurement of critical

raw materials. Having received the NASA Contracting Officer's approval in a

letter dated June 13, 1966, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft is proceeding with the

procurement of critical forgings.
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III. TASK ]Tr- COMPRESSOR STATOR PIVOT

BUSHING AND SEAL CONCEPT

FEASIBILITY ANA LYSIS

A feasibility analysis program was conducted on stator vane pivot bushing and

seal concepts for application in compressors for advanced air breathing propul-

sion systems. The first phase of this program consisted of a preliminary ana-

lysis and a screening of various seal concepts prior to the selection of concepts

for the detailed feasibility analysis. The analytical effort included a compari-

son of the selected concepts to current practice, and all calculations, analysis,

and drawings necessary to establish feasibibility of these selected concepts.

This analytical program was subcontracted to Mechanical Technology Inc. of

Latham, New York and was monitored by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft as required
under the terms of the NASA contract.

A. SUMMARY OF TASK ITr FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS

MTI completed the feasibility analysis being conducted on the vane pivot bellows-

loaded face seal and spherical seat face seal concepts. Both versions of the seal

were considered feasible and adequate for recommendation to NASA. Pratt &

Whitney Aircraft submitted the latest designs of these two seals to NASA on 19

May 1966 requesting approval to start final design under Task IV. An effort

was made to simplify the seal designs within practical limits without making

major changes in the basic seal concepts shown on the MTI drawings. Approval

was granted in a letter from NASA dated May 31, 1966. The program objec-

tives under Task HI are considered to have been attained, thus completing the

work effort. Final design of the seals is currently being accomplished under
Task IV.

B. MTI FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS - TASK m

The feasibility analysis of vane pivot seal concepts conducted by MTI is pre-

sented in this section of the report. The material in this section was prepared

by Dr. D. F. Wilcock, Dr. H. S. Cheng, and J. Bjerklie.

1. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Table XX summarizes the characteristics of the vane pivot seals that are

either under consideration or in use.
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Leakage (specified test rig

condition = 135 psi)

Wear rate

Required torque

(less bending moment

effect)

Accountable size

Accountable weight

Unproven materials

Effect of dirt

Effect of cocking

Separate parts for

assembly

Ability to install

as a cartridge

Replacement of seals

and seats

Potential problems

TABLE XX

VANE PIVOT SEAL CHARACTERISTICS

Bellows Loaded Face Seal Spherical Seat Face Seal

0. 00079 SCFM 0.0004 SCFM

Low on flame plate

1.53 in. lbs.

0.55" diameter

0.025 lbs/pivot seal

Electrofilm at 1200 F

Extremely low

0.54 in. lbs.

0.65" diameter

0. 025 lbs/pivot seal

Carbon at 1200 F

Present Seal

0.0077 SCFM

Very low

3.8 in. lbs.

Increase in Leakage

Absorbed by bellows

Seven

Possible for bellows

assembly

Separate

Electrofilm integrity

Effectof dirt on wear

& leakage. Bellows

integrity

None

Must reseat

Seven

0.5 vt

0.025 Ibs/pivot seal

Not suitable

at 1200°F

Increase in

leakage and

wear

Increased

leakage

Five

Separate parts Separate parts

In matched pairs Separate

Ability to remain properly

seated when cocked. Other

problem same as for bellows

loaded seal.
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Table XX illustrates that both new seal designs have the potential to be eminently

satisfactory. Also, the potential problem areas are nearly the same. In reality,

it remains a matter of judgment and test as to which seal will eventually prove
to be better.

Since the seals appear to be so evenly matched, it is recommended that both

seals be built and tested. It is also recommended that consideration be given

to conducting immediate tests on carbon in a test rig that will provide appropriate

temperatures, airflows, loading, and movement to determine the true ability

of carbon to serve in these seals as designed. It is recommended that a ceramic

back-up material be selected for use instead of carbon in case these tests are

negative.

2. BELLOWS-LOADED FACE SEAL

a. INTRODUCTION

The bellows-loaded face seal, as adapted to the vane pivot, offers a relatively

simple solution to the problem of preventing leakage of compressed air out of

the compressor through the compressor wall. The basic method is adaptable

anywhere along the compressor so that it can be used over the whole compressor,

or merely at the high pressure stages, as desired.

Since finishing the screening work, considerable preliminary design work has

been carried out. The design was submitted to several vendors for their

comments. The final design is discussed below.

b. DESCRIPTION

The final design layout of the bellows-loaded face seal is shown in Figure 41.

It has a flat face seal held in contact with its seat at all times by the spring

action of a slightly loaded bellows. The seat against which the seal face rides

is mounted as a separate piece to keep it free from distortion. The seal is

formed between a seat fastened to the shaft and a face seal (nose) held to the

housing by a bellows. The high pressure thereby is on the outside of the bellows.

The thrust caused by the internal pressure of the compressor is taken up on a

thrust collar located at the compressor wall. The accomplishment of the final

design and final material selection seemed to be the only deterrents to its
immediate selection.
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Figure 41 Single Bellows Vane Pivot Seal
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c. LEAKAGE CALCULATIONS

The leakage for this seal can be estimated using conventional equations for

purely viscous flow.

Referring to the firstSemiannual Report (PWA-2752), page 7, equation 6, the

leakage rate through a slitis

rn -

where

m=

24_b P2p2 I-\ P2 /

mass flow rate per unit width, lb sec/in 2

P2 = mass density of the upstream gas, lb sec2/in 4

P2 = pressure of the upstream gas, 1b/in 2

Pl = pressure of the downstream gas, lb/in 2

h = gap film thickness, inches

tz = viscosity of the upstream gas, lb sec/in 2

b = leakage path length, inches

The leakage path thickness in the case of two closely fitting surfaces is taken

here to be twice the rms finish ( B ) of the surfaces. Then

m 8B3 02[ (p)2] (02+0) 0
= 24/z b I- _ = 24Fb P2

where AP = P2- Pt

The leakage rate for the vane pivot seal can be calculated using the mean

circumference of the seal,
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R/_ Ro-I-Ri
2

where

Ro = outer radius of seal, inches

R i = inner radius of seal, inches

Then,

-w = g x 27/" R/ m pounds per second

=

where

27T g B3P2 ( Pl / ?.'n- B3R _W P2 + Ap = __ g

3 Fb P2 5 P.b
_p

g = acceleration due to gravity, inches per second 2

R = gas constant, square inches per degree Rankine-second 2

1"2= seal inlet gas temperature, degree Rankine

Then to find the volumetric flow at standard conditions,

P2

R T 2

V- wx60
P

where P = where density of air at standard conditions

/9_ 0. 00237 ft4

2
lbf sec

Using the following input for contract-specified test rig conditions,
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B = (3 helium light bands) = 3 x 11.6 x 10 .6 inches

AP = 135 pounds per square inch

RI _ 0.75 inches
4

0.25
b = -- inches

4

= .039 cp = 5.65 x 10 -9 pound-seconds per square inch

g = 386 inches per second 2

P2 = 150 pounds per square inch, absolute

Pl = 15 pounds per square inch, absolute

T2 = 1200°F = 1660 degrees Rankine

R = 246500 square inches per degree Rankine-second 2

Flow rate is:

-7
"W = 9.86 x 10 pounds per second

V = 0.00079 standard cubic feet per minute

d. ACTUATION TORQUE

The torque required to move the actuator can only be estimated, since accurate

friction coefficients are not known. However, if the friction coefficient of tung-

sten carbide against aluminum oxide is assumed to be 0.3, the following torque
is obtained:

where

T = 05 Rm SEAL(FTHRUST "t-FSEAL) + bending moment effect, inch-pounds

T

is the mean radius of the thrust collar and seal
Rm SEAL

1.53 in.-lbs. + bending moment effect

under test rig cruise conditions. This is based on current design dimensions

A p = 135 pounds per square inch, and seal pressure = 12 pounds per square
inch due to the bellows.
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e. LIFE

The seal materials are tungsten carbide running against aluminum oxide, for

which test data has been obtained at Union Carbide as follows for 500 pounds

per square inch:

• rotated part, 43 x 10 -6 inches/1000 feet of rubbed distance

• stationary part, 12 x 10 -6 inches/1000 feet of rubbed distance

Therefore, anticipated wear is

2 (20)

55 x 10 -6 CPM x 560 x
1000

277" x R t xt
= O. O0072inches

where t = operating time, in minutes (for 2000 hours)

The best material reported by Union Carbide would allow wear to be 400 x 10 -6

inches. Either of these figures is much less than the flame sprayed coating

thickness, but considerably more than the uneveness left on the finished sur-

faces without flame sprayed coatings. Hence, it becomes a matter of judgment
as to which surface combination to use. The wear rates were calculated for

2000 hrs. of ± 20 degree cycling at 10 cycles per minute and for the 500 pounds

per square inch test load condition. This is undoubtedly a higher number of

cycles than will actually be encountered, the pressure is nearly 2 times as high

as will be used, and the real cyclic rate will probably be closer to an average

of 1/2 cycle per minute for the full period. Then either material combination

would be sufficient. MTI has gathered data on tungsten carbide against alumi-

num oxide and found the combination to be good for long wear. This familiarity

lends confidence in choosing this combination for this application.

f. COMPARISON OF BELLOWS-LOADED FACE SEAL WITH CURRENT VANE

PIVOT SEALING PRACTICE

1) SIZE AND WEIGHT

Each seal assembly extends radially outward about 2 inches from the outside of

the compressor wall. The distance from the outer surface of the seal to the in-

side wall of the housing is about 0.55 inches. The weight of the seal, exclusive

of vane pivot shaft, actuator arm and bolt, and housing is 0.025 pounds, about

the same as the weight of the present seal shown in Figure 42. It should be

noted that this seal, while being used for comparison, was not designed for or

used under the conditions specified for the current work.
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WITH RESISTANCE HEATING WIRE
AND INSULATION

Figure 42 Schematic of Earlier Vane Pivot Seal Test Rig

2} DESIGN SIMPLICITY

The complete unit is assembled in seven parts, considering the actuator as-

sembly and tie-down bolt as one part, the bellows-seal assembly as one part,

and not counting the vane pivot shaft or housing.

Steps in assembly are as follows:

(1) Drop in bellows-seal assembly, press to fit.

(2) Insert housing sleeve inside of housing. Thrust collar is part of the
sleeve.
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(3) Insert vane pivot shaft with seat cylinder attached through housing

from the inside.

(4) Place lower spring guide, spring, and upper spring guide.

(5) Assemble actuator on shaft.

(6) Install and tighten bolt on shaft. This will load the thrust collar against

the housing, and compress the bellows slightly to make a good seat at

the face seal.

Disassembly can be accomplished by using the same steps in reverse. Servic-

ing will consist of inspection for wear and distortion on thrust collar and face,
and seal face and seat. The parts can be replaced as necessary, and need not

be used as matched parts or in matched pairs.

The basic material used throughout the seal is Inconel X-750. However, several

parts require coatings, inserts, or other structural material. The basic re-

quirements of the materials at various points in the seal assembly are to retain

dimensional stability at temperatures as high as 1200 degrees Fahrenheit, to

provide good wear life at high temperature while in slight motion, to have re-

latively low coefficient of friction at high temperature and high load, and to be

capable of forming a very good static seal between parts at high temperature.

To accomplish these tasks, the following materials and coatings are used.

• Housing sleeve surface: high temperature electrofilm or aluminum

oxide plating versus Haynes Alloy N 25

housing sleeve.

• Silver plate on all statically mating parts

• Seal face: O. 0025 to O. 003 inch thick aluminum oxide

• Seal seat: 0.0025 to 0.003 inch thick tungsten carbide (LW-5)

The bellows is Inconel X-750 or 718. The actuator arm, spring and spring guide

are AMS 5616. The self-locking nut is AMS 5735. All other parts are Inconel

X-750.
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The clearances, tolerances, and finishes in specific parts must be held quite

closely. The seal face and seat is to be finished to a flatness of 3 helium light

bands. The parts that fit over the shaft are 0.0002 inches to 0.0006 inches loose.

Stationary mating surfaces are given a 32 microinch (rms) finish. The seal

seat has a slight interference fit with the seat housing to assure zero leakage
between them.

The coating materials, use of the bellows, and better finishes represent the

main difference between this seal and the present seal.

3} TOLERANCE TO FOREIGN PARTICLES AND LOAD DEFLECTIONS

Overall tolerance to dirt and cocking for this seal appear to be good. The seal

face and seat are kept in a mating position at all times so that dirt can not

ordinarily get between them. The loading force is about 0.9 pounds. The re-

quired impact to separate the two faces, therefore, is over 1000 g's. This is

such a high level that it will never be encountered in an operational engine.

Since the surfaces are not exactly mated (the 3 helium light bands flatness cor-

responds to 34.8 x 10 -6 inches (variation) there is a possibility that dirt particles

up to 69.6 x 10 -6 inches diameter can become deposited in the seal. This, then

could cause the gap to increase by that amount as the seal rotates. The leakage

could then go as high as 8 times the quoted flow. This is still much less than

present leakage values. Dirt particles that could get in the gap will tend to be

worked out by the reversing motion of the seal face as the actuator moves back

and forth. Since the surface materials are very hard, the probability of develop-

ing scratches is very low. The wear particles of the surface materials are

probably the hardest that will be encountered. These, of course, should be

small enough to polish the surfaces as they are being worked out rather than

causing damage.

The bellows has good bending flexibility so that a cocked attitude of the shaft

should have no effect on the ability of the seal faces to mate. If there is any

cocking or misalignment, there will be a tendency for the seal to ride off-

center. However, this will only slightly reduce the effective length of the slit

rather than cause any serious departure from design performance.

The present seal does not use finishes as smooth as those on the bellows-loaded

face seal, so larger dirt particles can enter and cause scratching and wear.

Also, the present seal can become unseated when cocked. So leakage rates

with the present seal are unavoidably higher than for the new design, and wear

can be greater.
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4) RE LIA BILITY

Overall reliability considerations, other than those above, depend largely upon

the integrity of the bellows, the flame-sprayed coatings, and the electrofilm

coatings. Past experience with similar coatings, has been satisfactory, but

design reliability can only be proven by testing. The life and wear of the coat-

ings have already been discussed. The installation of the bellows is predicated

upon advice from bellows manufacturers. It has been stated that externally

pressurized bellows offer less problem with squirming, and therefore less

problem with proper mating, than with internal pressurization. The pressure-

induced stress in the walls of the bellows is always less than 17,000 pounds

per square inch. The 0.0001 percent creep/hour of Inconel X at 1200 degrees

Fahrenheit is about 62,000 pounds per square inch, fully heat treated, thereby

realizing sufficient safety factor to account for some bending, squirming and

compression-induced stresses.

It is concluded that the only unknown design aspect for over-all reliability is

the life of the electrofilm coating. Other points, although better understood,

need experimental verification, too. These would include integrity of the

flame-plated material; the bellows integrity; the ability of the silver plated

parts to resist galling; and the ability of the loaded face seal to resist opening

with shock load and cocking loads, and to withstand the action of very small

dirt particles which may tend to wear surfaces and open the seal.

5) AIR LEAKAGE RATE AND ACTUATION POWER

Measured leakage rate of the present design is 0.004 standard cubic feet per

minute at 94 pounds per square inch pressure drop. This compares to a cal-

culated leakage of 0.00079 standard cubic feet per minute at 135 pounds per

square inch pressure drop for the bellows-loaded face seal design. This would

be about 0. 0004 standard cubic feet per minute at 94 pounds per square inch

pressure drop to atmospheric pressure. Thus, it appears that improvement

in leakage by a factor of 10 could be realized by using the new design.

The measured actuating torque for the present design when no pressure is ap-

plied is 1.5 inch-pounds. The calculated torque required when pressure, but

no bending loads, is applied is 3.8 inch-pounds for an assumed friction coef-

ficient of 0.1. This compares to 1.53 inch-pounds calculated torque require-

ment (without bending moment effects) for the new design.
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3. SPHERICAL SEAT FACE SEAL

a. INTRODUCTION

The spherical seat face seal for the vane pivot offers excellent sealing proper-

ties at the expense of requiring very fine finishes. This vane sealing method

can be utilized anywhere along the compressor.

Since finishing the screening work, considerable preliminary design work has

been carried out. The design has been submitted to potential vendors for their

comments. The final design is discussed below.

b. DESCRIPTION

The design of the spherical seat face seal is shown in Figure 43. It combines

the thrust face and seal face and does not require a bellows. A spring is used

to keep the two faces together at all times. The spherical geometry, combined

with the lack of restraint on the seal seat permits it to seek its own alignment

and therefore stay seated even though there may be some shifting of the axis as

a bending moment is applied to the vane. The seal is formed between the spheri-

cally concave seat located in the housing and the spherically convex seal held to

the shaft. This surface is also the thrust bearing for the vane: the loading due

to compressor pressure is taken by the seal. The seat is not tightly confined

perpendicular to the vane axis. This permits motion required to keep the sphere

seated, as a bending movement is applied to the vane. The high pressure is on

the outer diameter of the seal surface. Materials selection appeared to be the

biggest technical problem.

c. LEAKAGE

The leakage for this seal is somewhat more difficult to analyze than for the bel-

lows-loaded face seal. The finish is better for the spherical surface and is lap-

ped to fit the seat almost perfectly. If the seal is well seated, an estimate can

be made using the rms finish as the half width of the slot. This gives a calcu-

lated leakage of about 1/2 of that for the bellows loaded face seal, or

Y = 0. 0004 standard cubic feet per minute.

at engine conditions. The probable degree of non-seating with this seal is un-

known, since there will be friction tending to prevent proper seating. If unseat-

ing does actually occur, the leakage rate of this seal will exceed that of the bel-

lows face seal. This effect can be properly evaluated only by testing.
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d. ACTUATION TORQUE

The torque requirement for actuation is estimated using an assumed friction

coefficient of 0.1 for carbon against tungsten carbide and 0.2 for silver against
silver.

Thus

T = 0.1 x Rm x FTHRUST + bending moment effects = 0.54 inch-pounds

+ bending moment effects

This is an approximate value for actuation torque under test rig cruise condi-
tions.

e. LIFE

The wear rate on the thrust bearing cannot be calculated directly. However, it

has been reported by Purebon Company that the grade of graphite being used

here will last 2000 hrs. whenpvis less than 15,000, where p is in pounds per
square inch and V is in feet per minute.

The conditions estimated for service of this seal are 20 degrees of rotation at

10 cycles per minute. The thrust force to be taken up is approximately the

area inside the outer edge of the seal times the pressure d ifferential

F = "/T R2 AP pounds

where Ro is the outer radius of the high pressure zone.

Then

PTHRUST
2Z_p_ 77"R9

7/" (r2-r 2o i )

where r refers to the thrust face.

of the seal, or

210 pounds per square inch for cruise

conditions,

y can be taken as the mean rubbing speed
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where r 0
Rt=

(2
TOTAL

_r i

2

= rotation angle, degrees

the refo re

p THRUST V = 46

This number is so low that there should be no questions about reaching 2000

hrs. life in the test rig.

The loading on this seal is such that the meanpTHRUST V for the carbon is much

lower than the recommended upper limit. Therefore, wear should be satis-

factory for this seal.

There are no wearing surfaces in this seal made up of one ceramic against

another. This fact reduces the uncertainties of allowable wear rate to just

that which the Purebon 56-HT can take.

f. COMPARISON WITH CURRENT VANE PIVOT SEALING PRACTICE

1) SIZE AND WEIGHT

The complete assembly extends about 2 inches radially outward from the inside

of the compressor wall. The distance from the outer surface of the seal to the

inside wall of the seal housing is 0.65 inches. The weight of an individual seal

assembly, exclusive of vane pivot shaft, actuator arm and bolt, and seal hous-

ing is 0.025 pounds. These sizes and weights are comparable to those for the

present seal.

2) DESIGN SIMPLICITY

The complete unit is assembled in seven parts, considering the actuator lever

and tie down bolt as one part, considering the seal and retainer ring as one

part, and not counting the shaft. Assembly is accomplished as follows.

(1) Press in housing sleeve.

(2) Drop in seat and retainer ring until it seats against housing shoulder.

(3) Press seal onto vane pivot shaft.

(4) Insert vane pivot shaft through housing from the inside.
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(5) Place spring guide and springs over shaft.

(6) Assemble actuator on shaft.

(7) Install and tighten bolt on shaft. This will load the seat to the housing

shoulder, thereby making a stationary seal between the primary seal

and the housing.

Disassembly is accomplished by reversing the above operations. All faces and

seats would be inspected for wear and replaced as necessary. The spherical

seat and seal face will have to be replaced as matched pairs.

The basic material of construction is Inconel X-750. As for the bellows loaded

seal, however, several faces and surfaces have to be of other materials. The

spherical seat will be a shaped carbon mass held in its retainer ring. The

housing sleeve will be Inconel 718 surfaced with carbon or high temperature

electrofilm. The seal itself is flame-plated with 0.0025 inch to 0.003 inch

thick tungsten carbide (Linde LW-5). All Inconel parts required to form a
static seal are plated with silver.

Required fits and clearances for a properly functioning seal are as follows:

Seal: 2 microinch (rms) finish

Seal and seat lapped together

The main complication of this seal over the present seal is the use of very good

finishes on the sealing parts. Some simplification exists with the new design in

that the seal also serves as the thrust collar, a separate part in the present de-

sign.

3) TOLERANCE TO FOREIGN PARTICLES AND LOAD DEFLECTIONS

This seal resists the action of cocking and misalignment by utilizing a spheri-

cal seal and seat. The friction coefficient between the two parts is low, so

there will be a great tendency to remain seated with only a small applied force

from slight spring compression. Any external vibration will assist in achiev-

ing such seating. The force tending to keep the two parts seated is three pounds,

but this must act at an angle as low as 22 degrees. This provides centering

forces as low as 1.2 pounds. However, the friction force resisting centering

is 0.32 pounds, with a friction coefficient of 0.1. There, then, appears to be

satisfactory centering and resistance to tilting with cocking loads.

The finishes specified should keep dirt out of the face seal even down to about

4 x 10 -6 inches particle diameter. The effect of such small particles on the

seal, if they should enter, would be two-fold, i) a tendency to separate the

faces, 2} a tendency to imbed in the carbon. Neither effect is serious since
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the increased leakage of such a small lift is negligible as far as absolute amount

is concerned, and small imbedded particles will not seriously affect either wear

or leakage.

The present seal has a much rougher finish than the spherical seat seal, so

large dirt particles can enter and cause scratching and wear. Also, the present
seal can become unseated when cocked, so leakage rates and wear are unavoid-

ably higher in the present design than for this new design.

4) RE LIABILITY

Overall reliability will depend on the integrity of the carbon inserts, the flame

plating, and the ability of the silver plate to resist galling. Past experience of

a general sort is available on all of these, but little specific information is

available. Basically, it appears that the overall reliability should be good. The

design aspects requiring experimental verification are life of the carbon inserts

at 1200 degrees Fahrenheit, flame plate integrity, ability of silver plated to re-

sist galling, the ability of the seal to remain seated, and the action of small

dirt particles on wear and leakage.

5) AIR LEAKAGE RATE AND ACTUATION POWER

The estimated leakage rate of the new design is 0.0004 standard cubic feet per

minute at test conditions, or about 0.0002 standard cubic feet per minute at 94

pounds per square inch pressure drop to atmospheric pressure. This is 1/20

of that measured for the present design at 94 pounds per square inch pressure

drop.

The calculated torque requirement is 0.54 inch pounds (without bending moment

effects) for the new design, compared to 3.8 inch pounds calculated for the

present design without bending moment effects.
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IV. TASK IV - PIVOT BUSHING AND SEAL

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

This phase of the program provides for final design and procurement of bushings

and seals, design and fabrication of a test rig, and experimental evaluation of

bushing and seal assemblies.

The final design of the two selected concepts for experimental evaluation includes

all calculations, material determinations, analyses, and drawings necessary for

pivot bushing and seal optimization, procurement, and experimental evaluation.

A single vane test rig will be designed and fabricated to evaluate the two selected

pivot bushing and seal designs under simulated operating conditions for the last

compressor stage. The vane and actuating mechanism are to be applicable to

current advanced engine practice.

The pivot bushing and seal assemblies will be calibrated in incremental steps

over the full pressure and temperature range, with a maximum pressure of 135

psi and a maximum temperature of 1200°F.

The seals will be subjected to a cyclic endurance run of at least 40 hours dura-

tion following a test program which provides for simulation of take-off (20 hours)

and cruise (20 hours) conditions typical of advanced engine designs through dup-
lication of:

Compressor stage air temperatures

Supporting structure geometry

Supporting structure temperatures

Pivot movements as required for the vanes

Pivot loading (mechanical loading to simulate air loading is acceptable)

Compressor stage pressure drop

The pivot movement will be a minimum of 13 degrees at 10 cycles per minute;

the pivot loading will include a vibratory load at a convenient frequency super-

imposed on the steady load and equal to approximately ±15% of the steady load.

A. SUMMARY OF TASK IV EXPERIEMENTAL EVALUATION

NASA granted approval to commence final design of the single bellows and spher-

ical seat vane pivot seals. Final design configurations of these seals are being

established, and seal materials and coatings are being further investigated. The

basic layout of the vane pivot seal test rig has been completed. Instrumentation

requirements are being reviewed.
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B. TEST SEAL DESIGNS

In a letter dated May 31, 1966, NASA granted approval to commence final design

of the single bellows and spherical seat vane pivot seals. The preliminary de-

signs shown in Figures 41 and 42 are being reviewed to determine the neces-

sary modifications required to establish a final design configuration for each

seal. Various high temperature carbons, cermets, and super alloys are being

investigated for use as potential seal materials. Hard coat flame platings such

as chrome carbide, aluminum oxide and titanium carbide are also being consid-

ered for application to mating seal surfaces.

C. TEST RIG DESIGN

Design work was continued on a test rig in which the vane pivot bushing and seal

experimental evaluation will be conducted. The basic layout of the rig has been

completed. A schematic drawing of this test rig is shown in Figure 44. Work

is being done to establish adequate actuation devices for vane pivot movement

and for applying the steady state and superimposed vibratory loads on the vane.

The vane bending moments have been established at 30 inch pounds for take-off

and 10 inch pounds for cruise. Instrumentation necessary to obtain the required

experimental data is being specified and incorporated in the rig design. A pro-

gram has been written outlining the calibration and cyclic endurance experimental

testing to be performed on the vane pivot seals.
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APPENDIX A

FORTRAN LISTING FOR THE RAYLEIGH PAD SEAL

The main program for the Rayleigh pad seal, as listed in Appendix B to the first

Semiannual Report (PWA-2752), was modified in order to permit performing

additional computations. With the modified program, the flow at the exit of a

seal can be computed, and the film shape is not necessarily restricted to a

parallel film. Thus a design with an external supply of pressure, such as an
orifice in a shrouded pocket, can be examined. The new film thickness func-

tions can provide information on the performance of a tilted seal. The film

thickness may be expressed as a polynominal function up to 3rd degree. A

further explanation of the film function is given below. The listing contained

here are the main program, function HFUN, function HXFVN, and function
HYFUN.

1. DESCRIPTION OF FUNCTION HFUN

The purpose of the function HFUN is to define any film shape which may be ex-

pressed as a polynominal function of the coordinates X and y up to the 3rd

power. The derivative of the local film thickness with respect to X and y can

be readily obtained from the film shape. These derivatives are written in sub-

function form as functions HXFUN and HYFUN. These three subfunctions are

required to compute the pressure distribution and the load.

Defining the nominal film thickness as C3 at the point ( X = C. y = C2 ), the
local film thickness can be written in a general form with arbitrary coefficients
as follows

h=C3-+ C4 (x-Cl)+C 5 (y-C 2) +C6(X-Cl ]z + C7 (Y-C2) 2 + C8 (X-Cl)(Y-C 2)

+ C9 (x-Cl) 3 + Clo(Y-Cz) 3

I I
I
I
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. y c,Defining X = _-, Y= _-, _-, _-

h C4 c5

H:_3AND E 4 = -_-3 ' _5 = C-_ ' ETC. THUS
_ 2

H: I + C4 (X-Cl) + C5 (Y-C2) + C6 (X-CI)

+c? (Y-C2)2+ ce (x-_)(y-_2)

+CgCX-C,)3+C,o(Y-_2)3
Y

i

• ....- J (C_,C2)

LI/L

L/L=I

-1
It should be borne in mind that A x and Ay depend on the nominal clearance.

Also, the origin of the coordinates is located at (0, 0) on the upper left corner

of the pad. The local film-thickness as defined in the above equation refers to

the land region only. The depth of the recess STEDE is added separately in the

main program. The coefficients -CI' C"2' C3' C4 ' etc. are written as Coe

(1), Coe (2), Coe (3), etc. in the program.

Some simple examples are:

For the constant film: (see sketch above)

E I and C% can be anything but C3 =
The other coefficients are zero.

For a flat plate tilting toward runner at the outer

shown below:

f
L/L

-1
= LI/L

LI/L = I. 5 (EXPRESSED AS YOX IN THE PROGRAM

0.95---///-//

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

circumference as

,- i.O-_

,t/
IFLOW
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C-I -- 0.5, C'2 can be anything, C-3 = 1.,

are zero.

_4 = -" 1, the other coefficients

C4 is found as follows"
Ah

C4 = ol = C'--'_"

h = C3 + Ol(x-Ci)

_L OiL
H -" _ = I + C--_'(x- CI) = I + _ (X-Ci}

when a is positive for a converging film as shown, and negative for a diverging

film.

To find C5 :

Zih
cs:#:

for C4 : 0

h = C3+.8 (y-C2)

h - I + .8LI ( y - C2) : I + .SLI (Y - C2)
H = C3 C3 L C3

when .8 is positive for a converging film and negative for a diverging film.

• For a flat plate tilting toward the right as shown below:

FLOW

0.95 1.0

L| , "- __
0.5-- C- ,-

..." "1111/ i Y_

_Y

L/L
x i

I-.-- L,/t. --..I
C i : ANYTHING, _2 : 1.0,_3 : I, _4 : O, "C5

L I/L:2.0

: - 0.05
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2. FORTRAN LISTING

9

ii

RINO00OO

$ FORTRAN DECK,LSTOU

C RI]_O-IX:T--%REVESED _Y W-CHENG -I/28/66

C PROGRAM TO SOLVE STEP COMPRESS, BEAR, PROB. WITH FIXED

C BOUNDARiEs, LINES OF SYMMETRY,JOiNTS iN AI_'-DtREETTONI
C EQUATIONS ARE WRITTEN FOR PARALLEL FACES

C ONLY. CLEARANCE ALLX)W_-ONE-DEPRESSED-_REA
C ONLY.

K-'UE_O REGULAR POINT OR-CORN_F--I)Ei_S_rrD_--OR tINEOF SUMM

C KUE:I,2,3 KNOWN PRESSURE= PFIX(I,2,0R 3)

C _-A-L--t_IN'E-OF-S_P
C KUE=5 HORIZONTAL LINE OF STEP

C KUE=7 BOTTOM JOINT

KUE_G LEFT -,._T
C KUE=9 RIGHT JOINT

C I_L-E_-i_-_OL-VE_-_Ot_f_N_I%_,-_(FIRST iNDEX)

C SHOULD BE SMALLER THAN N(SECOND INDEX)

C -X--l-N---I-DIRECTION (VERT_-I)OWNI

C Y IN J DIRECTION (HOR. LEFT TO RIGHT)

C I_tA_-A_-_tI_'_ENTS-OF-1)IzAM
C (IH,JH),(IHH,JHH) ARE CORNERS OF STOP BOUNDARY

C 3_TE-b[-_I_TI_e_-NO-STEP .......... H=I

C NDIG= NO OF DIGITS WANTED REPEATED TO TRUNCATE SOLUTION

C E_OUN_T_S--TI_X31_IJM--A_LLOWA_LE-NUMBER OFITERATIONS

C IFLO= I COORDINATE OF THE LINE ACROSS WHICH Y-FLOW IS COMPUTED.

T UI_EO_--_-E_INATE-OF-THE-_INE ACROSS-WHICH X'FLOW IS COMPUTED.

C IFLOE=STATION NO FOR EXTRA FLOW CALC

C L"OE----C_EA-R-AI__COEFFI_TEMT'S-,_EE-HF'_t HXFUN, HYFUN,
C QREP=.TRUE. PUT OUT P2 AFTEREACH ITERATION
C -PPT)UT-_TRUE_,-OUT_UT OF-P2 AFTER-CONVERGENCE
C POUT=.TRUE. WANTED OUTPUT OF P.AFTER CONVERGENCE
C _I:3E-=-_-TRD'E.---h_ ...... _UE-_RRA-Y-I_S-RE-_D-IN

DIMENSION PFIXI3)_KUEI17,33),QFIX(3)tH(l?t33)tPFI1?,33}t

1QSMA[l?,lT),GI17,3_)_R(15,15_33),S(l?,33)_QQ(33),PP(33),PX(33)_

LOGICAL JOINT, QREP,PPOUT,POUT,NEWKUE
_-I_3T-FO_,P_TTXZ_REP_PPOTJT-_POUT-_NEWKUEIINPUTIM_N,P_AMX,
1 PLAMY,YOX,IH,JH,IHH,JHH,STEDE,NDIG,P_IX,NCASE ,LKOUNT,IFLO,JFLO

1FORMAT(IXTOI1)

2--_XYR_A_T?O23T

3 FORMATI 25H MATRIX IS SINGULAR AT J= 13,16H,CASE ABANDONED./IHI)

FORMAT! //IBH CASE CONVERGES TO 13_14H DIGITS AFTER 13,11H ITERATI

-TON3T

6 FORMAT(//23H FINAL RESULTS FOR CASE 15//13H FORCE/AREA =E14,7,

1 6_HEX)_F-CE_TER-OFPRESSURE -)*N--PERCENTAGE OF SIDE

2DIMENSIONS = (E14.7,1H, EI4.7_2H).)

7 FORMATI_GHOFLuw PER--DIEI-T--EEI_GTT-I--_-_-A-T-ENT;--A_D--EX_T *I-

)/)Ht,7,_IEP1 ( = Y NI ,L ,U REP WOLFH_2)HI,7,_IEP1 _H2,7,_lEPll
FURMATI29HOFiNALl_R'E3--S_'IB-LTT_l:TN;--//l
FORMAT(25HOFINAL P_.2 DISTRIBUTION, /)
FORMAT (OHiiNPUT)
NR=5

READ(NR,INPUT)

WRITE(NW,INPUT}

READENR,OUT_UT)

WRITEINW,OUTPUT}

10
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IF(.NOT.NEWKUE)GO TO 35
DO-20 I=I,M

20 READ(NR,2}(KUE(I,J),J=I,N)

-DO--3-O----I-=_I,M

WRITE(NWtlI(KUE(I,J),J=I,N)
DO--30--J:_iN

30 KUE(IgJ)=KUE(ItJ)+]
3_-1031JNT=O

NN=N-1
1wtM=-M-1
DO 40 K=I,3

-_FO--OPI-X(K)= PFIX(K)ePFIX(K)

DX=I./FLOAT(MM)

DY=YOX/FLOAT(NN)
DO 41 I=ltM

-41 XX(I)=FLOAT(I-I)_DX

DO 42 J=I,N

#Z-YY(J)=FLOAT(J=I)*DY

SA=I./DX

SB=I.IDY

SAA= SALSA

SBB=SB*SB

SC=SAA+SB_

SD=-2-,_SC

SJ = 2._SAA

SE=PLAMX/(2,_DX)

SG=PLAMY/(2.*DY}

SH= 2°_SA

SI=2.*SB

SK=2._SBB

DO 50 I=l.M

DO 50 J=I_N

50 H(I,J)=HFUN(XX(1),YY(J),COE)

DO 60 I=IH,IHH

DO 60 J=JH,JHH
60 H(IgJ)=H(I_J)+STEDE

DO 70 I=itM

DO 70 J=I_N

Q(I,J)= 1

HFX(ItJ)=3.*HXFUN(XX(1),YY(JI_COEI/H(I,J)

HFY(I,J)=3.*HYFUN(XX(1),YY(J},COEI/H(19J)

ZZZ=-I,01(H(I_J)*H(ItJ))

FS(ItJ}=2°/3°O*ZZZ*(HFX(I.J)*PLAHX+HFY(ItJ}*PLAMY)

PFX(ItJ)=PLAMX*ZZZ

70 PFY(I_J)=PLAMY_ZZZ
JOI_T=.FALSE.

80 DO 90 I=2tMM

]F(KUE(II1).EQ-9.OR.KUE(I,1).EQ.IO) JOINT=.TRUE.
90 CONTINUE

t-e-e--DO-_-30 l'ltM

G(I_I)=0.

--DO-IIO -K'IwM

110 E(I,K,I)=0.

--I-F_-_'N_)-_,:,,,-_O_NTf'-60 TO _90
DO 120 K=ltM

IF( I.EQ.K)D(ItKII)=I°0

_z_O--C_-I.NUE -
130 CONTINUE

l_O-?-e-_-1-IrN

DO 310 I=19M
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FF(I.J)= 1.Q/SQRT(ABS(Q(ItJ)))
F(I}=O.
KU = KUE {IIJ)

TO(140_ZIO_210_2_Og230_2bO¢270,270,I#Ot140)_KU
140 SGGG=SGG*(FF(I,J')*PFY(I,J}+HFY(I,J)}

CII-)=SBB+SGGG

B(I}=SBB-SGGG

13"O I_0 K=IPM

A(19K)=O,O

IF(K.EQ. IIA(I_KI=SD +FS(I-tJIeFF(ItJI
150 CONTINUE

I"FIJOINTI GO TO 180

IF(J.NE.11 GO TO 160
B(II=O,

C(1)=SK

16"0 IF {J.NE.N) GOTO 170

C(I)=O.
B{t}=SK

170 IF(I.EQ.I} GO TO 190

IFII.EQ.M| GO TO 200

]80 SR=SEE_(FF(IgJ)*PFX(I,JI+HFX(I_J))
_(I,I+I) = SAA+SR

A(IgI-I)=SAA-SR

GO TO 3_0
190 A(I_I+I)=SJ

GO TO310
2u0 AlltI-l)=SJ

GO TO 310
210 KKU=KUE(I.J)-I

B{II:0.

C(II=O.

T{I] _QF IX IKKUI

DO 220 K=I*M

AIIgKI=O°

IF{I.EQ.K) A(ItKI:I.O
220 'CONTINUE

GO TO 310

2 50 -HPL US= H ( I, J 1
HMINUS=HII,J}
TF-_J.EQ.JH} +HMINUS_HMINUS-STEDE

IF (J.EQ.JHH) HPLUS= HPLUS-STEDE

HHI-I_HI_LUS**3

HH=HMINUS**3

CII )= - SB * HHH

_O240 "K=I,M

240 A(ItK}= O.
-AIIgII:SB*IHH+HHH)+PLANY*( HPLUS-HMINUS)**FF(ItJ)

GO TO 310
E_O-HI_L-tTS:HII_I

HMINUS=HII_J)

-I_ (I_EQ. IH) HMINUS:HMINUS-STEDE

IF {I.EQ.IHH) HPLUS= HPLUS-STEDE

FII=IH_d_US*_3

HH=HMINUS**3

--BT _T_.L--O-_

C(1)=O.

-O'O-_O K = I-,M

260 A(ItK)=O.0
--A-I--I-_tl-t=(HM_HHM}/bX-I_I_-AMXetHMINUS-HPLUS)eFFII_J)

A(I,I+I}= -HHHIDX
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All,I-I) = -HHIDX
GO TO 319

270 SGGG=SGGIIFF(I,J)_PFY(I,J)+HFYII,J))
BIt_=S_B-SGGG
CII)=S_+SGGG

DO 280 K:I,M

A(I,K):O,O

I-PIK_EO.I)AII,KI=SD+F5II,J)*FFII,J}

280 CONTINUE

SR=SEEeIFF(I,J)_PFX(I,JI+HFXII,J))
IF( KU. EQ.8) GO TO 290

IF( KU.EQ.?) GO TO 300

GO TO 310

290 A(I,I)=SAA+SR

A(I,I-1}=SAA-SR

GOTO 310

3_0 A(I,_}=SAA-SR

A(I,I+I)=SAA+SR

GO TO 310

310 CONTINUE

DO 320 I=I,M

DO 32U K:I,M

32C QSMA(I,KI=AII,K) + BIII*E(I,K,J)

CALL MATINVIQSMA,M,BB,O,DET.ID}

GO TO (343,33C},ID

340 DO 360 I=I,M

G(I,J+I)=_.

DO 360 K=I,M

GII,J+I)=G(I,J+I)+QSMAII,K)_IFIK)-B(K}_GIK,J))
E(I,K,J+I)=-QSMA(I,K)*C(K)

IF(.NOT.JOINT} GO TO 360

DUM=0.O

DO 350 KK=I,M

350 DUM:DUM-QSMA(I_KK)_B(KK)*D(KK,KgJ}
D(I,K,J+I}:DUM

360 CONTINUE

37G CONTINUE

DMA=u,O

IF(JOINT) GO TO 410

DO 380 I=I,M

DMA=AMAXI(DMA,ABSIQ(I,N)-G(I,N+I)))

380 O(I,N}=G(I,N+I)

DO 400 JJ=2,N
J=N+2-JJ

DO 400 I=I,M

DUM=O,O
DO 390 K:I,M

390 DUM:DUM+E(I,K,J)*Q(KtJ)

DUM=DUM+G(I,J}

-DMA=AMAXIIDMA,ABS(DUM-Q(ItJ-I)))
4G0 Q(I,J-I)=DUM

GO TO 560
410 DO 420 I= I,M

DO 420 " K=I,M

QSMA[I,K] = -D[ I,K,N+I)
IEII6EQ,K)QSMAIIgK)'QSNA(IIK}+I,O

420 CONTINUE
_AI_L MATINVIQSMA,M,BB,O,DET-,ID)

GO TO (430,330),ID

930--WR_EINW,31-J
GO TO i0
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430 DO 460 I=ItM
DU-__&O
DO 450 K=IoM

{)U_i : OeO

DO 440 KK=IgM
_-40 DuM=DuM_QSMA-FI _ICKF_E_-KK ,K --,Mml )

R(I,KtN)=DUM

460 S(ItN)=DU

-D'O - 490 ,.1J; 2 9 N

J= N+2-JJ

DU=G,0
I_0-480 K --'I-,_

DUM=U-O

-'DO 470 KK--I.M

470 DUM= D( I.KK,J)iR(KK,KtN)+E( ItKKtJ)*R(KKtKoJ)÷DUM

-R rT _K, J-If -'DUM

480 DU=DU+D(I.KtJ)*S(K,N}+F(I'KtJ)iS(KtJ)

-_9C--S] I _J-II_'DU÷G { I, J }

DMA=O..O

"DO '5_'0 I : I,_I

DO 50U K:I ,M

QSMAII_KI-'-R{ItK*I}

IF( I.EQ.K)QSMA| I .K)= QSMA( I ,K)+I.0

_O O--L"ONTI NU E

CALL MAT I NV( QSMA,.M,BB 1.0.DET , ID }

-GO -TO {5 I0,33C T. ID

510 DO 530 I:I,M

-DU:O .0

DO 520 K:I ,M

5_ZC DU:DU÷ QS_tAI I-_K I _'SiIK-_I I
DMA:AMAXI{DMA,ABS(DU-Q{ [,I) ) )

-_30- _ (-I_ I I:DU

DO 550 J=2,N

-DO _0 I-'I_M

DU=O.O
DO 5_0 K:I ,M

540 DU=L)U+R( I,K,J)*Q(K,IJ

I_U=DU÷S ( I ,JI
DMA= AMAXI(DMA,ABS(DU-Q{ I,J}) )

"-5"50-X_II ,J} "DU

560 IF(QREP) WRITE(NW,_)Q

-K"OU NT :K_O'JI_T _I
IF(KOUNT,GE,LKOUNT)GO TO 561

IPtDPI,A- ,_T, IO.O*_'FLOAI'-(;-NDrG)

561 WRI TE(Nw,5) NDIG,KOUNT
WR_II"E tNW _I I-)

IF(PPOUT)WRITE(NW,9)

IF( PPOUT)WRI TE(Nw,4) {Q( I ,J) ,J=l ,N)

DO 5"tC_--" -_--"I _-N
570 Q( I ,JI=SQRT tABS(Q( I ,JI ) )

IF(POUT)WRITE(NW.8)

-DO-_-

IF(POUT )WRITE (NW,4) (Q (I,JI,J=I,N)

_t_--CONT-rN'LTE-

DO 590 I=I.M

DO 58C J=l ,N

)GO TO I00
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580 QQQIJ)=Q(I_J)-I,0

_P_I)= $UM(QQQ_N_DY|

590 PX(I)= PP(1)_X

OO-610 3=I_N

Y= FLOAT( J-I)*DY

1)0-600 _=1,4
600 QQQ(II=Q(I,J)-I,0

751_OPYX-J/=-b'-_lQQQpH_--DX)ey
.FP= SUM(PPgH_DX)
FX= 3UM(PX_MgDX)
XF =FX/FP

F_Y= SUM(PY_N_DY)
YF:FY/FP/YOX

_@:FPIYOX
WRITE(NWt6) NCASEtFPoXFtYF
DO 620 I=IgM

620 PP(I)=Q(ItJFLO)eH(I,JFLO)i(-PLAMY+H(I,JFLO)Ii2
IIIQ(IIJFLO÷I)-QIItJFLO-1)}/(Z,_Oy))

FLOY=SUM(PP_MtDX)

NF[O=I
IFLT=IFLO

625 DO630 J=I_N

630 PP(J)=Q(IFLTtJ)tH(IFLTtJ)t(-PLAMX+H(IFLTtJ)_i2
_+_Q(IFLT+ItJ)-Q(IFLT-I_J))I(2,_DX))
FLOT=SUM(PPtNtDY)/YOX

-60TO (615t636)tNFLO
635 NFLO=2

FLOX=FLOT

IFLT=IFLOE

GO TO 625
636 CONTINUE

WRITEINW97) FLOTgFLOXtFLOY
GO TO 10

END 316

FORTRAN ESTOU;DECK

INCODE IBMF

FUECTT0R-__jEI'-E CLEARANCE H FROM XgY
FUNCTION HFJN(XX_YY_COE)
D]MtNblUN-CO-EII{7)

X=XX-COE(1)

T=YY-COE(2)

HFUN=COE(3)+COE(4)eX+COE(5)IY+COE(6)IXiX+

ICOE{?)_Y_Y+COE{B)_X_Y+COE(g)(XwX_X+

2COE(10)IYIYIy

]TE-TEIRE
END

AND COEFFICIENTS COE

C

FUNCTION HXFUN(XX_YYtCOE)

FUNCTION TO EVALUATE-X-DERIVATIVE OF

DIMENSION COE{10)

X=XX-COE(1)

Y=YY-COE(2)

HXFUN:COE(_)+2°*COE(6)_X+CO_(BI*Y+

13._COE(9)_X_X

RETURN
END

H FROM XgY AND COEFFICIENTS COE
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C

$

FLJNCT [ON I-IYFUN (XX,YY ,COE )

FUNCTION TO EVALUATE Y-DERIVATIVE OF H FRON XtY AND

-DIME N-STON- COE(I b-)
X =XX-COE (1 )
_-=_Y--CO E (-2
HYFUN--COE (5 )+2,iCOE (?) .IY+COE (8)IX+3,_COE (I0 )'IY_'Y
RETURN

END"
E'_JEEI

COEFFICIENTS COE
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APPENDIX B

ANALYSIS OF HYBRID SEAL

The geometry of a hybrid seal which uses both special grooves and orifices is

shown in Figure 45. The analysis is quite versatile; it can be applied to cases

having grooves on both edges or one edge only.

A

h o
--.,.. mz hb hc

Figure 45 Geometry of Spiral Groove - Orifice Hybrid Seal
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The equation governing the pressure distribution in the grooved region AB is:

dp'_ _ A (h m) K,(h)---_- -- (4)
dx P

where

-P= plp2

"E = xlb

KI=

K2 =

M2=

6//Ub
2

P2hm

(H3- I)(H-I) SIN 2_

(H3+I) 2 + 2H3(A+A -I)+(H 3-1) 2 COS2fl

2 (I+A-I) (H3+A)

(H3-1- I) 2 + 2H 3 (A+A -I) + (H 3- I)2COS2,8

p224#b

hJp2 ) rn2

H
_h

- _+1
h

U = mean speed, in/sec

lb sec
/J = viscosity 2

in

m2 = mass flow
lb sec

2
in

Pz = density of upstream gas

2
lb sec

4
in

A = groove height ratio

= groove angle

ho+hi
hm- 2

Ag/Ar

_2
Equation (4) can be expressed alternatively by replacing p with Q giving
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d---9-Q= 2A K I (h) _- i2 K 2 (1"1)
d_

(5)

When the groove action is weak, equation (5) is preferable, because the non-linear

portion is contained in the less dominating hydrodynamic term. If the groove action

is strong, equation (4) is more useful, since the hydrodynamic term now becomes

dominating.

Approximating equations (4) and (5) by finite difference equations for each grid

point, one obtains

Pj = PJ-I + fj - M2 gj (6)

Qj = Qj-I+ f_ - M2 gj/ (7)

where

[( hm)2f j =_ A hi-;>2 KI,j-I/2]

for equation (6),

hrn )2f; : _-X 2A (h i - ,'-/2

for equation (7),

KI, j-I/2 _QJ-I/2 } (S)

-[,( , ]-- K2,gj = AX -'2 hi-I/2 j-l/2 P}-=/2

(9)

for equation (6), and

= • - - K 2 j - I/2gj AX hj_ I/z '

for equation (7).

In the land region BC, equauons (6) and (7) are directly applicable if KI = 0

and K2 = I . Likewise, in region CD, equations (6) and (7) are applicable if

K I =0 , K2 =1 and M2 is replaced by Mj , where

° t 3 ml
P2 hm P2
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In region DE, the pumping action of the groove is reversed, therefore J_

becomes negative. Equations (6) and (7) are also applicable if /_. is made

negative and M2 is replaced by Mi •

/
In equation (6) and (7), fj ' fj ' gj ' gj are considered to be known quantities.

The non-linearity in (8) or (9) is solved by iteration.

Identifying the stations underneath the orifice by j = JC , and adding equations

(6) or (7) from j=2 to j = JC , one obtains,

JC

j=2

JC

for equation (6),

JC

j_2 f; -- (QJc-QI)
M2

JC
/

Z: gj
j-2

for equation (7)

(10)

Likewise, equations (6) or (7) from

added together, to give

JF

= fj- (PjF -- PjC)j'_ JC+I
M I = JF

£ gj
j= dC+l

j=JC to the last station j=JF are

for equation (6),

JF
/

z fj
j=JC+I

M I = JF

z g;
j=JC+I

(11)

for equation (7),

The flow through the orifice is governed by
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m 3 °°2 (12)

where

l(P ;lG is the dimensionless flow through the orifice as a function

P2 _2
of ( "_-3 /

Match of flow between the orifice and the gas film requires

ml = m2 + m 3 (13)

Substituting equation (12) into (13) and by virtue of the definition of MI and M2
one obtains

-Q-3/ }+_2 (14)

where

_f_b -_°_1
_n, [._hm_P_r,/-_]

Substituting equations (10) and (11) into equations (14), one obtains

JF JF

,I-(0o_-0_) _ ,l-(0_c-0,)
j=JC+I j=2

JF JC

j=JC+l J j=2 l

- P3 [QJc 1-Hm (-_2)G {P3%2/ = 0

\P2/ J

A similar equation can be obtained if P is used instead of Q.

(15)
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Equation (15) can be solved for QJc numerically by the conventional secant

method. Between iterations, the pressure distributions are corrected, i.e.,

the values of fj are adjusted during each iteration.

Once 0jc and _JC and the pressure at each station are solved after the

iterative procedure converges, the load and center of pressure can be determined

as follows.

m

W =
b ( p_ pl) dx

f b
0

I I
P P_

' [/ ]I pj p' dx" PJ

X c

(p-pj)_d_-=

_0 (I)2 Pl )

/ (p-pl)d_"

0 (I)2 - Pl )

I I J

W" and _¢ are integrated by Simpson's rule.
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SPRIAL GROOVE - ORIFICE SEAL

NRUN - NO, OF RUNS

ITMAX - MAX, NO, OF ITERATIONS

NHMAX - NO, OF FILM THICKNESSES

JB-NO, OF STATIONS IN GROOVE REGION AT HP SIDE,JC-SAME IN SEAL

JD=SAME IN SEAL AT LP SIDE, JF-SAME AT EDGE OF LP GROOVE
KS-NEW CASE OR LAST CASE OF CALCULATION
R - GAS CONSTANT

AK - SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO

BIB - BI/B

B3B - B3/B
B4B - B4/B

B - WIDTH

A1 - ORIFICE RADIUS

Pl - Pl
P2 - P2

P3 - P3
FL - LENGTH

ALFA- TILTING ANGLE IN RADIAN

DELl=GROOVE DEPTH AT HP SIDE, DEL2=SAME AT LP SIDE
VIS - VISCOSITY

U - SPEED

T - TEMP DEG F

THE1= SPIRAL ANGLE AT HP SIDE, THE2=SAME AT LP SIDE

AF1 - ACC, OR DEACC, FACTORS
AF2 DITTO

AF3 DITTO

READ INTEGERS

DIMENSION X(90),HM(90),H(90),DUM(90),GX(90),Q(90),FX(90),P(90),

1FFM(90),XXC(90I,WWI90),STIFN(90)
1111 READ I,NRUNtITMAXtNHMAX,JB,JC,JD,JF,KS,NXJ

C READ VARIABLES

READ 2,AF1,AF2,THEI,AX,THE2,AY,VIS,U,T,R,AK,EPS,AF3
PUNCH 3

PUNCH B

PUNCH 2,AF1,AF2tTHEI,AX,THE2,AY

PUNCH 5

PUNCH 2,VIS,U,T,R,AK,EPS

T=T+460o
JJB=JB+I

JJD=JD+I

JJC=JC+I

JJF=JF-2

JMI=JC-1

NNH=NHMAX-I
P(1)=1°

Q(1)=I,

QX=I,0

EJE=jF-I

DX=I,O/EJE

IF (NXJ-1) 16,15,15

15 READ 2, (X(J), J=I,JF)

GO TO 17
16 X(1)=0,0

DO 20 J=2,JF

20 X(J)=X(J-I)+DX
I? XJC=X(JC)

DX2=2o_DX

DX3=DX/3,
XJFC=X(JF)-XJC

DO 1100 NN=I, NRUN
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READ GEOMETRY

READ 2,BIB,B3B,B4B,BtAI,DEL1

READ 2,PI,P2,P3,FL,ALFA,DEL2

RHO2=P2/R/T

PUNCH 6

PUNCH 2,BIB,B3B,B4B,B,AI,DEL2

PUNCH 7

PUNCH 2,PI,P2,P3,FL,ALFA,DELI

ZI=B_ALFA

Z2=ZI_.5

DXZI=DX_ZI

ZCI=6o_VIS_B/RHO2

ZC2=ZCIIU /R/T

ZC3=4._ZCI_3.I416_AIe_2/SQRTF(R_T)/FL

PlP2=Pl/P2

IF (PlP2-1.) 23,21,23

23 ZP12=I./(1--P1P2)

GO TO 27

21 ZPI2=I.

27 P3P2= P3/P2

QJFX=PIP2

Q(JF)=QJFX

QCMAX=AF3_P3P2

QCMIN= QJFX

JFI=JF-1

OCl=,50_(PlP2 +P3P2)

IF (SENSE SWITCH I) 22,24

22 PUNCH 2, QCI, QX, QJFX,

24 READ2,(HM(N),N=I'NHMAX)

DO I000 N=I,NHMAX'

HMX=HM(N)

ZHM= Z1/HMX

HMX2=HMX_2

HMX3=HMX2*HMX

H(I}=I.+Z2/HMX

DO 25 J=2,JF

DZHM=(X(J)-X(J-I))_ZHM

25 H(J)=H(J-I)-DZHM

AM=ZC2/HMX2

HMBAR= ZC3/HMX3

IF (SENSE SWITCH

32 PUNCH 2, HMX,H(1),

34 DO 35 J=2,JD

DX=X(J)-X(J-1)

HTM=(H(J)+H(J-I))*0.5

BH=I.0+DEL1 /HTM/HMX

HTM2=HTMW*2

IF (J-JB) 37,37,36

36 FX(J)=°O

EK2=I.

GO TO 38

37 CALL STIFH(BH,AX,THEI,EKI,EK2)

FX(J)= EKI/HTM2_DX_AM

38 DUM(J)=DX*EK2/HTM2/HTM*.5

35 CONTINUE

44 IF (JD-JF) 4],50,50

41 DO 45 J=JJD,JF

DX=X(J)-X(J-I)

HTM=(H(J)+H(J-I))_0.5

HTM2=HTMie2

ZI,Z2,ZCI,ZC2,ZC3,DX2,DX3

CALCULATE DUM(J) AND GX(J)

I) 32,34

H(JC), H(JF), AM, HMBAR
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BH=I.0+DEL2/HTMIHMX

CALL STIFH(BH,AY,THE2,EKI,EK2)
FX(J)=-AM IEK1/HTM21DX

45 DUM(J)=DX*EK2/HTM2/HTM*.5
IF (SENSE SWITCH i} 46,50

46 PUNCH 251

251 FORMAT (IIH DUM AND FX

PUNCH 2, (DUM(J),J=I,JF)

PUNCH 2, ( FX(J),J=I,JF)

PUNCH 252

252 FORMAT (16H HTM BH EK1 EK2

PUNCH 2, HTM, BH, DUM(JF), GX(JF)_ EK1,EK2

START ITERATION
50 QC:QC1

TEMP=(QC1-QX )/XJC
DO 55 J=2,JC

55 Q(J)=QX +X(J)_TEMP
QJC=Q(JC)

IF (SENSE SWITCH 1) 54.57

54 PUNCH 2,TEMP,Q(2),QJC

57 TEMP=(QJFX-QC1)/XJFC
DO 60 J=JJC,JF

60 Q(J)=QJC +(X(J)-XJC )*TEMP

NCONV=I
IT=I

IF (SENSE SWITCH 1) 59,61

59 PUNCH 2,TEMP,Q(JJCI.Q(JF)
61 SMF2=0.0

SMG2=0.0

DO 65 J=2,JC

GX(J)=DUM(J)/ (0,5_(Q(J)+Q(J-1)))
67 SMF2=SMF2+FX(J)

SMG2=SMG2+GX(J)
65 CONTINUE

IF (SENSE SWITCH i) 66,63
66 PUNCH 2,FX(2),FX(JB),FX(JC),SMF2,SMG2
63 SMFI=0.0

SMGI=0.0

DO 70 J=JJC,JF

GX(J}=DUM(J)/ (0.5*(Q(J)+Q(J-I)))

69 SMFI=SMFI+FX(J)

70 SMGI=SMGI+GX(J)

FMI= (SMFI-QJFX +QC}/SMGI

FM2= (SMF2-QC +QX )/SMG2
PXJ=QC
P(JC)=PXJ

IF (SENSE SWITCH I) 72,74

72 PUNCH 2,FX(JJC),FX(JD),FX(JF)_SMFltSMGI_FMltFM2tPXJ
74 IF (P3P2-PXJ) 77,76,75
75 SIGN=I.

TEMP= PXJ /P3P2

GO TO 80

76 SIGN=O.

G=I,0

GO TO 85

77 SIGN=-PXJ /P3P2
TEMP= P3P2/PXJ

80 CALL GNZ (TEMP,AKgG)
85 PHI= FM1-FM2-HMBARiP3P2WSIGN_G

IF(IT-I) 81,81,82
81 PUNCH 86
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R2 PUNCH 129QCtPXJ_PHI,IT
ABPH=ABSF(PHI)

IF(ABPH-EPS} 150,150,90

90 IF(IT-ITMAX) 959170,170

95 IF(IT-I) 96,96,97

96 QCI=QC

FI=PHI

QC=QC+AFIeQC

GO TO 105

97 F2=PHI

OC2=QC
DPHI=(F2-F1}/(QC2-QC1}
DQC = -PHI/DPHI
QCI=QC2

FI=F2
QC= QC+DOC

IF(SENSE SWITCH I) 104,105

104 PUNCH 11_IT_OC
105 IT=IT+I

IF(QC-OCMAX) 107_I07,106

106 OC=QCMAX
GO TO 110

107 IF(QCMIN-QC) 110_110t108

108 QC=QCMIN
110 DO 120 J=2,JC

120 Q(JI=Q(J-1)+FX(J}-FM2_GX(J)
DO 121 J=JJCtJFI

121Q(J)=Q(J-1}+FX(J)-FMI_GX(J}

DO 212 J=2tJF

IF (Q(JI-PlP2} 211,2121212

211 O(J)=PlP2

212 CONTINUE

IF (SENSE SWITCH 1) 122,200

122 PUNCH 2, (Q(J),J=2,JF)

200 GO TO (61,201). NCONV

150 NCONV=2

GO TO 110

201 SUMW=Oo0
SUMX=0°0

DO 160 J=I,JJF,2

DX3=(X(J+I)-X(J))/3.0

PY4=Q(J+I)_4.

PJX=Q(J}

PJ2=Q(J+2)

SUMW=SUMW+(PJX+PY4+PJ2)_DX3

160 SUMX=SUMX+(PJX _X(J)+ PY4_X(J+I) +

WBAR=(SUMW-P1P2)_ZP12

XBAR=(SUMX-0.5_PIP2)_ZP12/WBAR

PUNCH 161

HMBAR=I1,/HMBAR)_0,33333
PUNCH 2,HMX, HMBARgWBAR,XBARgFM2_FM1

PUNCH 162
PUNCH 2t(Q(J)tJ=l_JF)
FFM(N)=FM1
XXC(N)=XBAR
WW(N)=WBAR

GO TO 500
170 PUNCH 171,1T

171FORMAT(10H DIVERGE ,I5}

500 CONTINUE
1000 CONTINUE

PJ2_X(J+2I}WDX3
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IF( NHMAX-I}1100_I1009180

180 PUNCH 182

PUNCH 181

DO 190 N=I_NNH

STIFN(N)=(WW(N+I)-WW(N}}/(HM(N+I)-HM(N)}

190 PUNCH 2_HM(N)_WW(N)_FFM(N)_XXC(N}tSTIFN(N)

1100 CONTINUE

IF (KS) 1111_1111_1110

1110 STOP

1 FORMAT (1015}

2 FORMAT (6(1XlPE11o4))

3 FORMAT (28H SPRIAL GROOVE-ORIFICE SEAL}

5 FORMAT(72H VISCOSITY SPEED TEMP

1AT CONVERG, )

6 FORMAT(72H B1/B B3/B

1RAD, DEPTH LP )

7 FORMAT (72H Pl P2

1ANGEL DEPTH HP }

8 FORMAT(72H AF1 AF2

1 LP WIDTH LP )

11 FORMAT (13_1XlPE11,4)

12 FORMAT (3(1X1PEIlo4}tSXI3}

86 FORMAT(43H QC ORIFICE PRESS

161 FORMAT (72H MEAN FILM FLOW COEF

1 M1 )

162 FORMAT (23H PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION )

181 FORMAT (60H MEAN FILM LOAD

lESS )

182 FORMAT (1HI)

END

F

Bk/B

P3

ANGLE HP

ERROR

LOAD

FLOW

GAS CONST

B

LENGTH

WIDTH HP

ITER, NO}

X-C

X-C

SPEC, HE

ORIFICE

TILTING

ANGLE

M2

STIFN
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APPENDIX C

FORCE AND MOMENT BALANCING

1. TWO-SIDE FLOATED SHOE

The preliminary design of the shoe seal with two sides floated as shown on

Figure 46, consists of a segmented ring with hydrostatic step seals as secondary

sealing surfaces. The final primary seal utilizes a Rayleigh step, although the

first cases were done with a hydrostatic step seal.

The geometry was arrived at by balancing the forces and moments acting on the

surfaces as shown on Figure 47. The results of balancing the section are given
in Table XXI. The first six cases were balanced for both take off condition

(1T etc. ) and cruise condition (1C, etc. ). One goal was to arrive at a balanced

geometry with one side flat ( bz = 0), in order to simplify manufacture. A 0.50 x
0.50 inch section was the starting point (Case 1) with all dimensions assumed

except b3 and h 3 . These two dimensions were arrived at by balancing forces

and moments with the use of the design ct_rves and will be described below. After

arriving at the value of 0. 064 inches for h3for the cruise condition, using ahydrostatic

step primary seal, it was evident that this would be unacceptable because one

sealing face (face #7) would be only 0. 024 inches long. The basic size was

changed to a 0.50 x 0.60 inch section, and h3 was found to be 0. 121 inches (Case 2C).

The next adjustment was to increase Y2 (in order to increase the clockwise

moment) and this adjustment caused h3 to be increased to 0.206 inches. Cases four
and five were attempts to refine the dimensions, but no significant improvement

over Case 3C resulted. Case 6C is a record of the dimensions used to calculate

leakage flow and the dynamic tracking ability and is actually based on the results

of Case 3C balancing.

This table is presented here because of the intimate connection between geometry

chosen for leakage, and tracking and the moment and force balancing of the shoe.

Note that a value of B/h of less than about 0.3 is acceptable for tracking.

It was discovered that the 0.020 inches relief on the face was not accounted for on the

low pressure side of the primary seal so the seal was balanced again (Table

XXI, Case 7C). The balancing of Case 7C is shown below and is similar to all
the Cases.

Basic Assumptions:

b'L : 0.35, _:I.00 P.__l= 0.2.0
b "z
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Summing Forces:

:EFv= O= bW (P2-Pl)=b3(P2--Pl)

b3= Wb; W =0.798from Figure 17

... b3 =(0. 798)(0.48) = 0. 384

m

T Fh= O= (h-y,-Y 2-Ys_(P2-Pl )+Y2 (P2-P,)-(h-Y4-y5)W(P2-Pl)-Y4 (P2-P I)

if YI=Y2=Y3=Y4-0.04 and h=O.6

we have
m m

0.48 W+0.04- (0.56-y5) W-O.04=O

• "Y5 = O. 08

Summing Moments:

h = O. 600

hI = O. 200

h2 = O. 400

Y'=Y2 = Y3=Y4=0.04

Y5 = 0.08

Solve for h3

b = 0.480

b2 = 0

b3 = O.384

Using: Center of Pressure X = XC/b = 0.426

Pressure Load W=W/(P2-Pl)b = 0.798

*Please see Figure 47 for proper interpretation of h , b, and y values used

in this Appendix. Note that h and b assume different definitions, according

to the figure, then used elsewhere in this report.
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Figure 46 Preliminary Design of Two-Side Floated Shoe Seal
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SEA L BA LANCING

IT

IC

2T

2C

3T

3C

4T

4C

5T

5C

6T

6C

7C

8C (2-21-66)

9C (2-21-66)

10(; (2-zl-66)
llC e-21-66)

12C (2-21-66)

13C (2-21-66)

14C (2_-21-66)

15C (2-21-66)

16C (2-22-66)

17C (2-22-66)

18C (2-22-66)

19C (2-22-66)

bl

•35

• 35

• 35

• 35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

• 35

• 35

• 35

• 35

• 35

• 35

• 35

• 35

.35

• 35

• 35

• 3a

• 35

DIMENSIONLESS QUANTITIES

R

1. O0

1. O0

1. O0

1. O0

1. O0

1. O0

1. O0

1. O0

1. O0

1. O0

1. O0

1. O0

1.00

1.00

1.00

1. O0

1. O0

1. O0

1. O0

1. O0

1. O0

1. O0

1. O0

1. O0

1.00

R

• 118

.20

.118

20

118

20

118

20

118

20

118

20

20

20

2O

2O

.20

.20

.20

.20

.20

.20

.20

.20

.20

810

798

810

798

810

798

810

798

810

798

810

• 798

798

8O0

800

80O

8O0

8O0

8OO

800

800

800

• 800

• 800

.800

431

426

431

426

431

426

431

426

431

426

431

426

426

426

• 426

426

426

426

426

426

426

426

426

426

426

h

•500

•500

•600

•600

.600

•600

•600

•600

700

700

600

600

6O0

660

640

7OO

7O0

70O

70O

720

75O

660

•660

•750

.800

b

•500

• 500

• 500

.500

•500

• 500

• 500

• 500

• 500

.500

.480

.480

.480

• 480

.480

.480

480

480

48O

480

480

480

480

480

480

b i b 2

175 0

175 0

175 0

175 0

175 0

175 0

175 0

175 0

175 0

175 0

168 0

168 0

168 0

168 0

168 0

168 0

168 0

168 0

168 0

168 0

168 0

• 168 0

• 168 .041

• 168 0

• 168 0

b 3
•405

•399

•405

.405

.405

405

400

4OO

40O

4OO

400

40O

384

384

384

384

384

384

384

384

384

• 384

• 384

• 384

• 384

DIIVI:

i1 I
• 170

.170

• 170

• 170

• 200

• 200

• 230

.23C

• 20C

• 20C

20£

24(

22(

22(

21(

24(

20(

30(

• 36(

.22(

.22(

.22(

.22(

20C

21C

22C

LOW

HIGH

C

BALANCE USING RAYLEIGH-STEP SEAL ON PRIMARY SURFACE & HYDROSTATIC STEP ON ALL (

h," % % %
C/b (FILM)

2.125 .001 .802 .432 .800 ._126 .690 ._80 --- 0 .386 .23

2.125 .001 .802 .432 .800 .426 .750 .480 --- 0 .386 .25

2. 125 .001 .802 .432 .800 .426 .800 .480 --- 0 .386 .22

FINAL GEOMETRY OF CASES 19C and 22C ARE IDENTICAL - EXCEPT FOR DIM b3 AND

CASE 22C USES I_AYLEIGII STEP ON PRIMARY SEALING SURFACE•
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TA BLE XXI

?OR TWO-SIDE FLOATED SHOE SEAL

PWA-2 87 5

!NSIONS CENTERS OF PRESSURE

h 2

33O

330

330

330

400

400

40o

4o0

460

460

400

400

400

48o

440

440

42O

47O

48O

520

58O

44O

44O

44O

440

h3 Y_ Yz
• 096 .04 .03

• 064 .04 .03

• 185 •04 .03

• 121 .o4 .o3

• 149 .04 .04

.206 .04 .04

• 200 .04 .04

.200 .04 .04

• 307 .04 .04

• 391 •04 •04

• 200 .04 .04

• 200 .04 .04

153 ,04 .04

lOl •1oo .lOO

118 .lOO .lOO

172 •1oo •1oo

173 .lOO •1oo

16o •1oo •1oo

158 , lOO . lOO

155 . lOO . lOO

080 . lOO . lOO

083 .lOO •1oo

.22o •1oo •1oo

.194 .lOO •1oo

• 212 .lOO •1oo

Y3
04

04

04

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

05

O5

O4

O4

O4

O4

O8

140

170

100

100

100

05O

120

100

190

24O

Y4 Y5 Cpl
04 •082 •216

04 .082 •213

04 •082 •216

04 •082 •213

04 .080 .216

04 .080 .213

O4 .O8O .216

04 .080 .213

04 .090 .216

04 .090 .213

04 .080 .2069

04 .080 ,2044

04 .080 .2044

100 .140 .2044

100 . 180 .2044

100 .240 .2044

100 .270

100 .200

100 .200

100 .180

100 .150

100 .220

100 .200

100 .290

100 .340

Cp2
114

115

114

115

131

132

187

213

148

149

131

132

132

180

169

169

Cp3

• 256

.255

•256

•255

309

3O8

365

389

352

351

309

308

3O8

4OO

379

379

¢p4

444

445

501

502

531

532

531

532

• 618

• 619

• 531

• 532

• 532

•600

•589

•649

Cp 5 Cp6 Cp? Cp8

•2025 .361 .081 .02

•1995 .349 .050 .02

•2025 .457 .102 .02

• 2025 .431 .092 .02

•2025 .340 .087 .02

• 2025 .466 .111 .02

.200 .462 ,109 .02

200 .464 .108 .02

200 .585 .155 .02

200 .603 .189 .02

200 .462 .109 ,02

200 .464 .108 .02

192 .444 .088 .02

192 .05

192 .05

192 .05

.601 .171

¢I'HERS

• 460 .146 •100 •100 .100 .100 .200

.500 .156 .100 .100 .100 .100 .200

.440 .212 .100 .100 .240 .100 .340
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SECONDARY

h

c%

b 3

H

®
c.___ ® ®

L

Y

I

] b2

SECONDARY

+C

L

Figure 47

@ Y3
h2 SECONDARY SEAL--

I e

hl 0 Y4 1
X X

0.020---_

bl PRIMARY SEAL

FOR 6 _ -----b Y

Force and Moment Balancing of Two-Side Floated Shoe Seal

Summing moments about lower righthand corner:

Y2 _ )]

+[.,+,.+,(._-.,-..)][.(..-.,-,.)(0.-0,)]+[.-_(,-..-..)]

[_(,-,.-..)(..-0,)]-(#)_.(0.-.,)-[.-_(.-,.-,.)][_(.-..-,.)(0.-,,)]

-[..+_(,.-,.)][;(..-,.)(0.-°,)]-[(_)_(0.-0,)]
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_ M = 0 = (0.2044) (0.384) + (0.132) (0.1276) + (0.22) (0.04) + (0.308) (0.1276) +

(0.532) (0.1276) - (0.192) (0.384) - [0.60 - 0.426 (0.52- h3)] [ (0.52-

h3 )o.798] - [o.04+0.426(h3-0.04)][ o.798(% -0.04) -
(0.02) (0.04)]

h3 = O.153

After the seal had been balanced (Table XXI, Case 7C), the ne_v dimensions

were used to calculate leakage flows and tracking ability. The results are pre-
sented as Cases J, K, & L in Table XXI.

The hydrostatic step primary seal was eventually discarded in favor of the

shrouded Rayliegh step configuration. These cases were evaluated with the

results being shown as Cases 20C through 22C on Table XXI and as Case N of
Table XXII.

2. ONE-SIDE FLOATED SHOE

The same methods were used to balance the force and moments for this concept

as were used for the two-side floated shoe seal. Referring to the sketch on

Table XXIII, it will be noted that the only required adjustments are in dimen-

sions b x and hi (or h4). Preselected values can be used for all dimensions.

Room must be provided between the inner lip of the runner and the shoulder of

the b x extension to allow radial movement of up to about 0.1 inch. This is

accounted for in the preselection of h. Likewise, provision must be made to

allow the shoe to slip axially under the seal ring. This requires that a slight

overhang be provided on the shoe for the purpose. Some clearance room is

also required between the carrier lip and the seal ring extension, but this
movement is small and is easily preselected.

Table XXIII shows the results of the balancing. Only Cases 3C and 4C are for

the Rayleigh step primary seal. There is a small difference in dimensions

between the end seal (3C) and the interstage seals (4C).

The secondary seal ring is balanced only in the radial direction. High pressure

exists across the top, but that on the surface next to the shoe varies from high

to low. Therefore, the interface surface is longer than the top surface. Axial

balancing is only partial. There is high pressure across the whole face on the

seal spring-side, but it varies from high to low on the side that seals against
the carrier.
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DESIGN NO. 6

--_ O. 40

I"- 0.480-'-

CASE A B C

m SOLID =0.0553

m 6 = O. 0496

mr_ = 0.0471

NO.6A

NO.6B

0.16

REDUCED MASS OTHERWISE
SAME AS NO. 6
CASE D E F

t O.O001_ ..... \b

O.4006 _

J-
2o.oool I_ =

0.4000 I-

,,, ,;_*o

TO L STUDY
CASE G 8l H

Prima]

Case

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

J

K

L.

M

N

Description

End Seal (#6) Cruise Nominal

End Seal (#6) Takeoff - Nominal

Interstage Seal-Cruise-Nominal

Interstage Seal-Cruise-Nominal-Reduced Mass 6A

Interstage Seal-Cruise-Nominal-Increased Film 6A

Interstage Seal-Cruise-Nominal-Increased Film 6A

End Seal (6B) Cruise-Maximum Flow Cond.

End Seal (6B) Cruise-Maximum 6/h Condition

End Seal (7) Cruise-Nominal

End Seal (7) Cruise-Maximum Flow

End Seal (7) Cruise-Minimum Flow

End Seal (#9) Cruise Nominal

Interstage Seal (#22) Cruise Cond.

•798

•810

•771

• 705

• 771

• 757

• 840

• 800

• 797

• 803

• 8O0

• 802

I. O0

i. O0

i. O0

2.00

1.00

1. 560

• 545

• 98

1.00

• 96

• 98

h2-h I h=

MILS MILS

1.0 1.0

1.0 1.0

1.0 1.0

1.0

2.0

0.9

1.1

1.0

1.1

.9

1.0

2.0

2.0

1 4

6

98

1 10

86

98

1 00



TABLE XXII

PWA-2875

SEAL PARAMETERS

! ±0.0001

 5oo6

.0001

DO0

T Seal

NO.7

--_ 0 384

oN (

_-_ 0.480

CASE J K L

0.367

I. I13

0.12

0.12[

0.12 t

NO. 19

0.584 "_-

i-I
0.2 1 0.248

0.6

_ 0,112

/ / ] .

0.480

Secondary Seal

NO. 22

--_ 0.386

,
0'12 I

0.12 [_ _
it, d d i ., _,

RAYLEIGH PAD

0.248

, 0.112

/

(P2-PI)

PSi

.200 80 2.22

• 120 150 2.28

.445 25 1.85

.445

• 445

i •200

!_ .200

• 200

• 200

.200

.200

• 445

25

25

80

80

80

80

80

80

25

1.45

1.56

1.97

2.60

2.24

2.23

2.25

2.24

Q=I• 12

M H ha'hi hl

LB/SEC-IN. MILS MILS

.3x10 -_ 1.00 .3 .3 2.22

1.32x10 -3 1.00 .3 .3 2.28

• 05x10 -3 1.00 .3 .3 1.85

.31x10-3 1.00 •3 •3 1.85

.33x10 -3 1.00 •3 .3 1.85

.73x10 -3 2.00 .2 .4 1.80

.076x10 -3 •50 .4 .2 2,64

,31x10 -3 1.00 .3 .3 2.22

.922x10 -3 2.00 .2 .4 1,77

.21x10 -3 .50 .4 .2 2.55

.31x10-3 1.00 .3 •3 2.22

.84x10 -3 1.00 .3 .3 2.22

per step

M

LB/SEC-IN.

.103x10 -3.

.61x10 -3

.02x10 -3

.02x10 -3

.02x10 -3

.20x10 -3

.036x10 -3

.11x10 -3

.19x10 -3

• 04x10 -3

.141x10 -3

• 141x10 -3

MT KS m
LB/IN.

LB M/SEC

• 035 . 082 • 0553

• 148

.006 .095 • 0553

.095 .0471

.035 .050 .0471

• 036 .095 .0471

.065 .060 .0471

• 010 .082 .0471

• 030 .082 .0471

• 060 .083 ,0471

• 020 .081 .0471

.038 .082 .0638

• 072 .244 .0638

5/f m

.033

•09

.077

15

16

035

031

028

.030

o O4

• 044

• 720

.640

.60

• 64

• 200

.41

• 240

•240

• 252

.320

.352

hl MIN

MILS

• 74

• 28

.36

.80

.72

• 72

.66

• y6

• 84

• 67

.67

.65

!
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TABL

Seal Balancing for (

H

S

b I b2

b

Case r12

1C .20

2C .2O

3C Rayleigh Primary .20

Hydro-Secondary .20
End Seal

4C Hydro-Secondary

Rayleigh Primary

Interstage Seal

1o00 .798 .426

1.00 .798 .426

1.00 .802 °432

1.00 .798 .426

.445 .70 .80 .424

.785 . 454

(P2- PI) b bI b2 b3 b4 b5

80 .60 .20 .20 .20 .4 .149

80 .60 .10 .30 020 .4 .149

80 ,60 °20 .20 020 .4 .149

8O

25
Iv

.6O .20 .20 .20 .40 .149

*F . is in inch-pounds per inch of circumference
S1

17/



_ X XIII

PWA-2875

he-Side Floated Shoe Seal

b x h I h 2 h 3 Fs_

053 •374 •50 .10 2#/in•

044 .374 .50 •10 2#/in.

0502 .376 .50 .10 2#/in.

.312 •50 •10

h cpl Cp2 Cp3 Cp4 Cp5 Cp6

• 6 .115 .30 •485 •276 •413 •517

.6 .115 .35 .544 •276 •413

.6 .115 .30 •485 .254 •412 •517

2#/in. .6 .115 • 30 .485 .338 .444 .544

Cp7

• 253

Cp8

• 387

• 387

• 384

• 373
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Moment balancing is not required on the secondary seal ring because it will not

easily turn around its circumferential axis, being a continuous ring except for

one split. Radially and axially the seal ring is quite flexible. Therefore, it

can be expected to conform to the surfaces against which it rides.

The force and moment balance equations are given below for the one side floated

shoe seal Case 4C in Table XXIII (Pl/P2 = 0. 445).

Vertical force balance

_F V = 0 = b4 (P2-Pl) + b5(P2-Pi) W - (bl+ b3) W (P2-Pl)- b2(Pz-Pl)

check W using bl = 0.20

b2 = 0.20

b3 = O. 20

b4 = O.40

b5 = O.150

.'.0.40+ 0.15 _ - 0.2- 0.4 FN = 0

0.20
0.25 0.s0

Pl
- - 0.445,

For hydrostatic step seals with W = 0.8, b i , = 0.35, and r12 P2

we find that _I = 0.7 from Figure 48. From Figure 49, then, it can be seen
that X = 0.424.

Summing horizontal forces,

Y Fh = 0 = h I (P2-PJ) + FS= - _ (h 2) (P2-Pi)

using (P2-Pi) = 25 pounds per square inch

FSl = 2 pounds per inch of circumference

W = 0. 785 (Rayleigh Step)

h l = 0. 312 inches (from Table XX[[I)
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P/=0.1

Q8

I; o.7

Figure 48

IO-Z I0-1 , I0

H'hl/(h2- hl_

m

Load Curve for Hydrostatic Step Seal, b 1 = 0.35

0.46

0.44

0.38

0.31

0"3'10-2 10"1 I

R=hl/(h2-h I)

I0

Figure 49 Center of Pressure for Hydrostatic Step Seal, b I = 0.35
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Summing moments,

_M =0= (Cpl) W b5 (Pz-Pl) + Cp2b2 (Pz-Pl)

+(Cps) W bl (Pz-Pl)+(Cp4) Fsl + (Cp5) hl (Pz-Pl)

b4
-(bx+ b4+ X b5) W b5(Pz-Pl) - ( T + bx) b4 (Pz-Pl)

-(Cps) W hz

Solving for bx we have

bx = 0.074
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APPENDIX D

THERMAL ANALYSIS OF THE TWO-SIDE FLOATED SHOE SEAL

1. SCOPE

The purpose of the thermal analysis on the two-sided floated shoe seal reported

in this appendix is to determine the temperature distribution and consequent
thermal distortions, and to recommend certain material properties and design

geometries. The thermal analysis and resulting temperature distributions are
recorded here.

Steady-state operating conditions were assumed which could be expected during

normal flight. Seal block locations were central with respect to the runner.

Three temperature regimes were examined:

(i) 100 pounds per square inch absolute at air delivery and 20 pounds per

square inch absolute at the machine core, air andhousing temperatures

at 1200 degrees Fahrenheit throughout.

(2) The same air pressures and temperatures as in (1), except a com-

pressor core temperature of 1300 degrees Fahrenheit

(3) The same air pressures and temperatures as in (1), except a compressor

core temperature of 1100 degrees Fahrenheit.

Two thermal conductivities of Inconel-X were considered:

(1) A conductivity of 7.1 BTU/hr ft 2 °F representing a cold startup

condition.

(2) The normal high temperature conductivity of 13.0 BTU/hr ft 2 °F (at

1000 to 1200 degrees Fahrenheit).

The inclusion of thermal shunts to effect more even temperature distribution

was investigated. In each case the effective thermal conductivity of the affected

component was raised to 26.0 BTU/hr ft 2 °F. Thermal shunts were considered

separately in the runner (entire flange facing seal block} and in the seal block

(entire block}.

This appendix includes also a brief description of the numerical methods in-

volved, details of air flow and heat generation in the gaps surrounding the seal

block, and an outline of surface coefficient calculations.
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2. RESULTS OF THE THERMAL ANALYSIS

The temperature distributions in the two-sided floated shoe seal are summarized

in Figures 50 to 58. The temperatures are given in degrees Fahrenheit. The

subvolumes surrounding the nodal points are not shown. The properties of the

Inconel X (seal assembly material), the thermal shunts, and the air are given
in Table XXIV.

The boundary conditions are defined as 1200 degrees Fahrenheit on the seal

holder surface in the delivery duct, in the support adjacent to the seal holder,

and in the runner support in contact with the last stage disk. The prescribed

air temperatures were 1200 degrees Fahrenheit on the high pressure side, and

1200, 1300, and 1100 degrees Fahrenheit on the low pressure side for the three

cases of compressor core temperature investigated.

Figures 50 to 52 present temperatures in the seal assemblies on 1200, 1300 and

1100 degrees Fahrenheit core machines respectively. The thermal conductivities

of all components are 7.1 BTU/hr. ft. 2 °F/ft. This represents the most adverse

case considered.

Figure 53 shows that the temperature distribution of the thermal conductivity is

13.0 BTU/hr ft 2 °F/ft throughout the seal assembly.

The temperature distributions in the components of the seal assembly are an

indication of the severity of the thermal distortions'to be expected. Although

an increase in the thermal conductivity of the assembly material from 7.1 BTU/hr

ft 2 °F to 13.0 BTU/hr ft 2 °F effected some improvements, the desirability of

further raising the thermal conductivity is apparent. The effect of a thermal

shunt in the runner is presented in Figures 54 and 55, and in the seal block in

Figures 56 to 58. "Thermal shunt" means the inclusion of a more highly con-

ducting material like beryllium copper or silver to form a sandwich structure,

or by vacuum impregnation of silver into the component part. The purpose of

the shunt is to reduce temperature gradients. In this analysis, no geometries

of the inclusions are presented, but their effects were evaluated by making the

thermal conductivity of the affected component twice that of Inconel-X at high

temperature: 26.0 BTU/hr ft 2 °F. In all other components of the seal assembly,

the thermal conductivity remained at 13.0 BTU/hr ft 2 °F. In the above figures,

core temperatures of 1200, 1300 and 1100 degrees Fahrenheit are indicated in

the captions. Off-center running of the seal blocks and runner were found to

increase temperature inequalities, which is undesirable because of consequent

thermal distortion. This factor imposes some additional operating constraints

during transients.
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Figure 50 Temperature Distribution in_Two-Side Floated Shoe Seal. Thermal

Conductivity 7.1 BTU/hr. ft 2 *F/ft. throughout, 1200°F Core

Machine. Temperatures Shown in °F.
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Figure 51 Temperature Distribution in Two-Side Floated Shoe Seal. Thermal

Conductivity 7.1 BTU/hr. ft. 2°F/ft. throughout, 1300°F Core

Machine. Temperatures Shown in °F.
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Figure 52 Temperature Distribution in Two-Side Floated Shoe Seal. Thermal

Conductivity 7.1 BTU/hr. ft. 2 OF/ft" throughout, ll00°F Core

Machine. Temperatures Shown in °F.
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Figure 53 Temperature Distribution in Two-Side Floated Shoe Seal. Thermal

Conductivity 13.0 BUT/hr. ft. 2 OF/ft" throughout, 1200°F Core

Machine. Temperatures Shown in °F.
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Figure 54 Temperature Distribution in Two-Side Floated Shoe Seal with
Thermal Shunt in Runner. Thermal Conductivities 26.0 BTU/hr.

ft. 2 OF/ft" in Shunt, 13.0 BTU/hr. ft. 2 oF/ft" elsewhere; 1200°F

Core Machine. Temperature Shown in °F.
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Figure 55 Temperature Distribution in Two-Side Floated Shoe Seal with

Thermal Shunt in Runner. Thermal Conductivities 26.0 BTU/hr.

ft. 2 °F/ft. in Shunt, 13.0 BTU/hr. ft. 2 °F/ft. elsewhere; 1300°F

Core Machine. Temperatures Shown in °F.
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Figure 56 Temperature Distribution in Two-Side Floated Shoe Seal with

Thermal Shunt in Seal Block. Thermal Conductivities 26.0 BTU/hr.

ft. 2°F/ft. in Shunt, 13.0 BTU/hr. ft. 2 °F/ft. elsewhere; 12000F

Core Machine. Temperatures Shown in °F.
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Figure 57 Temperature Distribution in Two-Side Floated Shoe Seal with

Thermal Shunt in Seal Block. Thermal Conductivities 26.0 BTU/hr.
ft. 2 °F/ft. in Shunt, 13.0 BTU/hr. ft. 2 °F/ft. elsewhere; 1300°F

Core Machine. Temperatures Shown in °F.
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Temperature Distribution in Two-Side Floated Shoe Seal with Thermal
Shunt in Seal Block. Thermal Conductivities 26. 0 BTU/hr. ft 2 °F/ft.

in Shunt, 13.0 BTU/hr. ft 2 °F/ft. elsewhere; 1100°F Core Machine.

Temperatures Shown it, °F.
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TABLE XXIV

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF INCONEL-X, THE THERMAL

SHUNTS, AND THE AIR USED IN THE THERMAL ANALYSIS

INCONEL-X

Thermal conductivity:

(i) Low value

(ii) Average value at 1000 to 1200

degrees Fahrenheit

Coefficient of thermal expansion

k = 7.1 BTU/hr ft 2 °F/ft

k = 13.0 BTU/hr ft 2 °F/ft

= 9.0 x 10 -6 ft/ft °F

THERMAL SHUNT

Effective thermal conductivity k = 26.0 BTU/hr ft 2 °F/ft

AIR AT 1200 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT

Thermal conductivity

Absolute viscosity,

k = 0. 037 BTU/hr ft 2 °F/ft

= 10_10 lbf hr
/_ 2.29x

ft 2

Specific heat at constant

Prandtl number

3ressure Cp =
1.122x108 BTUft

lbf hr 2 °F

Pr = O.6975
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3. DETAILS OF THERMAL ANALYSIS

a. TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION BY NUMERICAL METHOD

The circumferential symmetry of the seal assembly made a corresponding

symmetry assumption possible for the temperature distribution. Consequently,

the thermal analysis was simplified to that for a two-dimensional system with

unit depth in the circumferential direction.

The determination of temperatures at specified points in the seal assembly was

carried out by the conventional method of thermal network theory. The physical

basis is the analogy to Kirchhoff's first law for electrical circuits. This law

states that under steady-state conditions, the algebraic sum of heat flows into

a junction point (nodal point) of the network is zero.

The seal assemblies were broken down into a number of contiguous subvolumes

each of a shape suited to requirements for local temperature information and the

overall geometry. For each internal or surface nodal point

As the temperatures between opposing surfaces across air gaps were always

relatively small, no great loss in accuracy was incurred in neglecting radiative

heat exchange. The equations representing heat flows into nodal points were

therefore all linear and were composed of terms q,

AT

!

for conduction and convection, and

q =rnCp AT

for mass flow. The thermal resistances between nodal points were determined
as the series sums of all local conductive and convective resistances which

individually had the forms

R*L

for conduction, and

R'=,---.--

hA

* SNOTE: The symbols used are identified in Section 4 of this Appendix.
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for convection.

The resultant systems of linear simultaneous equations describing the heat

flows were then solved by computers using a standard matrix inversion routine.

b. AIR FLOW AND HEAT GENERATION IN THE GAPS BETWEEN SEAL

BLOCK AND RUNNER AND SEAL BLOCK AND HOLDER

The basis of heat transfer computations in the gap between the seal block and
runner were the results obtained in Reference 4 for combined axial flow and

rotation through an annulus with an inner rotating cylinder.

Calculations showed that the air flow through the gap was laminar. This was

concluded from a maximum tangential flow, a Reynolds number of less than

1000, an axial flow Reynolds number of less than 140, and a maximum modified

Taylor number of less than 140. These dimensionless numbers were calculated

from R OJhp
R'-e- r

P

for tangential (Couette) flow,

Re = PV.__h
F

for axial (Poiseuille) flow, and

C02Rmh3( I

The consequence of this conclusion that the flow is laminar is that the heat

transfer regime in the seal block runner gap is by conduction only.

Similarly laminar flows and pure conduction regimes were found to occur in
the clearances between the seal block and the seal holder.

The velocity profile in the seal block-runner gap in the tangential direction is
linear

a.___U=__L
8r h

Consequently the heat generation per subvolume over the entire circumference
is

b
q- 8 lr3 /_Rr3NZ-_

J
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and per subvolume per unit depth circumferentiaUy

_ 47r 2 ..2.2 b
q - -7-/Zr_r N T

The numerical values obtained are

q= 18.1 BTU's per hour for the 0.002 inch clearance, and

q= 36.2 BTU's per hour for the 0.001 inch clearance.

The local pressures in the seal block-runner gap were expressed by

in the 0.002 inch gap 0 <_ x __ b2 and by

in the 0.001 inch gap between b2_< x < (b2+ bI )
was expressed by

PS=P2 bl 3

The pressure at the step

From the values of local pressure, the local density and consequently, the

local velocity of axial (Poiseuille) flow were determined by

mRTg
V-

pA

The local pressures and local axial flow velocities are shown in Figure 59.

The curves indicate that in the 0.002 inch gap the flow is essentially incom-

pressible, whereas in the downstream part of the 0o 001 inch gap there is a

substantial pressure and consequent density and volume change and a greatly

accelerated flow.
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GEOMETRY
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Figure 59 Hydrostatic Step Seal Parameters

The two extremes in possibilities for the gas temperature in the seal gap are:

• Isothermal analogous to a true throttling process

• Reducing static temperature as pressure drops analogous to a low speed

throttling process superimposed on a compressible flow effect.

Since the difference in exit gas temperature between these two extremes is con-

siderable, it was decided that the thermal analysis should use the one which

would result in the largest thermal gradients: the second one. This would be
conservative from the point of view that if thermal distortion requirements re-

sulting from the second possibility could be met, then certainly the distortion

resulting from the first possibility would be less severe. The first possibility

is closer to reality.
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The diffusion angle of the air jet from the seal block-runner gap was estimated

to be about 8 degrees. This corresponds to half the angle of diffusion of a jet.

This angle allows for only a very short length for the gap flow beyond the seal

before it is disrupted. Consequently, nodal points beyond seal block-runner gap

exit are not affected.

c. SURFACE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER

The surface coefficients of convective heat transfer on all surfaces of the seal

assembly were computed by means of dimensionless expressions. These ex-

pressions are presented here in terms of Nusselt numbers as function of

Reynolds and Prandtl numbers, and relate the nature of flow, the fluid proper-

ties and the surface geometry. They were chosen from a literature survey

carried out earlier, and although originally derived for simpler configurations,

correspond closely to the regimes expected on the seal assembly. Details are

given below (refer to Figure 50 for corresponding locations).

(a) Left hand face of runner skirt:

Turbulent flow.

Disk with central hole, no close obstruction.

{ (R:)O}N--U = 0.0157 (-_)1/5 (_-_) 0.8 , +

-- hR 0
NU :--

k

R-"e - P°')R°2
F

(b)

Surface coefficient "h = 66 BTU/hr ft 2 °F.

Left hand inner face of runner.

Turbulent flow.

Horizontal rotating cylinder, no close obstruction.

N"-U = 0.07:5 (-_)0.7

N"--U: h D

k

R'--e = P('d Dz
2P.
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(c)

(d)

(e)

Surface coefficient h = 37 BTU/hr ft 2 °F.

The expression used is actually for the outside surface of a horizontal

rotating cylinder. Near the edge of a hollow cylinder, the inside and

outside flow patterns are probably similar, despite the large angular

acceleration forces. Sufficient accuracy is expected by using the

outside form for a short inside portion near the cylinder edge.

Right hand face of runner skirt, inner and outer faces of runner

support, and right hand inner face of runner.

Stagnation flow, because the air entrapped between surrounding surfaces

rotates at the same constant angular velocity. The anticipated regime
is that of free convection with slow circulation. The surface coefficient

was estimated therefore by logic rather than by calculation. Surface
coefficient h = 2 BTU/hr ft 2 OF.

Left hand outer face of runner - low pressure side.
Turbulent flow.

Horizontal rotating cylinder, no close obstruction.

Formulae as in (b).
Surface coefficient h = 61 BTU/hr ft 2 °F.

Runner and seal holder opposing face-low pressure side.
Turbulent flow.

Horizontal rotating cylinder within a concentric tube.

N--U = 0.350 N'_INITAL (_-_-)0.5

N-'U = hi)

k

m

N U CRITICAL =

d

Surface coefficient h = 58 BTU/hr ft 2 °F.
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(f) Right hand outer face of runner - high pressure side.
Turbulent flow.

Horizontal rotating cylinder within concentric tube.

Formulae as in (e).
Surface coefficient b = 80 BTU/hr ft 2 °F.

(g) Runner and seal holder opposing faces - high pressure side.

Turbulent flow.

Horizontal rotating cylinder within concentric tube.

Formulae as in (e).
Surface coefficient "h = 131 BTU/hr ft 2 °F.

(h) Left hand (low pressure) and right hand (high pressure) shrouded faces
of seal holder.

No flow.

Stagnant air - conduction regime.

Surface coefficient h = 0.8 BTU/hr ft 2 °F.

(i) Seal holder cylindrical face - high pressure side.

Turbulent flow.

Horizontal rotating cylinder within concentric tube.

Formulae as in (e). _
Surface coefficient h = 103 BTU/hr ft 2 °F.

(J) Seal holder radial face adjacent to the roots of the last stage blades.
Turbulent flow.

Disk rotating near a diaphragm.

{N_ = 0.0149 (_')1/3 (R'e) 0'8 I + (_o)

_-_ = hRO PWRo 2;

Surface coefficient h = 164 BTU/hr ft 2 °F.
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D =

Fg =

Fg =

M

Nu =

N=

P=

PH =

PL =

PS =

Pr =

Rt=

RI=

Rm=

Rn =

Rr =

Re =

R =

T=

TO =

U=

V=

4. NOMENCLATURE

area, square feet

diameter, feet

geometric factor given by Reference 4

mechanical equivalent of heat, foot-pounds per BTU

fixed length dimension, feet

_1"1-0.652 R'm -I-0.OOO56 I-S = 0.O571

t I

Mach number

Nusselt number dimensionless

rate of rotation, revolutions per hour

pressure, pounds per square foot

h_. -I

\ l- Efiml J

pressure at high side, pounds per square foot

pressure at low side, pounds per square foot

pressure at seal block step, pounds per square foot

Prandtl number (dimensionless)

thermal resistance hours - degrees Fahrenheit per BTU

inside radius feet

arithmetic mean radius of annulus between seal block and runner, feet

outside radius, feet

radius of runner, feet

Reynolds number (dimensionless)

53.4 ft lb
gas constant =

lb °R
m

Temperature, degrees Fahrenheit

Taylor number (dimensionless)

circumferential velocity of runner, feet per hour

mean axial velocity of flow, feet per hour
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b =

bl=

b2 =

Cp =

d

gc =

h

hi=

h=

h 2 =

m

q

q=

r =

S =

X=

(2 =

local speed of sound, feet per hour

width of subvolume, feet

width of 0.001" seal block-runner gap, feet

width of 0.002" seal block-runner gap, feet

BTU ft
specific heat at constant pressure

lbf hr 2 °F

radial clearance, feet

conversion coefficient = 32.2

lb ft
m

2
lbf sec

clearance between seal block and runner,

clearance after step = 0.001 inches

inches

local heat transfer coefficient, BTU's per hour-square foot-degree

Fahrenheit

clearance before step = 0. 002 inches

average surface coefficient BTU's per hour-square foot-degree

Fahrenheit

index taking integral values 1, 2, 3, ---

BTU
thermal conductivity, hr ft °F

lbf hr
mass flow rate,

ft

heat flux BTU's per hour

heat generation BTU's per hour

variable length along radial coordinate, feet

side clearance, feet

variable length dimension, feet

difference

coefficient of thermal expansion, feet per foot - degree Fahrenheit
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P

absolute viscosity,
lbf hr

ft 2

kinematic viscosity,

lbf hr 2
density,

ft4

square feet per hour

angular velocity of runner, radians per hour
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APPENDIX E.

THERMAL ANALYSIS OF ONE-SIDE FLOATED SHOE

FACE SEAL

1. GEOMETRY AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The bases for the calculations were the seals shown in Figures 4 and 8.

Original and final clearances are shown in Figure 60. Figure 61 shows the

numbered regions and nodes used in the calculations. Figures 62 through 64

show the results of the calculations.

SEAL RUNNER

ORIGINAL FINAL

Figure 60 Original and Final Clearances of One-Side Floated Shoe Face Seal

After many of the calculations had been made, these dimensions were changed

as indicated. Rather than change the geometry of some of the nodes, it was

agreed to change only the values of the heat transfer coefficients to correspond
to these new dimensions. Next, the location of the cylindrical skirt support was

changed to intersect the runner disk one inch radially inward from the periphery

of the runner.

These considerations are reflected in the attached simplified sketch (Figure 61).

This figure shows the node number system and the regions (circled) for which

film coefficients were computed. Finally, the upstream and downstream

pressures were assumed to be 100 pounds per square inch absolute and 20 pounds

per square inch absolute respectively for all calculations.
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®

45 42

43

44

41

35

4O

53

37 33

30

31

32

I 39 I 38

(,.
m_i,d

23 I _8

24 2119

25 3,_10

26 4t II

29 /

Q

I _ NODEl i 46

I 48

I 49

I ) I 50
I 51

52

).0

®

®

®

54

m

Figure 61 Node Number System for One-Side Floated Shoe Face Seal
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1241

1237

1258

1240

1236

1200

1267_

1265_

1241

1242

1244

1253

1250

1249

1

1248 I

 26-" 5"xl

1263 *

1265 _ -4

1261"

1260 _ _

1256: _,8.. _
l i_ _

1255

12.=0 !

1249 I

(1200°F BOUNDARIES, kSEAL = 15 BTU/HR FT °F)

I 1225 I 1212

1266

,.,.,,.-

I;

I;

"11

.J;

I

34_ 1258

39 t 1245

42_ 1250

43-3--_1253

_1245

_1252

_1219

_1205

1202

\
1200

Figure 62 Temperature Distribution for Case A
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1249 I 1232 I 1215

1263_

1262 1200
1265

126"

1265
1266"--

i 1256 1257 1264 1265

1258 1264 1265

(1200°F

1261 1264 1264

I

1205--

BOUNDARIES, KsEAL= 39 BTU/HR FT °F)

1200--

12

12

b,.-
m

1245

1251

125:5

1248

_.1246

1264

1220

1202 }_

Figure 63 Temperature Distribution for Case B
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1274

1278

1275

1276

1279

1259 I 1237 I

1279 .j

1283
1200 _, 1280 •

1266 _. I_
1282 _ !282

128 l _,

1283 / 1283 12831
/

1283

1283

i

I ,2,3,,28, i82

(BOUNDARIES AT 1200°F EXCEPT CORE
AT 1300°F. KSEAL=39 BTU/HR FT °F)

1217

12j

i

i

_._1246
1_1278

3"_1-1255

1280
-1263

6---_ -1284

T_-1267-1284
-!264

1263

-1247

,1254

1225

1300

Figure 64 Temperature Distribution for Case C
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2. SURFACE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS

Values for Regions (1) and (2) in Figure 61 were determined as follows. First

the volume flow due to pumping over the outer 1/32 inch of radius of the disk was

calculated by modifying the boundary layer thickness equation of Reference 5

(pp. 432, 443, 445) to apply to an incomplete disk. For the surfaces of nodes

23 and 39 at Region (1), it was assumed that boundary layer flow exists all the

way across the gap, so a reasonable assumption for one side is that the effective

boundary layer thickness is one half the thickness of the gap (i. e., 7/64 inch. ).

From this, a flow area and an air velocity were computed. Next, (Reference 6,

p. 224), treating the surfaces (nodes 23 and 29) as flat plates, it was found that

these velocities wouldleadto laminar boundary conditions (Reynolds number much

less than 80,000), and the resulting value of h = 12 BTU/hr ft 2 °F was computed

treating the laminar flow heat transfer as pure conduction across the gap between
nodes 23 and 39*:

h = k/t

Region (4) was treated as an incomplete disk with a close obstruction (Reference

5, pp. 445-447, and Reference 7). In this case the local Reynolds number was

found to be about 7 x 106, which is well into the turbulent range, and the value

of the film coefficient was found to be h = 120 BTU/hr ft 2 °F from

-hR r z 4 s 1-,- ,z [r],O

At Region (3) the same equation applies, but a slightly lower value ( h = 110
BTU/hr-ft 2 - °F) was used, because there would be some tendency for solid

rotation to occur. An even lower value ( "h = 50 BTU/hr-ft 2 - °F) was assumed

at Region (22) because of the much larger boundary layer which would exist,

compared to Region (4), since there would be a tendency for the whole core to
rotate.

Because the air at Region (5) is mostly enclosed between rotating elements, it

was treated as laminar free convection in a high gravitational field (due to

centrifugal acceleration) for a heated plate facing downward. For this case,

the final equation (Reference 2, p. 180) for the coefficient is h: 4.04 (AT) I/4 ,

where AT is the temperature difference between the inner surface of the skirt

support and the air. For the temperature analysis, a value of AT = 10 was

assumed, yielding a coefficient of h = 7 BTU/hr ft 2 °F.

* Nomenclature in this appendix is the same as that used in Appendix D.
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Region (6) was treated as a cylindrical surface with no close obstructions (Ref-

erences 8 and 9). The turbulent flow heat transfer coefficient is defined by

Nu = hD _0.073 R--e°'_
k

For well developed turbulence, the h = 120 BTU/hr ft 2 °F. This value should

be derated somewhat, however, because there is some tendency to get solid

rotation due to the proximity of the runner disk and the last compressor stage
disk. A value of h = 100 BTU/hr ft 2 °F was selected.

In the Regions (7) and (8), it was assumed that free convection dominates and

thus values of h = 1 BTU/hr ft 2 °F were used (Reference 6, p. 167).

As an approximation, Region (16) was treated as a cylinder rotating within a

concentric tube (Reference 10). For turbulent flow
I

NU=--_ : F.n(,_.d/Ri j
I

where _2
TO= Re

It is unlikely that a complete Taylor vortex pair could develop in this region

because the gap thickness is almost as large as its axial length. A value of

h = 260 BTU/hr ft 2 °F was obtained, and this is the value which was used in

the temperature calculations. (The value due to laminar flow would be only

4.75 BTU/hr ft 2 °F.)

At Region (17), the equations for a partial disk with a close obstruction were

used (Reference 5, p. 445-447, and Reference 7), assuming a gap width of

1//16 inch. The result was h = 35 BTU//hr ft 2 °F.

For Region (22), the equations for an isolated partial disk were used (Reference
5, pp. 445-447, and Reference 11), yielding a value of 42 BTU//hr ft 2 °F. Here

-
NU = K = + \_/_1

It was assumed that the coefficient for all seal gaps (Regions (9) - (15.), (18),

(20), is the value which would result from pure conduction (or laminar flow).

The following effective values of h were computed:
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Region h (BTU/hr ft 2 °F}

(9)
(10)

(ii)

(12)
(13)

(14)

(15)

(18)
(20)

2960
mean 2200

1480

1480
mean 2200

2960

89O

44O

3O

mean 24

18

3. MASS FLOW AT THE SEAL GAP

This quantity was calculated using the equation

24/J. b \ RT2 /

where M = value from graphs from the first Semiannual Report (PWA-2752) = 2.43

Using the values
h I = 10 .3 (inches) lbf hr
/l = 2.33 x 10 -10

ft 3

b = 5 x 10 -1 (inches)

P2 = 100 (pounds per square inch, absolute)

T2 = 1660 (degrees Rankine)

the mass flow through the seal gap, per inch of circumference, was found to be

rn =3.39x10 -8 ( lbf hr )

Thus, for an average radius of 14 inches,

• 49 x 10 -7
mTOTA ft = x 10 .2 lbm/secl(16 )

4. HEAT GENERATION IN THE SEAL GAP

Assuming Couette flow in the gap, the equation

q (BTLVHR} : 8 7r 3 N2 // 3b Rr3b"3- Rr = 0.00955 --_
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where Rr = mean radius of the node face, inches

b = radial length of the node face, inches

h = gap height, inches

q was obtainedfor the heat generation for any incremental area of node-face

along the gap. Referring to Figure 61, the calculated values of q are as

follow s:

Nodes q (BTU/HR)

46 1410

47 1385

48 1620

49 2320

50 1300

51 970

52 320

Total: 9325

5. PRESSURE AND VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION IN THE GAP

The pressures at various positions along the seal are shown in Figure 65.

PS = P2

Figure 65

• 3

_+_,
3

°,,+_,

I/2

P2

hi _ b, _ 5 2
h 2

/I'///// / / / / / / ////_

Pressures in One-Side Floated Shoe Face Seal Gap

X
_'[o_<__<_.]:p.'-(p_-p:)_

p2[b 2 < x < (b2+bl) ] = Ps2-(Ps2-Pl2) X-b2
- - bl

This assumes isothermal flow.
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The velocity in the gap was computed from

V - mRTg
pA

where

m = 2.49 x io -7 LBf HR from Equation (16)
FT

This again assumes isothermal flow. In Appendix D it was stated that a tem-

perature correction based on adiabatic flow theory should be applied to the

primary film since it leads to a more conservative analysis of the temperature

distribution in the seal. Similar adiabatic flow corrections were applied in the

thermal analysis of the one side floated shoe seal.

The adiabatic temperature drop was computed from Reference 12, Table B2,
using a value of "a" (speed of sound) of 7.2 x 106 feet per hour. Letting

b I = 0.175 inches

b2 = 0.325 inches

Pl = 20 pounds per square inch, absolute

P2 = 100 pounds per square inch, absolute

h i = 0. 001 inches

h 2 = 0.002 inches

the adiabatic temperature drop was computed, as shown in Table XXV.
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TABLE XXV

ADIABATIC TEMPERATURE DROP

P(psia). p (lbm/ft 3) I0 -SV Ift/hr) M= V/O T _°R)

0 100.0 0.156 5.30 0,074 1660

0.2 95.2 0. 149 5.62 0.078

0. 325 92.2 0.144 5.88 0.082 1658

0.35 91.5 0.143 11.9 0.165

0.4 71.0 0.111 15.6 0.217 1642

0.45 50.5 0.079 21.6 0. 300 1630

0. 475 39.4 0. 062 27.5 0.382 1610

0.49 29.2 0.046 37.1 0. 515 1575

0.50 20.0 0.031 55.0 0. 765 1485

The value of T in the last column indicates the value to which the temperature

at each X position has dropped due to adiabatic cooling. These values are in-

cluded in the heat balance equations in the way described in the following section.

6. ADMITTANCE MATRIX AND HEAT BALANCE EQUATIONS

Three cases were considered. For Case A, it is assumed that the boundary

temperature is 1200 degrees Fahrenheit and that the conductivity of the metal

(at 1200 degrees Fahrenheit) is 13 BTU/hr ft °F. For Case B, the conductivity
of the seal is raised to 39 BTU/ hr ft °F. Case C included both the high con-

ductivity seal and a 1300 degrees Fahrenheit core temperature. Temperature

distributions for all three cases are shown in Figures 62 to 64.

The heat balance equation for the

ing manner:

or, because

ith node ( I < i < 45) is written in the follow-

-qi GENERATED" (qi IN - qi OUT)

(qi IN-qi OUT) =_jYij (Tj -T i )

= -Ti _jYii + _iYij TI

Then
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For nodes 46 through 52, which include heat generation, the corresponding
equation is

-qGENERATED = -Ti _Yij + _:Yii Tj-qi GAINED

where qi GAINED = Cp m (T_-i-Ti)

Cp=ll3
BTU FT

°F LBf HR 2 (AT 1200°F)

m = 2.49 x i0 -7 LBf HR
FT

(FROM EQ(16))

The adiabatic cooling which was described in Appendix D is included in the heat

balance equations in the following manner. At node 46, it is assumed that the

inlet temperature is 1200 degrees Fahrenheit. The small amount of drop (1660

to 1658 degrees Rankin) is ignored for nodes 47 and 48. At node 49, (0. 325 _ x < 0.4),

however, it is assumed that the inlet temperature is 18 degrees Fahrenheit lower

than the temperature at node 48. In the same manner, then

Node Inlet Temperature

49 T48 - 18°F

50 T49 - 12°F

51 T50 - 55°F

52 T51 - 90°F

Finally, nodes 53 and 54 are used to define boundary temperatures as shown below.

Case

A B C

T53 1200°F 1200°F 1200°F

T 54 1200°F 1300°F 1300°F

7. STEADY STATE TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTIONS

The calculated steady state temperature for Cases A, B and C are shown in

Figures 62 to 64. The heat generation (and adiabatic cooling) characteristics

of the gap between the shoe and the runner are assumed to be the same in all

three cases. The thermal conductivity of the shoe material is assumed to be
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13 BTU/hr ft °F for Case A, but is 39 BTU/hr ft °F for Cases B and C. In

addition, for Case C, the temperature of the core-air is defined to be 1300

rather than 1200 degrees Fahrenheit, which is used at all air-to-metal boundaries
in Cases A and B.
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APPENDIX F

EFFECTIVE POLAR MOMENT OF INERTIA OF THIN OPEN SECTION

If the cross section of a bar is composed of many slender rectangular sections

or thin curved sections, the value of J used in the torsional stiffness is usually

known as the effective polar moment of inertia, which is much smaller than the

true polar moment of inertia about the centroid.

The analysis and formulae for J

many stress analysis textbooks.

for a section containing multiple thin rectangular sections.

bi ti 3J= 3
i=l

where n is the total number of the thin rectangular sections, and b I and t i
are the length and thickness of each section. This formula has been used to

calculate the value of J of the primary seal ring for both the thin-strip piston-

ring and the thin-strip C diaphragm seals. The effect of the small angular web

in the cross section of the thin-strip piston-ring design is neglected, since its

thickness is extremely small in comparison to the others, and they are located

intermittently along the circumference.

for various thin open sections can be found in

The contractor has used the following expression
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APPENDIX G

LEAKAGE RATE CALCULATIONS OF PRESENT LABYRINTH SEALS FOR

TEST RIG CONDITIONS

1. EGLI'S FORMULA

The general formula for calculation of leakage rate through a labyrinth, accord-

ing to Egli, is:

W=ACa_

where

(17)

W = Leakage flow, pounds per second

A = Leakage area, square inches

¢ = Flow function

a -- Flow coefficient

7 = Carry-over factor

g = Gravitational constant = 386.4 inches per second 2

Pu = Absolute total pressure upstream of seal, pounds per square inch,

absolute

Vu = Specific volume upstream of seal, cubic inches per pound

The flow function, _ , as given by Egli, is plotted in Figure 66.

where Pd = absolute total pressure downstream of seal, pounds per square
inch absolute

N = number of seal blades
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1.0
N=I

Z

o 0.8

0
0 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Pd / Pu

Figure 66 Labyrinth Seal Leakage Curves

The flow coefficient

seal lip thickness (t)

(c@ can be determined from Figure 67 for a specified
and clearance (e) .

1.0

LU
_°5 o.8

L)
0.6

2 3 4 5

e/t

Figure 67 Flow Coefficient Curve

The carry-over factor, 7 , for the present labyrinth seals is unity.
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2. LEAKAGE RATES FOR END AND INTERSTAGE LABYRINTH SEALS

a. END SEAL (CRUISE CONDITION}

A typical configuration for the present engine end seal is shown in Figure 68.

The inlet and exhaust pressures for the test rig are shown in Figure 10.

= = S " 0.40"

I ,

-IF- t :o.o o';

Figure 68 Current Engine End Seal

For N = 4 and Pd/Pu = 0.2, theflow function, ¢, can be located in
Figure 66.

¢=0.45

For t = 0.010 and e/f = 2.0, the value (_, according to Figure 67, is 0.8.

To calculate the other quantities in equation {17).

A : 2rrRf =86.4x 0.018= 1.555 square inches

Pu = 100 pounds per square inch

Vu = RT 2.47 x 105 x 1660 104
p x 386 = 100 x 386 = 1. 062 x cubic inches per pound

Substituting these quantities in Equation (17), one obtains

W = 1.555x 0.45x 0.8x 1.0

for end seal cruise conditions.

V 100386x 1.062x104
= 1.07 pounds per second
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b. END SEAL (TAKE-OFF CONDITION)

For the take-off, the following conditions are found,

Pu = 170 pounds per square inch

Tu (upper stream temperature) = 680 degrees Fahrenheit or 1145 degrees Rankine

pd/P.,,. = 20 = O. 117
170

A : 1. 555 x
.020

.018
= 1.73 square inches

= 0.46

_=0.8

The flow rate according to Equation (17) is

/
W = 1.73 x 0.46 x 0.8 x

= 2.5 pounds per second

(386) (170) 2 ( 1660 )
(i.062) (i00) (10)4 1140

c. INTERSTAGE SEAL (CRUISE CONDITION)

A typical cross section of interstage seal can be seen in Figure 69.

/ / I k_/ [ (" / / /t_¢" /_

ALe : 0.040"

t : 0.010'

Figure 69 Current Interstage Seal
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The leakage rate is determined as follows:

A

Pu = 100 pounds per square inch

Pd = 75 pounds per square inch

= 0.455

C_ = 0. 675

W = 3. 45 x 0. 455 x 0.675x 1.0x

2;q'Rfe = 3.45 square inches

V386
100

X

1. 062 x 104

= 2.02 pounds per second

d. INTERSTAGE SEAL ITAKE-OFF CONDITION)

• = O.047

t = 0.010

• =4.7
t

Ct = 0.675

A = 3.45x
O.047

O. 04
- 4.05 square inches

Pu = 170 pounds per square inch

Pd = 120 pounds per square inch

Pd / Pu = 0. 705

_b = 0.49
l

W =4.05x 0.49x 0.675x 1.0x 41386x
1702

1. 062 x 104 x 100

1660
x

1145

= 5.2 pounds per second
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